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Abstract 

The scope of this thesis has been to investigate the key value and cost drivers in the salmon farming 

industry, as well as applying theories and models to an empirical case study of Grieg Seafood with 

the intent of estimating the market value of the case company.  

The salmon farming industry is an important industry for Norway and have become increasingly 

consolidated in later years. The industry structure now consists of a group of large global players, 

with GSF currently being among the top ten. The salmon price is set based on the equilibrium of 

supply and demand, and the spot price is the strongest value driver in the industry. Supply is affected 

by many factors, and salmon farmers are for the most part price-takers on market prices, due to the 

length of the production cycle. The largest cost component is feed costs, which is a direct input to 

production. The second largest cost group is other operating costs, which is effectively costs related 

with biological issues, diseases and lice-mitigation measures. The relative importance of this cost 

item is increasing in the period analyzed. There are increasingly shifting consumer demands which 

leads to new preferences for salmon products. Potential disruption in the industry could come from 

the advent of land-based salmon farming. There are high entry-barriers to the industry and high 

intensity of rivalry. Customers and suppliers have only moderate bargaining power over the 

participants. GSF is a family-controlled company with a long-term perspective of ownership. The 

company’s management are characterized by having well-rounded industry experience. GSF’s 

physical resources consists of its location and there is substantial potential for increased utilization of 

current licenses. GSF is a vertically integrated salmon-farmer, and on par with most of its peers. The 

cost of capital for GSF have been calculated based on an average from various estimation 

approaches. The same holds for the estimation of GSF’s specific risk.  

GSF is overall a low-tier performer in operational profitability relative to its peers but is on an 

increasing linear trend in the period. GSF have moderate liquidity risk, mainly stemming from the fact 

that it is higher leveraged than its peers. The pro-forma estimates assume a spot price similar to 

levels achieved in 2016, and better utilization of GSF’s excess capacity. Harvest amounts are delayed 

somewhat compared with GSF’s growth strategies. The valuation is conducted using the present 

value approach, with the application of DCF, EVA and a selection of multiples. GSF is found to be 

undervalued, and the estimates are checked in a sensitivity analysis.  
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1.0 Introduction 
This key focus of this thesis is the strategic and financial analysis of the Norwegian fish farming 

company Grieg Seafood (GSF).  

The fish farming sector is an important industry for Norway. The industry is one of Norway’s key 

exports and constituted 50,09 billion NOK in 2015 which made it an all-time high (Norsk Sjømatråd, 

2016). Fish farming constitutes – together with the wild-catch industry – the Norwegian seafood 

industry. The Norwegian government has identified the seafood industry as a key focus area for the 

Norwegian economy in the years to come (Fiskeridepartement, 2015).  

The fish farming industry has experienced high growth and increasing stock prices for several years in 

the previous decades. Looking forward however, the current outlook for the industry seem to be that 

growth levels in the years to come should be more moderate. 

This thesis aims at applying the theories and models learned at CBS to a real-world empirical case-

study. In this case, the valuation of a company within one of Norway’s key industries seems to be a 

valid choice. The valuation will include both strategic and financial parameters to give the reader the 

most informed overview possible given the scope of the thesis.  

The rationale for selecting Grieg Seafood for a case company can be explained by its status of 

somewhat of an underdog on the Norwegian seafood index, OSLSFX when it comes to stock 

performance. The company has not seen the high growth levels experienced by the industry in the 

last decades materialize into a higher relative stock price for the company, and the company have 

been struggling with a higher cost level compared to its peers. Primo 2016, the stock price of GSF has 

experienced a surge, and thus the need for a fundamental valuation seems to be in place.  

1.1 Problem Statement 
With the introduction explaining the selection of topic, this section aims at defining the problem 

statement, which serves as the underpinning guiding for theories and models chosen to answer the 

problem statement in the rest of the paper. Considering GSF’s increasing stock price, the thesis aims 

at determining the intrinsic value of Grieg Seafood through a present value approach. The strategic 

analysis seeks to identify what drives costs and value in the industry. The following RQ have thus 

been created:   

What are the main cost- and value drivers and which methods can be used to estimate market 

values of companies in the salmon-farming industry? How does this apply to an empirical case 

study of Grieg Seafood? 

To support the main problem statement, several sub-questions have also been formulated: 
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GSF and Strategic analysis: 

- Who are GSF’s closest competitors? 

- What are the external factors influencing GSF and its peers? 

- How attractive is the salmon-farming industry? 

- What is GSF’s competitive advantages? 

- How integrated is GSF and its peers in the value chain? 

Financial analysis: 

- What is GSF current and target capital structure? 

- What is GSF’s cost of capital? 

- What is the benchmarked historical profitability of GSF? 

- What is the benchmarked liquidity risk affiliated with GSF? 

Forecasting: 

- How will the key value drivers develop in the forecasting period? 

Valuation: 

- How sensitive is the valuation to changes in key inputs? 

The actual valuation is based on a detailed analysis of both internal and external strategic analysis 

that may influence the performance of GSF in addition to financial analysis of GSF’s historical 

performance benchmarked with comparables.  

1.2 Thesis Outline 
This thesis serves as the culmination of theories and models learned in the cand.merc concentration 

Accounting, Strategy & Control and it seeks to abridge the theory learned in class to a real world 

empirical case study. Company valuation is a common process carried out by analysts and institutions 

for companies in various industries. The initial aim is to provide information about company 

performance in the past and its prospects for the future. To paint a clear picture for the reader and 

for the valuation to be valid, an external analysis lays the foundation for the financial analysis. 

Valuation approaches that are solely based on financial information are usually not sufficient for 

decision-making, as they do not provide a relevant account of the external factors that affect the 

company. Corporate valuations that are instead constructed with a combination of strategic and 

financial information, can provide estimates of future growth and profit potential. This combination 

should ensure that it functions for obtaining more realistic value estimates. 
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The problem formulation seeks to answer problems most commonly sought solved by people having 

financial interest in a company, but this thesis is also important for stakeholders that desire to gain 

broader understanding of company valuation and its alignment with strategic objectives. It is also 

interesting reading for other groups of people such as employees, potential investors and 

competitors. Many of the identified value drivers in this thesis is specific to the salmon-farming 

industry, and as such, the reader should gain a solid understanding of what drives value in this 

industry even though the focus is on GSF. This document can indeed create a solid decision-making 

foundation for potential investors and credit institutions. The thesis can moreover serve as an 

appropriate benchmark for GSF’s competitors. 

The thesis is divided into a total of 11 different sections. First, the salmon farming industry is briefly 

introduced. The next section features an external strategic analysis of factors found to be affecting 

GSF, an industry attractiveness analysis as well as an analysis of key cost- and value drivers. The 

following section analyses GSF internal capabilities, before a value chain analysis of GSF and the 

peers level of integration follows. The findings from the strategic parts are summarized in GSF’s 

SWOT matrix. The financial analysis seeks to analyze the financial health of the company from its 

financial statements. Both analyses form the basis for the forecast and ultimately the fair-value 

valuation of the company.  

1.3 Methodology 
This section will introduce the scientific approach used to answer the problem formulation. This 

includes an introduction of the theories and models used in this paper, the method in which data is 

collected and applied, as well as the delimitation of the thesis. Throughout the paper, it is assumed 

that the reader is familiar with basic economic theories and models, and extensive literature review 

have thus de-emphasized. 

Financial ratios in the absence of a proper benchmark have limited usefulness. Therefore, the thesis 

features a benchmark of comparable companies in appropriate sections. The peer group consists of a 

selection of Norwegian salmon-farmers listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. This is implemented to 

measure how the selected case company fares against its peers in Norway. In certain sections, an 

additional benchmark (NOR avg.) consisting of 39 of the largest Norwegian salmon-farming 

companies are included. The benchmarks are based upon freely available financial data, mainly 

adapted from official financial statements, which are available from the Brønnøysund Register 

Centre, or from the companies’ respective websites. Number of licenses are also freely available 

from the aquaculture register published by the Directorate of Fisheries.  
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1.4 Theories and models 
This paper presents practical use of chosen analytical tools and models that are suitable to answer 

the problem statement and the sub-questions. Due to scope of this thesis and length constraints, the 

principle of parsimony guides this paper. This principle - as identified by Damodaran (2012) - states 

that one should not include more inputs than you absolutely need to value an asset. Accordingly, it is 

acknowledged that other models and tools than those employed here could potentially have been 

used. However, the ones included provide congruent and, assumedly, sufficient information to 

provide realistic estimates.  

The theories presented by Aswath Damodaran are generally considered to be recognized as 

applicable by both scholars and practitioners and serves as the main valuation theory employed, 

concurrent with the theories presented by Petersen & Plenborg (2012) – especially on financial 

statement analysis. The strategic section aims at complementing and laying the foundation for the 

financial analysis and forecast, especially in analyzing growth potential and identifying key value- and 

cost-drivers. An industry-specific PESTLE framework is employed to understand the external factors 

that can affect the cash flow potential of GSF and the peer group. The industry attractiveness is 

analyzed using the Porter’s Five Forces framework.  

It is important to mention that the fish farming industry is a commodities industry, with all 

companies involved providing more or less the same product. The products are sold in the spot 

market, making the equilibrium in a supply and demand model the key drivers of revenue for the 

companies. This puts an emphasis on analyzing the cost structure of GSF and the peer group, and an 

analysis of key cost- and value drivers are thus included. 

The author has tried to adopt the aforementioned principle of parsimony and this principle guides 

the philosophy of science. Also, due to limitations, some of the analysis and calculation steps are not 

presented in detail but rather condensed outputs are provided. Main supporting tables, figures and 

graphs are included in the appendices. 

1.5 Data collection 
The paper has been written from an external investor’s point of view, and the valuation have 

therefore been based on external data, which have already been communicated to the market. 

Primary sources of information used in the valuation is GSF’s and the peer group’s financial reporting 

which is used as inputs in many of the models employed. Complementary sources of data have been 

employed to supplement the data provided by the respective companies, and especially data from 

assumedly non-biased sources such as the Norwegian Ministery of Trade, Industry and Fisheries, 

FAOStat, the Norwegian Seafood-Council and Statistics Norway (SSB) have been used. To keep the 
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paper as up to date as possible, newspaper articles which have been deemed reliable and provide 

insightful data have also been used. Data from the fish-farming industry specific handbook provided 

by Marine Harvest - simply called the Salmon Fishing Industry Handbook – have been incorporated to 

give the reader an insight into the industry. When creating salmon price, growth and harvest 

estimations in the forecast section, key industry analyst’s estimates have been included as a 

benchmark and as a way to provide some perspective of the estimates.  

1.6 Accounting Quality and Criticism of Sources 
As data from the companies’ financial reports are used as inputs in the pro-forma statements later 

used in the financial analysis and when creating forecast estimates, it is important that the data is 

unbiased and comparable over time. Both Damodaran and Petersen & Plenborg stress the 

importance of unbiased sources and accounting quality to avoid noise in the output from the models 

employed in this paper. Whilst the companies may have incentives to engage in earnings smoothing, 

they are constricted by law to provide a rightful picture of current events and are also audited by 

external firms. As such, it is believed that the level of manipulation is low in the financial statements 

used for input. However, supporting documents incorporated in this paper, such as the Fish Farming 

Industry Handbook supplied by Marine Harvest, could potentially be biased in their favor. Newspaper 

articles and articles taken from online sites could also pose a potential source of bias, as the level of 

objectivity in such articles can sometimes be questioned. Nevertheless, these articles may often give 

more updated information-basis of marketwide outlook and other important factors, than annual 

and quarterly reports capture in the time period they cover. For the forecast estimates to 

incorporate as much information as possible, these sources are justifiably included where it has been 

deemed important on market outlook and growth perspectives.  Statistical sources from sites such as 

SSB and FAOstat are assumed to be reliable and comparable over time. 

All companies analyzed in this thesis follow the IFRS accounting standard, which is important for 

comparability between the peer group and to determine the trend and level in the time-series 

analysis. All the financial statements included in this paper follow the Norwegian Generally approved 

accounting policies NGAAP. Moreover, all the companies employ identical fiscal years, which is equal 

to a calendar year.  Accordingly, differing accounting estimates should not pose problem in this 

paper. The author has no financial interest in GSF or any of the peer companies and is in that regard 

an unbiased analyst.  

1.7 Delimitations and assumptions 
The main goal of the thesis is to answer the problem formulation, and thus the need for a 

delimitation of the scope is in order. 
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- The paper is based solely on publicly available information and takes on an external 

perspective. 

- Even though GSF and the peers discussed are present in other salmon producing regions 

throughout world, the focus remains on Norway as it is the main net exporter within the 

industry. 

- Some producers, including GSF, also produce trout, but these numbers are disregarded in 

this paper. This is justified by the fact that the trout production only constitutes a minor part 

of the companies’ earnings.  

- Seven years of data have been chosen as input for the time-series analysis in the financial 

analysis. This is done to capture a full cycle in the industry. 

- For historical salmon prices and as input into the forecast on salmon price, the Fish Pool 

Index (FPI™) is used, as this index is compiled of two of the most used indexes – namely the 

Statistics Norway Export prices and the Nasdaq Salmon Index.  

- The thesis contract focuses on 2016 as a special year for the industry. This is the rationale for 

focusing on this particular year more in-depth in this thesis.  

2.0 The salmon-farming industry 
The industry of fish-farming is the commercialized process of raising fish in either sea-pens or on 

land. The process is termed mariculture, which is sub-branch of the broader- and more widely used 

term; aquaculture. In Norway, the most widely cultivated species are salmonids – which includes 

both salmon and trout. Most production is currently done in sea-pens, which traditionally have been 

less costly to run, and needed smaller start-up costs due to its lower capital expenditures. The 

topography of Norway – with its fjords and narrow inlets – has proven ideal for fish-farming in sea-

pens. Coupled with favorable sea-temperatures, fish-farms is found throughout coastal Norway, from 

Rogaland in the south-west, all the way up to Finnmark in the north.  

2.1 Historical Development 
The salmon-farming industry is a relatively young industry and was initially established in coastal 

Norway in the 1960’s as a response to dwindling wild-catch salmon populations, and due to the 

commercial success of a series of Danish trout farming operations (Eco-Justice Marketplace Project, 

2003). Historically, the industry can be divided into three phases: the experimental phase from 1957 

until the mid-1970’s, the breakthrough and growth stage until circa 1991, and the current phase 

which has seen solid industrialization and consolidation for the industry. The move from land-based 

tanks to open sea pens in the mid-1970’s meant lower site costs, better growth conditions and 

decreased start-up costs the companies. From the mid-1970’s, technological advancements and R&D 
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helped the industry formally establish itself as an industry of its own. Licenses to operate was also 

formally introduced as a political measure in rural Norway (UiB, 2018). In 1999, farmed salmon 

outweighed wild-catch salmon in total salmon output for the first time (Marine Harvest, 2018, p. 15).  

FIGURE 1 - HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT (SOURCE: UIB 2018, OWN CREATION) 

 

The industry has seen a dramatic growth in tonnes produced, from a mere 200 tonnes in 1957 to 

more than 2 163 000 tonnes in 2016 and constituted more than 7 billion dollars in value (Aukner & 

Bjørnstad, 2018).  From 1991 onwards, the industry has experienced a stage of restructuring and 

consolidation and thus also a concentration of licenses with a few larger companies. The 

consolidation in the Norwegian salmon-farming industry has been developing fast, albeit slowing 

down in later years. Since 1994, the number of salmon-farming companies have been reduced by 

more than 70% from 362 in 1994 to 101 in 2016.  

GRAPH 1 STRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN NORWAY (SOURCE: KONTALI, OWN CREATION) 

 

The graph above shows the development in number of farming groups/companies in different 

intervals of number of licenses. Back in 1994, there were five companies/groups who held more than 

10 licenses, controlling 76 licenses altogether. Today, there are 21 companies in the same category, 

controlling 839 licenses in total.  

2.2 Industry Structure 
The worlds’ 15 largest salmon-farming companies harvested close to 2,65 million tonnes salmonids1 

in 2016, representing 56% of the total harvest quantity. The global salmon-farming industry is mainly 

dominated by Norwegian and Chilean companies, with Marine Harvest Group dominating the 

industry in terms of global presence as well as harvest quantities. Although Norway’s harvest volume 

                                                           
1 The table includes other salmonids in addition to Atlantic salmon (Coho, chinook, and large trout). 
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dropped in 2016, Norway strengthened its position as the largest producer with 54% of total output, 

as Chile suffered a larger decline. Harvesting 758 400 tonnes in 2016, Chile was still by far the runner 

up in terms of volume (Norges Sjømatråd, 2017).  As can be seen from the table below, the 

consolidation seen in Norway is also evident on the global stage. Regions such as the US, Canada and 

Faroe Islands are dominated by a single or only a few key players, while Chile, UK and Ireland are 

characterized by having a lower concentration of large companies in total output. In Chile, producers 

are more diversified, and also often produce coho and large trout in addition to Atlantic salmon 

(Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 36). As can be seen from the table, GSF was the seventh biggest player 

globally in terms of harvest quantity in 2016. 

TABLE 1 –TOP 15 SALMON-FARMING COMPANIES 2016 (SOURCE: COMPANY ANNUAL REPORTS, KONTALI, OWN CREATION) 

No. Group 
Head- 
Office 

Tonnes 
harvested  Norway UK Chile Canada USA FO Ireland Others 

1 
Marine Harvest 
Group NO 423000 262200 50100 41000 48200   12100 9400   

2 
Lerøy Seafood 
Group NO 166900 166900               

3 Mitsubishi/Cermaq NO 139000 66000   48000 25000         
4 Salmar NO 128400 128400               
5 Cooke Aquaculture CA 101500   23000 16000 40500 22000       
6 Empresas Aquachile CL 81600     81600           
7 Grieg Seafood NO 71900 45000 15000   11900         
8 Salmones Multiexport CL 60900     60900           

9 
Pesquera Los 
Fiordos CL 55000     55000           

10 Australis Seafood CL 53700     53700           
11 Bakkafrost FO 52800           52800     
12 Nova Sea NO 41200 41200               
13 Nordlaks Holding NO 40800 40800               

14 
Pesquera 
Camanchaca CL 32600     32600           

15 Salmones Blumar CL 31600     31600           
Top 15 total 1480900 750500 88100 420400 125600 22000 64900 9400 0 

Others 1159400 505000 69300 338000 20400   12400 6400 207900 
Total 2640300 1255500 157400 758400 146000 22000 77300 15800 207900 

Top 15 in % of total harvest quantity 56 % 60 % 56 % 55 % 86 % 100 % 84 % 59 % 0 % 

2.3 Peer Group  
Sub-question to be answered in this section: Who are GSF’s closest competitors? 

As the industry structure show, there are numerous companies involved in salmon-farming globally. 

When selecting the peer group, a selection of Norwegian salmon companies deemed to be 

comparable to GSF has been selected. Damodaran (2012, pp. 462-463) states that a comparable firm 

is a firm with cash flows, growth potential, and risk similar to the firm being valued. Petersen and 

Plenborg (2012, p. 227) emphasize that comparables should share the same characteristics and 
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outlook. Below is a table of the pure2 seafood players on the Oslo Stock Exchange which will make up 

the peer group in this thesis. Firms involved in i.e. supporting operations, fish biology and the fish-

feed industry are not deemed to be sufficiently comparable in this regard. Bearing that in mind, the 

companies listed below are different when it comes to several factors, including corporate structure, 

value chain integration and regions in which they operate. However, they share the same operational 

risk factors and characteristics, and are all affected by fluctuations in salmon prices and thus also 

potential cash flows. All else being equal, the companies all share the same growth opportunities. It 

is thus argued that even though the peer group differ in characteristics such as quantity harvested, 

net sales and operational EBIT, they will provide insightful perspective for GSF and provide a useful 

benchmark when analyzing operational efficiency. Below, the companies in the peer group are briefly 

introduced.  

TABLE 2 - PURE SEAFOOD PLAYERS ON OSLO STOCK EXCHANGE (SOURCE: OSLO STOCK EXCHANGE, KONTALI, OWN 

CONTRIBUTION) 

Listed Stock 
Company 

Quantity 
Harvested Net Sales, mill. NOK 

Operational EBIT, mill. 
NOK Operational EBIT/kg (NOK) 

(Tonnes HOG) 
2016 2016 2015 Δ 15/16 2016 2015 Δ 15/16 2016 2015 Δ 15/16 

Grieg Seafood ASA 64727 6545 4608 42 % 1168 48 2333 % 18,0 0,7 2471 % 

Lerøy Seafood Group 150200 17289 13451 29 % 2843 1380 106 % 18,9 8,8 115 % 

Marine Harvest ASA 380621 35574 27881 28 % 6498 3107 109 % 17,1 7,4 131 % 
Norway Royal 
Salmon ASA 28819 3224 3211 0 % 640 202 217 % 27,1 9,6 182 % 

Salmar ASA 115700 9030 7326 23 % 2432 1404 73 % 21,0 10,3 104 % 

 

2.3.1 Lerøy Seafood 
Lerøy Seafood is a large Norwegian company involved in numerous aspects of the fishing industry 

besides salmon-farming. Tracing its roots to the end of the 19th century and starting out as mainly a 

seafood-exporter, Lerøy has gradually evolved into a multifaceted seafood conglomerate. Lerøy is 

the 2nd largest exporter of salmon in the world, with substantial farming operations in Norway. In 

2016, Lerøy Seafood harvested 150 200 tonnes, and had an operational EBIT per kg. of 18,9. Besides 

salmon-farming, the company is also notably present in the wild-catch whitefish segment following 

the acquisition of Havfisk ASA and Norway Seafoods Group AS in 2016 (Lerøy, 2017, p. 5). Compared 

to the rest of the peer group, Lerøy stands out as investing especially in value-added processing – 

branded using their own name.  Austevoll Seafood ASA, which is also listed on Oslo Stock Exchange is 

the majority shareholder in Lerøy Seafood (Austevoll Seafood, 2018, p. 71). Lerøy holds 121 licenses 

in Norway and is listed at Oslo Stock Exchange under the ticker LSG. 

                                                           
2 Companies which majority of revenue stem from salmon-farming operations. 
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2.3.2 Marine Harvest 
Marine Harvest Group is by far the largest salmon-farming company in the world - both in terms of 

operational profitability and quantity harvested. The company is present in all major salmon 

producing regions globally and are fully integrated in all stages of the value chain. In addition to 

salmon-farming, the group is now also involved in fish-feed production. In 2016, the company 

harvested more than 380 621 tonnes, and had an operational EBIT per kg. of 17,1. Marine Harvest as 

it stands today, is the result of a multitude of mergers and acquisitions throughout the 2000’s, most 

notably Pan Fish with Fjord Seafood and the Dutch company previously known as Marine Harvest.  

Compared to the rest of the peer group, Marine Harvest is substantially larger in terms of most 

financial/accounting items as well as market capitalization. This will naturally affect comparability in 

absolute terms, but when looking at operational profitability in relative terms the company will 

provide an insightful benchmark. Major shareholders in Marine Harvest includes Cyprus-based 

business-man John Frederiksen and the Government Pension fund of Norway (Marine Harvest, 2017, 

p. 269). Marine Harvest holds 235 licenses in Norway and is listed at both New York and Oslo Stock 

Exchange under the ticker MHGVY and MHG. 

2.3.3 Norway Royal Salmon 
Norway Royal Salmon is another company which have seen tremendous growth in later years. The 

company was originally founded in 1992 as an export company by a network of 34 different salmon-

farmers from Norway (Norway Royal Salmon, 2017, p. 10). They have gradually developed their own 

farming operations under the name Norway Royal Salmon, and harvested 28 819 tonnes in 2016, 

while achieving an operational EBIT per kg. of 27,1 – which makes it the best in the peer group. 

Norway Royal Salmon’s network of producers includes both fully-owned subsidiaries and several 

independent farming companies with contracts for delivery to the company. The network cooperates 

on negotiations with suppliers for discounts on purchasing as well as other administrative services 

(Norway Royal Salmon, 2017, p. 43). The company is relatively smaller than the rest of the peer 

group in terms of global presence, harvested quantity and operational EBIT, but in the peer group 

NRS provides insightful perspective into a network-based approach on sales and distribution and its 

effect on e.g. the industry metric EBIT per kg. It is also argued that NRS is also most comparable to 

GSF in terms of scale and future growth opportunities. The company is also amid the few which have 

invested in Icelandic-based salmon-farming operations (Berge, 2017). Ownership of NRS is diluted, 

and among the largest shareholders are its network partners (Norway Royal Salmon, 2017, p. 33). 

Norway Royal Salmon holds 92 licenses and is listed at Oslo Stock Exchange under the ticker NRS.  
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2.3.4 Salmar ASA 
Salmar have been known as one of the most cost-effective salmon-farmers. In 2016, it was the 4th 

biggest company worldwide, and harvested 115 700 tonnes of salmon from its Norwegian and 

Scottish locations. Salmar was founded in 1991 and have evolved through mergers and acquisitions 

into the company it is today. It moved abroad into Scottish waters in 2001 with the establishment of 

Norskott Havbruk AS/Scottish Seafarms Ltd. – which is a 50/50 joint venture between Salmar and 

Lerøy (Salmar, 2017, p. 12). In the peer group for 2016, Salmar is a mid-tier performer in terms of 

harvest quantities and EBIT. Yet, its operational profitability is exemplified by solid and relatively 

stable EBIT per kg. ratios. Salmar holds 119 licenses in Norway and is listed at Oslo Stock Exchange 

under the ticker SALM. 

2.3.5 Norwegian Industry Benchmark 
To provide a proper benchmark for 2016, a selection of 39 Norwegian companies who holds more 

than 6 licenses are included in certain sections. This gives further perspective on Norwegian 

operations than what the peer group can provide. The list of companies included in this benchmark is 

found in Appendix 01. 

3.0 External Strategic Analysis 
To provide an analysis of GSF’s business environment which affects the risk and cash flow potential 

of GSF, an external analysis has been conducted. This analysis aims to analyze the underlying external 

factors which affect both the supply and demand factors for salmon. The analysis also aims at 

identifying key factors which will be important in the explicit forecast period and terminal period.  

The salmon market can be said to have a dynamic market characterized by volatility of prices and 

harvest quantities, whilst product offerings remains standardized - only differentiated by e.g. value-

added processing. According to Petersen and Plenborg (2012, p. 187), this calls for on relying on 

more factors than solely historical performance when forecasting future outcomes. It is thus 

essential to obtain a fundamental understanding of underlying factors and underlying drivers of the 

market. 

3.1 Analysis of Cost- and Value drivers 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: What drives value and costs in the industry? 

3.1.1 Value drivers 
Farmed salmon can be categorized as a commodity. The majority of salmon are traded in the spot 

market where the market price is effectively set based on an equilibrium of supply and demand. 

However, achieved prices for the producers may deviate from the spot prices due to perceived 
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quality of the salmon, effect of sales contracts and the producer’s efficiency in allocating salmon in 

the markets (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 40).  

Supply is mainly affected by absolute and seasonal variations, presence of sales contracts reducing 

quantities for spot markets - and increasingly biological issues linked with production. Demand is in 

part also affected by absolute and seasonal variations, quality, food scares as well as flexibility of 

market channels (Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 32).  

Salmon is for the most part demanded fresh, and fresh salmon has a short shelf life of only 3 weeks. 

This entails that all production output in a period must also be sold and consumed in the same 

period. Buyers of farmed salmon are normally secondary-processors located close to key-markets, 

multinational supermarkets as well as the HORECA segment. Due to a production cycles spanning 

approximately 3 years, it is difficult to adjust planning and production to react to favorable spot 

prices in a period, leading the companies to become price-takers in the short-term. Supply is thus 

inelastic and relatively static in the short-term, while demand may e.g. shift according to seasons 

(Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 32). 

As a way to mitigate risk involved with fluctuating spot prices, harvest volumes or both, companies 

are entering into fixed price contracts (Larsen & Asche, 2011). This may allow for better predictability 

in sales but is also induced with a risk of selling at a lower price than spot markets. GSF’s hedging 

policy states that 20% of expected yearly harvest should be hedged through fixed delivery contracts 

or other sales contracts. The policy allows for an additional 30% if market research supports this. GSF 

has increasingly made use of contracts in later years, and states that their average contract prices 

were higher than Fish Pool forward prices in certain periods (Grieg Seafood, 2018, pp. 32-41). 

GRAPH 2 - GSF CONTRACT SHARE 2010 - E2017 (SOURCE: GSF ANNUAL REPORTS, OWN CREATION) 

Contract share (%) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 E2017 

GSF 5 % 0 % 0 % 2 % 2 % 0* 30 % 22 % 
Salmon prices strongly affects the companies’ stock prices and is deemed to be the strongest value 

driver for the industry. Graph 3 below shows the development of salmon prices and GSF’s stock 

development. As with most commodity industries, it becomes clear that spot prices and stock prices 

move in tandem with each other. 2016 saw records broken in terms of both spot prices and share 

values for salmon-farmers. 2016 ended with a spot price of 75,62 NOK per kg, up more than 260% 

from 2010 and with a CAGR of 14,65 %. During the same period, GSF share value grew from 10,62 in 

January 2010 to 81,0 at year end in 2016, which equals a substantial 762% increase.  
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GRAPH-3 – GSF STOCK PRICE AND FPI SPOT PRICE DEVELOPMENT (SOURCE: YAHOO! FINANCE, FISH POOL, OWN CREATION). 

 

This development is not only valid for GSF. When extending the sample to include the peer group, 

there is a strong correlation between spot prices and share value. Table 3 shows the correlation 

coefficients between changes in spot prices and changes in stock values for 2010-2016. As can be 

expected in a commodity industry, there is also a high positive correlation between the different 

companies. 

TABLE 3 – STOCK CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS WITH Δ IN SPOT PRICES 2010-2016 (SOURCE: OWN CREATION BASED ON 

YAHOO! FINANCE AND FISHPOOL) 

  GSF Δ Spot Prices Lerøy MHG NRS Salmar 
GSF 1       
Δ Spot Prices 0,86 1      
Lerøy 0,94 0,86 1     
Marine Harvest 0,93 0,83 0,99 1    
NRS 0,98 0,85 0,95 0,92 1   
Salmar 0,95 0,86 0,98 0,97 0,96 1 

 

Looking at the sample, all the companies’ stock prices are strongly positively correlated with changes 

in the spot price, ranging from 0,83 (Marine Harvest Group) to 0,86 (GSF, Lerøy and Salmar).  This 

underlines the fact that spot prices are the most important driver of value for the industry.  

3.1.2 Cost Drivers 
There are many different cost drivers involved with salmon-farming operations. Some are inputs 

essential for production – such as feed costs – but there are also increasingly significant costs related 

to biological issues – such as lice-related costs. Table 4 below show the distribution of costs for 

Norwegian salmon-farmers during 2008-2016.  
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TABLE-4 TOTAL COST BREAKDOWN 2008-2016 (SOURCE: DIRECTORATE OF FISHERIES, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

1. Feed cost 47 % 50 % 48 % 50 % 49 % 45 % 46 % 45 % 43 % 

2. Other operating cost 14 % 15 % 14 % 15 % 15 % 22 % 21 % 22 % 26 % 

3. Harvest cost 11 % 12 % 12 % 11 % 12 % 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 % 

4. Smolt cost 10 % 10 % 11 % 10 % 10 % 9 % 10 % 9 % 9 % 

5. Remuneration cost 7 % 6 % 7 % 7 % 7 % 7 % 7 % 7 % 7 % 

6. Depreciation cost 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 5 % 

7. Net financial cost 5 % 2 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 0 % 

8. Insurance cost 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 1 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 % 

Total cost 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 100 % 
 

As can be seen, feed costs make up almost half of all costs throughout the period and is the single 

biggest driver of operational cost. Feed cost in relation to other costs has gone down however, 

mainly offset by an increase in Other operating costs. Other cost groups have remained more stable 

throughout the period. The indexed development of the four largest cost segments in the same 

period is presented in Graph 4 below.  

 

GRAPH 4 - INDEXED COST DRIVER DEVELOPMENT (SOURCE: DIRECTORATE OF FISHERIES, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

 

Looking at Graph 4, it becomes clear that Other operating costs are substantially more volatile than 

the other cost groups and is increasing in the period. The practice for many of the salmon-farmers is 

that costs related to lice-mitigating measures, as well as other costs related to external service 

providers are grouped together in other operating costs. The accounting standards also report costs 

related to a specific financial year whilst costs related to lice issues often go on for more than a 

financial year. As such, the other operating costs are analyzed in further detail.  
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3.1.3 Other operating costs 
The largest increase in both cost development and relative costs in the period is to be found in other 

operating costs. These costs have grown from 14% of total costs in 2008, to making up more than a 

quarter of all costs in 2016. The cost development has also grown from 2,93 NOK per every kg in 

2008, to 8,71 NOK per kg. in 2016, which equals a CAGR of 15% (Directorate of Fisheries, 2017). The 

indexed graph shows the development in another light, with more than a 70% increase occurring in 

2013. Other operating costs in the salmon-farming industry are unpredictable costs and hard to plan 

for. According to interviews with selected salmon-farmers, these costs can mostly be traced to cost 

linked with monitoring of lice, medicinal treatment costs, specialized feed and costs linked with use 

of cleaner-fish (Nofima, 2015, p. 20).  

3.1.3.1 Cleaner-fish 
Tendencies have shown that the lice are developing resistance against the most common medicinal 

treatments, which have made the industry look for alternative and non-medicinal methods 

(Helgesen, Jansen, Horsberg, & Tarpai, 2017). Increasing lice issues has also caused a growing 

practice of employing cleaner-fish in the pens, which eats the lice off the infected salmon. It has been 

proven to be an effective way of avoiding use of costly chemical baths and medicines on the salmon 

stocks. As a result, the number of cleaner-fish in Norwegian pens has grown drastically in the last 

years, from 1 696 000 in 2008 to more than 37 359 000 in 2016. Prices has also gone up in the period, 

from 5,1 NOK per fish in 2008, to 17,5 in 2016. Moreover, the cleaner-fish needs to be tended and 

fed in addition to the lice it eats, just like normal salmon (Nofima, 2015, p. 21). 

GRAPH 5 - CLEANER-FISH DEVELOPMENT 2008-2016 (SOURCE: DIRECTORATE OF FISHERIES, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

 

With increased use of cleaner-fish in the pens, there are higher costs involved with cleaning the pens 

and general care. The net within the pens needs regular cleaning to guard off biofouling and growth 

of algae. Nofima estimates that frequency of cleaning differs according to locales but can range from 

every 7-10 days during the warmest months, July through October. Most of the cleaning is done by 

remotely controlled underwater vehicles/robots (ROV). Some locales have their own equipment and 
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personnel which handles the cleaning, but these services are increasingly outsourced. To internalize 

these processes, an initial investment of roughly 2 MNOK for a ROV, as well as workboats and 

experienced staff is required (Nofima, 2015, p. 22).  

3.1.3.2 Lice monitoring 
Regulations in Norway state that salmon-farmers have a responsibility to prevent the spread of lice 

throughout the country. To monitor the development of lice outbreaks, each salmon-farming locale 

is required to report the number of lice on a weekly basis3 to the authorities. These activities require 

personnel and other relevant equipment and is thus contributing to drive costs. Nofima estimates 

these activities to cost around 200 MNOK per year for the industry in total (Nofima, 2015, pp. 20-21) 

3.1.3.3 Medicinal treatment 
Perhaps the most efficient method of treating lice outbreaks is by using medicinal treatments. Bath 

treatment against lice does mainly take place in tarpaulins or wellboats. For bath treatments it is 

normal to use 3 service boats, as well as an additional barge for the equipment. Treating a large 

locale typically takes 3-4 days, with 10-12 persons working 10-12 hour shifts. Bath treatments are the 

most expensive lice-mitigation measure. The treatments are both costly in terms of drugs being put 

to use, as well as employing of external service companies which drive costs. Nofima estimates an 

hourly rate of around 150 000 NOK, equipment included (Nofima, 2015, p. 22).  

3.1.3.3. Specialized feed 
There are different factors which drive the feed cost. One is the composition of raw materials in the 

fish-feed (marine raw materials vs. plant based raw materials). Raw material prices of inputs needed 

for production - such as fish meal and fish oils - has increased and have contributed to an increase in 

prices of marine-based fish-feed. Currency fluctuations, and the use of more specialized types of feed 

also affect the feed cost (Nofima, 2015, p. 14). The use of functional feed and medicinal feeds have 

increased in later years - to both speed up growth and to combat diseases. The total share of 

functional feed has increased from less than 10% in 2010 to more than 15% in 2015, and often comes 

with a price premium of +15-20%. The share of medicinal feed has increased more than 400% and 

comes with a price premium of approximately double that of normal feed. However, the total share 

of functional feeds used in production is still relatively low compared to normal feed  (Nofima, 2015, 

p. 15). 

3.1.3.3. Summary other operating costs 
When it comes to solving the problems regarding lice, the industry still relies on a trial and error 

philosophy, as methods have proven to be costly and although some methods are more effective 

                                                           
3 Every other week when the temperature is below 4 degrees Celsius 
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than others, they have not eradicated the issues completely. Costs directly and indirectly related to 

lice outbreaks is the primary driver behind the increase in other operating costs, and Nofima 

estimated these costs to amount to more than 3 BNOK in 2014 (Nofima, 2015, pp. 36-37). As of 

spring 2018, there is no clear indication that lice issues are going to be resolved in the foreseeable 

future. 

As such, there is no immediate indication that other operating costs are going to decrease for GSF or 

any other producers. However, more effort is being put into preventing instead of reacting. It is 

expected that costs linked with lice prevention and mitigation will continue to increase somewhat. 

There have been substantial investments into R&D on issues surrounding lice. If prevention efforts 

are successful, related costs should go down. Since strong cost-control are important the cost 

development for GSF and the peer group are analyzed in further detail in section 8.1.1.  

3.2 PESTLE Analysis 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: What are the external factors influencing GSF? 

The primary objective of the macro analysis is to detect macro factors that may affects a company’s 

cash flow potential and risk. In this regard the macro environment is analyzed using the PESTLE 

framework. As the macro factors affect all industries differently, only the factors deemed most 

important to the salmon-farming industry in 2016 and going forward is included in the PESTLE 

framework presented below. Certain macro factors mostly affect supply, while others give 

indications of expected demand. The findings of the macro analysis, Porter’s Five Forces and the 

internal analysis are summarized in the SWOT analysis in section 6.0. 

3.2.1 Political factors 
Political willingness and attitudes towards the industry is an important factor as regulatory bodies 

issue licenses which are essential to operate in each locale and dictate measures for growth. Global 

political and diplomatic factors also play a role in access to markets and trade barriers is discussed in 

more detail in the economic factors section.  

One of the political initiatives most likely to affect further supply growth in the industry are the 

development licenses introduced during 2015-2017 and the Traffic Light System first presented in 

2015 and planned to be put into effect in 2019 (Ministry of Industry & Fisheries, 2015, p. 47). In 

short, the Traffic Light System categorized coastal Norway into 13 production areas, which was then 

color-graded in red, yellow or green based on which degree the salmon-farming operations have 

environmental spill-over effects in that area. The color grading dictate whether the region can grow 

or not or is forced to scale down production. E.g. will a high number of lice on wild stocks of salmon 

in an area result in a red grading.  The color gradings are evaluated every other year, and areas are 
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then possibly regraded based on the findings. As mentioned, regulatory bodies require a constant 

surveillance on the number of lice in sea pens. This is done in the form of a weekly count (Lusedata, 

2013). However, if farmers can document zero lice or below 0,1 adult lice per fish at all weekly 

counts, growth is offered regardless of the color grading in the region. In the long-run, PWC 

estimates that this will produce a shift from open-pen farming to closed systems in areas with a 

yellow or red grading (PwC, 2017, p. 48). As a more immediate effect, this also means that salmon-

farmers in a region graded yellow or red are given incentives to collectively address the biological 

situation in their region for that area to be able to be cleared for further growth.  

3.2.1.1 Government 
On the 11th of September 2017, the center-right coalition currently headed by the Conservative 

Party’s Erna Solberg won the majority vote in Norway’s parliamentary election. This coalition has 

previously consisted of the Progress Party (FRP), with support from the Liberal Party (V) and the 

Christian Democratic party (KrF). Judging by the different parties’ political manifestos, they all 

support the continuation of Norwegian aquaculture and fisheries industry and there are few defining 

differences that stand out between the parties now in coalition. The previous Solberg government 

released the “Sjømatmeldingen” report in 2015. The report mentions few concrete measures for the 

industry, but generally focuses on debureaucratization of regulations, maintaining access to markets 

(EU, USA and China) and promotes research and development for the industry (Det Kongelige 

Nærings- og Fiskeridepartement, 2015). The Conservative and The Progress party are the only parties 

which mentions an increase in production as a stated goal. The Conservative party wants to grow the 

industry through sustainable management, predictability and streamlining of regulations as well as 

incentives which promotes new technologies (Høyre, 2017, pp. 51-52).  The Progress party does not 

explicitly mention how the production increase should take place, but states that an easement in the 

regulations surrounding awarding of licenses could be one way (Fremskrittspartiet, 2017, p. 17). 

TABLE 5 - COALITION GOVERNMENT POLITICAL ISSUE MATRIX (SOURCE: PARTIES’ MANIFESTOS, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

    Political Issue 
    Production increase License liberalization Promote R&D Tax augmentation 

Pa
rt

y Conservatives (H)      
Progress (FrP)      
Liberal (V)      
Christian Democratic (KrF)       

 

The liberal party wants increased environmental focus for the industry, and promotes research 

towards more sustainable methods of operations, as well as extending the current green licensing 

practice to include more environmental parameters (Venstre, 2017, p. 69).  
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Municipalities which have salmon-farming operations within their area do rarely see much of the 

companies’ profits return in the form of local taxes. As a result, the Christian Democratic party wants 

to implement an area-tax for the industry for usage of geographic locales, or alternatively tax the 

industry based on standing MAB in the sea pens (Kristelig Folkeparti, 2017, p. 120).  

From the matrix above, it can be seen that all governing parties aim to focus research into more 

sustainable methods of operations. This includes lice-mitigation and efforts to decrease diseases and 

escapees. The focus on R&D have been manifested in the development licenses which are discussed 

in the technological factors section. The parties also agree on the importance of maintaining 

Norway’s role as the leading supplier of salmon globally. The political climate surrounding the 

salmon-farming industry is also a factor to consider when looking at the industry. Several special 

interest groups and most environmentalists advocate that the salmon-farming industry is damaging 

local eco systems in the archipelagos and fjords, and that local wildlife stocks are being harmed by 

lice-mitigating measures. This will be addressed when discussing environmental factors.  

3.2.1.2 Implications for GSF 
GSF Rogaland’s operations are in a region which is currently graded as yellow in the traffic light 

system. This entails that if the region does not deal with lice-related issues until the traffic light 

system is implemented in 2019, production will be forced to maintain current levels or even scale 

down. Besides the obvious negative implications this will have on GSF Rogaland’s growth potential, 

this will also probably have a detrimental effect on GSF’s image and relations with stakeholders. The 

Finnmark region is currently rated as green and is thus cleared for 6% growth in Maximum Allowed 

Biomass (MAB) (Nærings- og fiskeridepartementet, 2017).  

The political issue matrix illustrates on a general note the fact that not all political parties in Norway 

necessarily favor growth for the industry and changing governments may promote different political 

agendas going forward. 

3.2.2. Economic factors 
Traditional markets for Norwegian salmon have always been the EU, Russia and Asia where demand 

have been strong enough to absorb the entire Norwegian output. Figure 2 below depicts the current 

trade of salmon around the world. Proximity to markets have explained the trade flows, as salmon is 

a perishable product and transport across longer distances reduces freshness. The North American 

continent is supplied mostly by its own production, with the addition of Chilean imports.  The Asian 

market is shared amongst the producing regions as transportation costs are somewhat similar from 

all regions (Marine Harvest, 2018, p. 28).  
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Currently, the most important market for Norwegian salmon exports is by far the European union 

with 73% of exports. Access to the European single market for Norwegian exporters is secured via 

the EFTA trade deal (Norges Sjømatråd, 2017). Russia has historically been important for Norwegian 

salmon exporters but has since 2014 been closed for Norwegian imports due to mutual sanctions 

(Stubbington, 2014). However, demand growth in EU markets have absorbed salmon-exports 

normally destined for Russia, and the combined effect for Norwegian producers have thus been 

insignificant (Olsen & Steinum, 2014). In the long term, Russia’s ban on Norwegian salmon could 

prove more significant, as other producing countries such as Faeroe Islands and Chile – which are not 

affected by the sanctions - have used this loophole to their benefit (Undercurrent News, 2014). In 

periods characterized by biological issues for traditional exporters, exporters take advantage of 

market arbitrage and export into “rivalling” territories. In 2016, Norwegian exports to North America 

and Japan increased to 4,8% and 3,8% respectively (Norges Sjømatråd, 2017). Due to numerous algae 

outbreaks in Chile, the Mercosur4  region’s growing demand for salmon has also led to negotiations 

for a free trade deal between Norway and the region (Mereghetti, 2017).  

FIGURE 2 - TRADE FLOW OF SALMON - 2016 (SOURCE: MARINE HARVEST INDUSTRY HANDBOOK, OWN CREATION) 

While salmon exports to the Chinese market is still relatively miniscule compared to other key 

markets today, demand is expected to increase in the years to come and should with lower barriers 

to trade become an increasingly important market for salmon exporters. The relationship between 

Norway and China turned significantly sour when the Nobel Peace prize was awarded to Liu Xiabo in 

                                                           
4 Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay 
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2010, and as an effect, Chinese authorities created detailed requirements which needed to be met 

for Norwegian salmon exporters. In practice, these demands effectively barred Norway from Chinese 

markets, and the market share of Norwegian salmon went from 90% in 2010 to around 1% in 2015 

(Trumpy, 2015). In December 2017, the Chinese government reduced their tolls on many seafood 

imports, including frozen salmon by 50% (Norges Sjømatråd, 2017).  

Economic development in key markets is found to be less important than outright access to certain 

markets as underlying demand remains high and excess supply have shown to be absorbed by the 

market. However, salmon has a price threshold and increasing prices could lower demand. The 

elasticity of salmon compared to other key protein sources is discussed in section 3.3.2. 

Price risk and foreign exchange risks also affect salmon-farmers. Feed producers have traditionally 

operated on a cost-plus production contract, which leaves the salmon-farmers exposed to the 

volatility in raw-material prices (Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 54). Feed producers normally quote 

prices in mainly USD and sometimes in EUR. This entails that fluctuations in especially USD/NOK and 

EUR/NOK leaves the salmon-farmers worse off in times of strong Euro/US dollar and a weak 

Norwegian krone. Prices of both marine and plant-based raw materials seem to remain at a relatively 

high level. Raw material prices are generally susceptible to variations in supply, meaning that if the 

supply side is increasing it can reverse the development seen in later years. Companies who have 

internalized fish-feed production in their value chains should thus be able to better plan for long-

term purchases of raw materials when prices and interest rates are more favorable.  

Salmon-farmers must also deal with currency fluctuations when exporting. As most of output is 

exported to Europe, the distribution companies are mainly exposed to fluctuations in euros, and 

dollars to a lesser degree. As currency risk in the industry is typically absorbed by the exporter 

(Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 64), this leaves exporters vulnerable to fluctuations in those currencies.  

3.2.2.1 Implications for GSF 
GSF is exposed both to fluctuation in raw material prices in their ongrowing operations and foreign 

exchange risk via Ocean Quality. The majority of GSF’s accounts receivable is denominated in EUR 

(Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 41). The currency risk is in part hedged in futures contracts.  Compared to 

some of its peers, GSF have no internal fish-feed capabilities and is reliant on getting all its fish-feed 

in the market. Due to industry practice, GSF is thus vulnerable to price fluctuations of raw materials 

used in fish-feed. This is also the biggest cost component in the value chain as seen in section 3.1.2. 

In February 2018, Ocean Quality was involved in a violation of Chinese import terms. GSF’s sales 

organization cleared salmon destined for China which did not fulfill Chinese requirements. This 

infringement caused Ocean Quality to be banned from selling to the Chinese market (Grieg Seafood, 
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2018, p. 6). As of June 2018, the ban is still upheld. As demand for salmon is expected to grow further 

in China, an exclusion from a key growth market will have negative future implications for GSF.  

3.2.3 Social factors 
The population in the world is growing and is expected to reach nearly 10 billion people in 2050 

(United Nations, 2017, p. 1). The oceans are underutilized as a source for food cultivation, and 

aquaculture is thus identified as an area where food production is expected to grow in the years to 

come. An increasing population is estimated to lead to a 70% increase in demand for food globally in 

2050. FAO and the World Bank have identified fish and salmon as one way to mitigate world hunger 

problems as salmon is generally considered a healthy food source and contains many nutrients and 

vitamins suggested to be included in a diversified and healthy diet. FAO estimates that in 2050, 62 % 

of all fish consumption by humans will come from fish farming and the aquaculture industry. The 

World Bank estimates that total of value fish-farming production – including salmon - will grow by 

50-60 % by 2030 (The World Bank, 2013).  

Social megatrends also affect the industry, and factors emphasized by the Norwegian Seafood 

Council are increased convenience for end-users, i.e. increased importance of value-added 

processing and increased focus on healthy living and sustainability. There are regional and country-

specific preferences in how consumers like their salmon dinners prepared, but overall, consumers 

are trending more towards preferring fillets and ready-to-cook products – i.e. value-added 

processing (Norges Sjømatråd, 2018). Nguyen et al. (2014) found that consumers prefers fillet and 

steaks to other forms of salmon. This emphasizes product innovation in the distribution chains, and 

companies with internalized processing capabilities should be better prepared for these tendencies 

in consumer preferences than those without. Increased focus on healthy living should, all else equal 

benefit the salmon-farming industry, as it is perceived as a healthy product.  

DNB Markets expects Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors to be become increasingly 

important, as socially responsible investing gains traction (DNB Markets, 2018). Stakeholder 

preferences are influenced by negative news flows, and public opinion and food scares may scare 

consumers away from salmon at times (Tromsø Museum, 2016). Managing effective communication 

of health benefits and possibly certifying products to meet internationally approved standards are 

likely to become more important going forward.  

3.2.3.1 Implications for GSF 
GSF states that they are working to adapt to shifting social demands and acknowledge that the trend 

is moving towards special products which differs from generic gutted salmon. GSF responds to 
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changes in preferences with increased efforts for ASC5-certifiable locations and branding of higher 

quality salmon from BC and Rogaland (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 32).  

An increasingly negative public opinion in Canada is shifting public opinions towards the salmon-

farming industry in that region. The industry may be required to transition from open-pen farming to 

land-based farming (Eckford, 2018). GSF BC has formalized its efforts for increased transparency with 

local stakeholders (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 6).  As salmon-farming in British Columbia have been 

targeted by environmental groups before (Mapes, 2017), GSF’s Canadian operations may be affected 

going forward.  

3.2.4 Technological factors 
As mentioned in the political factors section, the Norwegian government has taken on an active role 

to promote increased focus on R&D as a strategy to reduce the environmental impact of the 

industry. This lead to the introduction of developmental licenses in 2015 which incentivizes 

innovation in research and development to hopefully produce a shift for the industry into more 

sustainable operations with fewer adverse effects to the environment. The development license 

entails a commercial license approved for a specific idea, which later can be turned into a 

conventional commercial license for a fee. The application round for the licenses ran from 2015-2017 

with exactly 50 applications received. As of spring 2018, 39 applications had been rejected, 8 projects 

have been approved, while 7 are awaiting ongoing proceedings (Directorate of Fisheries, 2018).  

GSF has one ongoing application currently under review, the “Blue Farm” which is an off-shore, large 

scale project based on concrete pens rooted with tie rods to the sea bed (Berge, 2016). If approved, 

the project will entail 10 licenses with a total MAB of 7 800 tonnes (Directorate of Fisheries, 2018).  

A potential disruptive factor for the traditional open-pen style of salmon-farming is the advent of 

land-based farming in water-recirculating tanks, or Recirculating Aquaculture Systems (RAS). 

Traditionally, these projects have had high CAPEX requirements and even higher operating expenses 

compared to conventional open-pen farming. However, as cost levels of open-pen farming have risen 

due to cost related with biological issues, the cost gap between the two methods is slowly decreasing 

(PwC, 2017).  If CAPEX and cost-levels is reduced to match open-pen farming, RAS-farming is 

expected to provide a paradigm shift of significant multitude. Land-based farming can be located 

anywhere in the world, effectively omitting both lice-issues and high transportation costs.  

                                                           
5 Aquaculture Stewardship Council 
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3.2.4.1 Implications for GSF 
Pending approval for GSF’s project, accept will entail increased MAB for GSF Rogaland where the 

project is expected to be based (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 50). However, no cost estimations or other 

strategies have been made public, and hence the cost implication of the project is unknown. 

3.2.5 Legal factors 
The salmon-farming industry is regulated and requires a license to operate. The licenses set the limits 

for total production as well as the production in each locale. Licenses can be freely traded in the 

second-hand market. Since the number of licenses is limited, and the awarding of new licenses 

occurs sporadically, licenses traded in the marketplace can be traded for sums which substantially 

outreach the initial price. Marine Harvest estimates the cost of a license in the second-hand market 

to be approximately 10 MEUR (Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 62). As growth is capped by number of 

licenses and MAB, growth can either come from better utilization of existing licenses or through 

acquisitions of new licenses/competitors.  

Most of the licenses in use in Norway today, were gained free of charge in the 1980’s. The 

aquaculture acts of 1981 and 1985 established the practice of granting licenses via national licensing 

rounds (Fiskeridepartementet, 1985). In 2002, a licensing round granted 90 licenses at 5 MNOK per 

license (Fiskeri- og Kystdepartementet, 2003). This was the first time licenses were sold for a fee. The 

next licensing round was in 2009, where prices increased to 8MNOK per license (Fiskeri- og 

kystdepartementet, 2009). In 2013, a new group of licenses were introduced. These licenses – 

dubbed green licenses - introduced requirements on number of lice and were geographically 

restricted to the northern region of Norway. In addition to fixed prices, 15 licenses were auctioned 

for the first time. 15 green licenses were sold with a fixed price of 10 MNOK, and 15 green licenses 

auctioned for sums reaching 55-65 MNOK (Nærings- og fiskeridepartementet, 2013).  

GRAPH 6 - PRICE DEVELOPMENT OF LICENSING ROUNDS 1985-2018 (SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF TRADE AND FISHERIES, 
DNB, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

 

The latest license auction took place in June 2018, also mainly for locales in the North of Norway. The 

auction revealed a substantial growth in the valuation for new licenses, which DNB estimated to be 

151 MNOK per license (Aukner & Bjørnstad, 2018). With consolidation taking place on the Norwegian 
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market, the governing bodies have intended that the model employed in awarding licenses, also 

considers smaller operators and remote locales. This was initially intended to hinder any industry 

player from becoming too dominant, and to combat a clustering of producers in certain locations. To 

underline the intent of keeping a decentralized industry and to promote local ownership, the 

Directorate of Fisheries have stated that no industry player may control more than 50% of the total 

biomass in any region (Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 71). 

3.2.5.1 Implications for GSF 
GSF bought four green licenses at fixed prices at the licensing round in 2013 (Berge, 2014). These are 

not yet operational, but GSF are currently investing in equipment etc. to remain compliant with the 

statutes these licenses require (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 50). GSF did not bid on any licenses in the 

most recent auction. Supply growth in the short to medium term will thus accordingly have to come 

from better and increased utilization of current licenses. An internal analysis of GSF’s MAB-utilization 

grades is included in section 4.2.2. 

3.2.6 Environmental factors 
One of the most important environmental factors to consider for production of farmed Atlantic 

salmon is water temperatures. As production of salmon is currently restricted to areas with favorable 

currents and sea temperatures, production areas are restricted. Due to climate change, warmer sea 

temperatures are expected going forward. This could entail an increase in viral and bacterial 

diseases, lead to more salmon lice and less oxygen in the water. This may lead to farms relocating 

either offshore or further north to areas such as Troms and Finnmark, which could lead to a shortage 

of arable production areas in the future (IntraFish, 2015).   

Lice issues is a problem for the industry. Due to increased resistance to conventional medicinal lice 

treatments, salmon-farmers are turning to other harsher methods of combatting lice. Chemical and 

harsher lice treatments are leading to dramatically increased mortality rates. During 2016, more than 

53 million salmon mortalities can be traced to various lice treatments. This is estimated to incur a 

potential loss of approximately 10 BNOK (PwC, 2017). Research have also revealed that extensive lice 

treatments have negative spillover effects and harms especially shellfish and crustaceans living in the 

proximity to the sea pens (Bechmann et al., 2016).  

Salmon escapees is another problem, often directly linked with various lice treatments. To hinder 

cross-breeding and disease transfers, it is a strong regulatory focus for salmon-farming not to 

intervene with wild salmon stocks. In 2016, more than 132 000 farmed salmon escaped from various 

sites in Norway (Directorate of Fisheries, 2018). It is estimated that 19% of all farmed salmon stock 

either dies or escapes before reaching harvestable sizes (Berghlihn, 2017).  It is thus important that 
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the industry addresses the issues relating to lice and escapees and the industry’s effect on the 

environment. If done correctly, this could ensure public acceptance and help to maintain a good 

reputation as an industry offering sustainable products. Continued and increased negative publicity 

may sway public opinion and eventually political attitudes towards the industry.  

3.2.6.1 Implications for GSF 
GSF Finnmark is ideally located where environmental impacts due to climate change are expected to 

have less impact. This could provide further supply growth opportunities going forward.  Higher sea 

temperatures could though have an adverse effect on GSF Rogaland in the long-term.  

To appease stakeholders with an interest in corporate social responsibility and conceivably 

institutional investors with investment guidelines regarding sustainability, GSF have been publishing 

separate sustainability reports since 2013 and also introduced natural capital accounting in their 

2017 report. During 2018, GSF will publish a new strategy on sustainability towards 2020 (Grieg 

Seafood, 2018, p. 4). GSF also believes in value of obtaining certifications of sustainability. Both GSF 

Rogaland, GSF Finnmark and GSF Shetland are Global-GAP certified, and two locales in Finnmark is 

also ASC-certified (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 29). 

3.3 Industry Analysis - Five Forces Framework 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: How attractive is the salmon-farming industry? 

To highlight the industry-specific factors affecting GSF, an industry analysis is provided. The overall 

attractiveness is ultimately determined by the opportunity to achieve returns that meet or exceed 

cost of capital (Petersen & Plenborg, 2010, p. 189).  As will be seen in the financial analysis, this is not 

always the case for the salmon-farming industry. To assess the attractiveness of an industry, one 

could potentially apply several various frameworks and models. Brandenburger & Nalebuff (1997) 

presents an alternative to the conventional Five Forces framework, which they call Value Nets. This 

approach focuses on an approach to game theory, highlighting the importance of building 

relationships with competitors and suppliers of complementary products as a crucial part of a firm’s 

strategy. As most of the companies involved with the salmon-farming industry supply a uniform 

product, this framework is dismissed as less relevant in this case and deemed more appropriate for 

creating strategies for horizontal integration. Michael Porters renowned Five forces framework 

(1979) focuses more on factors affecting the competition in an industry and is therefore applied 

here. 

3.3.1 Threat of New Entrants 
The threat of new entrants is linked to the barriers of entry into the industry. More barriers to entry 

is generally linked with increased returns for players already operating in the industry. Costs are 
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involved for new entrants to enter any industry, but these costs can vary depending on the nature of 

the industry. Being a commodities industry, and with salmon prices reaching all-time highs in 2016, 

and a number of companies reporting strong returns, the industry might seem attractive to new 

entrants. Increasing demand, low switching costs and a uniform product offering may further add to 

that picture. However, the salmon-farming industry is very capital intensive and with substantial 

costs in the beginning stages of production. Capital requirements involved with building biomass 

normally follows a three-stage pattern, meaning that a salmon farmer always should have different 

generations at different stages in their life cycle in production. As the grow-out process normally 

takes 3 years, extensive capital is tied up until the first generation is harvested and revenues are thus 

delayed for new companies building stocks from scratch (Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 61). As salmon 

is perishable, biological risk linked with mortality and diseases also affect final output, and mortalities 

are to be expected. In order to start a regular grow-out facility with 4 licenses, Marine Harvest 

estimates a capital requirement (excluding feed cost) of 47,2 MEUR (Industry Handbook, 2018).  

GRAPH 7 - CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS EXAMPLE (SOURCE: INDUSTRY HANDBOOK, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

 

To obtain organic growth, working capital investments in the form of biomass are continually 

required due to the long production cycle. Marine Harvest estimates a net working capital 

investment of about EUR 3/kg split across two years to obtain one kilo of harvest volume (Industry 

Handbook, 2018, p. 59).  

More stringent regulatory compliance also affects the barriers to entry. With the introduction of the 

new traffic light system, increased pressure is put on regions with a green rating. New entrants into 

the industry are likely to pay a premium for licenses to operate in regions cleared for growth and a 

discount for areas with a yellow or green rating. Also, licensing initiatives have previously favored 

smaller producers and local ownership as a political means of maintaining a local presence. New 

entrants without any licenses on hand, would not benefit from this as licenses regimes have now 

shifted towards auctions where licenses are awarded to the highest bidder as seen in the previous 

section. Capital requirements, the intricacy of production and increasingly regulatory demands 

makes it harder to enter the industry as a new operator. Larger producers enjoy economies of scale 
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as they have the resources to endure longer periods of substantial working capital investments 

needed for organic growth.  

3.3.2 Threat of Substituting Products 
True substitutes for farmed salmon can be discussed depending on the context and ultimately 

personal views. Asche and Bjørndal’s (2011) demand analyses of salmon did not find any clear 

substitutes for salmon. They find that salmon has taken incremental market shares from many 

different products and are thus not directly substituted over other sources of protein. Research 

focusing on price elasticity of salmon do however show price elasticity, although it has been shown 

to become less elastic (Xie, Kinnucan, & Myrland, 2009) since previous studies conducted in the 

1980s (DeVoretz & Salvanes, 1993). Xie et al. (2009) found the price weighted average price elasticity 

to be -1,02 with the Norwegian market being the least elastic -0,87 and the UK and the Rest of the 

World being the most elastic (-1,66 and -1,17 respectively). However, as 2016 was characterized by 

increasing prices, and if salmon is viewed as merely a source of protein, then the substitutes can be 

extended to include other sources of animalistic protein such as beef, poultry and pork. If salmon 

prices become too steep going forward, it is fair to assume that consumers might shift to other 

animalistic protein substitutes. 

GRAPH 8 – ANIMALISTIC PROTEIN DEVELOPMENT SEP 2006 - SEP 2016 (SOURCE: INDEXMUNDI, OWN DEVELOPMENT) 

 

Graph 8 shows the development of the comparable protein sources over ten years. As can be seen, 

salmon follows a more volatile price trend compared to beef, pork and poultry. Relatively speaking, 

salmon is the most expensive protein in 2010, 2012-2013 and 2016. Salmon, in addition to beef and 

pork have all had price increases throughout the period, while the price for poultry have gone down.   

Putting consumer elasticities aside, salmon is also the protein source with highest yield factor 

compared to feed inputs, as well as having the most efficient feed conversion rates. Salmon-farming 

is more resource efficient than comparable animalistic protein sources. Looking at Table 14, farmed 

salmon is at least twice as efficient in feed-conversion than land-based protein.  
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TABLE 11 - RESOURCE EFFICIENCY MAJOR PROTEIN SOURCES (SOURCE: DNB MARKETS, OWN CREATION) 

  Salmon Poultry Pork Beef 
Feed conversion rate 1,1 2,2 3 10 
Edible yield 68 % 46 % 52 % 41 % 
Edible meat per 100 kg feed 61 21 17 4-10 

 

According to the Industry Handbook, as much as 68% of Atlantic salmon are edible meat (Marine 

Harvest, 2018, p. 20). This puts salmon in a class of its own compared to other key protein sources.  

TABLE 15 - CARBON FOOTPRINT AND WATER CONSUMPTION (SOURCE: INDUSTRY HANDBOOK, OWN CREATION) 

  Salmon Poultry Pork Beef 

Carbon footprint (kg CO2/kg edible meat) 2,9 2,7 5,9 30 
Water consumption (litres/kg edible meat) 2 000 4 300 6 000 15 400 

 

Looking at sustainability of production, salmon-farming has the second lowest carbon footprint after 

poultry, and substantially lower than pork and beef. Compared to land-based protein, salmon also 

has the lowest water consumption per kilos of edible meat.  

3.3.3 Bargaining power of suppliers 
As will be seen in section 5.7, GSF and the peer group are increasingly vertically integrated in the 

value chain. Companies with internalized value chains will ceteris paribus have less dependence on 

external suppliers. Table 16 shows the estimated bargaining power of the most important supplier 

segments. 

TABLE 16 SUPPLIER BARGAINING POWER (SOURCE: COMPANY ANNUAL REPORTS, EY, OWN CREATION) 

  Technical Solutions Biotechnology Distribution Processing Feed 
Concentration Low Low Low Low High 
Industry specific Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Importance High Moderate Low Low High 
Switching costs Low Low Moderate Moderate High 
Bargaining power Low Low Low Low High 

  

The technical solutions segment includes suppliers involved with technical supply for the aquaculture 

industry. This includes sea pens, cages, barges, well-boats, feeding systems, mooring systems etc. 

This segment is highly fragmented and features products specific to the industry. Although these 

products are important for the industry, salmon-farmers experience low switching costs of switching 

to another supplier and bargaining power for this segment is thus deemed to be low. The 

biotechnology segment supplies products and services related with fish health. This includes 
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medicines, vaccines as well as cleaner-fish. With increasing biological issues, this segment is 

increasingly important. However, concentration is low and specialization for the industry is high. 

Switching costs will remain low until a supplier emerges with the most efficient products which may 

increase bargaining power. Distribution and processing are segments which both GSF and the peer 

group have internalized and hence no supplier bargaining power exists. Other companies in the 

industry may sell their products to a large number of industry-specific distribution and processing 

companies, which due to their fragmented concentration and specialized nature only possess a low 

degree of bargaining power.  

Lastly, suppliers of feed have also been through a stage of consolidation, leaving a few strong 

companies which effectively controls the supply of fish-feed. Feed companies also provide feed to 

other aquaculture industries besides salmon-farming, so dependency on the industry is lower than 

for the other specialized segments. Fish-feed is the largest cost component and the most important 

input factor to production. Switching costs are perceived to be high, and e.g. internalizing fish-feed in 

the value chain comes with considerable CAPEX requirements (Berge, 2013).  Owing to the factors 

above, suppliers are considered to have low bargaining power over the participants in the industry, 

with the exception of feed suppliers. 

3.3.4 Bargaining power of customers 
Figure 3 below shows the customer segmentation for Marine Harvests exports from Norway (Marine 

Harvest, 2018, p. 110). However, the customer segmentation is likely to be comparable for other 

companies in Norway as well. In Norway, most farmed salmon is exported to further processing and 

distributors close to key markets. As can be seen, the largest customers are processors and 

distributors. Sales directly to supermarkets make up the third largest group, and directly to the 

HoReCa market is the smallest customer group with only 1% of sales.  

The seafood processing industry is highly fragmented with more than 4000 companies. Production 

for the European market is mainly taking place in Poland, France, Denmark, United Kingdom, 

Netherlands and the Baltics. The secondary processors produce salmon fillets, ready-to-cook 

products and smoked salmon. Smoked salmon is the largest and most common secondary processed 

product based on salmon exports. Marine Harvest estimated this market to require an input of 

approximately 299 100 tonnes in 2017, or about 40% of total Norwegian exports (Marine Harvest, 

2018, p. 95). Secondary processors in Europe have a wide selection of inputs. They may utilize 

Icelandic, Scottish, Irish, Faroese in addition to Norwegian salmon in their products. As salmon 

needed for secondary processing is a uniform commodity, the industry has low switching costs 

involved with switching from an individual salmon exporter to another.  
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FIGURE 3 - CUSTOMER SEGMENTS NORWEGIAN EXPORTS (SOURCE: INDUSTRY HANDBOOK, OWN CREATION) 

 

GSF reports that customers generally are interested in closer relationships with producers (Grieg 

Seafood, 2018, p. 32). Larger processing companies should be able to obtain better prices as large 

quantities of exports go to these companies. For a portion of harvested volume, salmon exporters 

have an incentive to negotiate deals with certain customers, as also, as seen in section 3.1.1 

increasing levels of contract sales can indicate that buyers are exercising their bargaining power to 

obtain more favorable prices and fixed harvest quantities. As these are individually negotiated 

agreements, no price data is obtainable.  

TABLE -2- ESTIMATION OF CUSTOMERS BARGAINING POWER (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 
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processors 
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Supply 
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Bargaining power Moderate Low Low High Low 
 

Overall, buyers possess a large bargaining power in the industry. However, due to the cyclical nature 

of the industry, this power is reduced when supply is low, and increased in times of supply growth.   

3.3.5 Intensity of Rivalry 
With a move towards consolidation in the industry, the number of participants in the industry is 

decreasing as found in section 2.2. Whereas salmon-farming in the beginning was fragmented and 

conducted in much smaller scale, larger multinational companies now dominate the industry. 

Participants within the industry are unequal in size and geographical presence, with the top 15% 

controlling more than half of industry output. Growth in the industry is expected to slow down as the 

industry is approaching a regulatory ceiling (DNB Markets, 2018). MAB growth is capped by 

regulators demanding increase in the biological situation and the situation regarding fish health. 

With the introduction of the traffic light system, operators within a region graded yellow or red is 

incentivized to collectively address lice issues and salmon escapees. This encouragement can lead to 

a reduction of rivalry. Concurrently, increased pressure on licenses has led to higher license 

valuations. As such, growth is linked with a high CAPEX threshold. Being a commodity, farmed 

salmon have low switching costs and the companies have few opportunities for substantial strategic 
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diversity. The CAPEX requirements in the industry also leads to high exit barriers. Intensity of rivalry 

is thus expected to remain high going forward. The output of the Porter’s Five Forces analysis of the 

salmon industry is summarized in Figure 4 below.  

FIGURE 4 - SUMMARY OF PORTERS FIVE FORCES (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 

 

4.0 Grieg Seafood 
Grieg Seafood started its salmon-farming operations in 1992 with the establishment of the farming 

company Bioinvest, and with Grieg Norwegian Salmon functioning as a trading company. Similar to 

other companies in the industry, GSF have since grown by acquisitive growth starting with expansion 

into British Columbia, Canada in 2001 with the acquisition of Scandic Marine Ltd. The company 

expanded its Norwegian operations into Northern Norway in 2006 when it purchased Volden Group. 

Due to increasing investment needs, GSF were listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange in 2007. Following 

the raise of capital, GSF made a strategic expansion into Shetland in the United Kingdom with 

numerous acquisitions. A list of key acquisitions throughout GSF’s history can be found in Appendix 

02. In 2010, the distribution company Ocean Quality was established as a joint venture together with 

Bremnes Seashore. The first step in the process of being self-sufficient with smolt took place in 2011 

with the construction of a recirculating smolt facility in Rogaland. Increased smolt-production 

capabilities for all locations are expected to finish in 2018. In 2017, GSF celebrated its 25th year 

anniversary and a new vision, values and growth strategies are expected to be announced during the 

course of 2018 (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 19).  

4.1. Operational overview 
GSF’s core competencies lie within the sphere of salmon-farming and associated activities in its value 

chain. As opposed to some of its peers, GSF have focused its capabilities on its core operations, with 

less horizontal expansion and more vertical integration. GSF has operations in two regions in Norway, 

in the counties of Rogaland and Finnmark, as well as British Columbia and Shetland. All output from 
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these regions are pooled into the sales organization Ocean Quality. GSF internal capabilities are 

further analyzed in section 4.2. 

GSF measures the profitability of their operations in EBIT/kg. As this is a widely used industry metric, 

this makes GSFs results comparable externally as well as internally.  

4.1.1 Vision and Strategy 
In 2017, GSF launched their new vision as a part of their revised strategy for 2020 – “Rooted in 

Nature, farming the ocean for a better future”. The vision can be said to build on a general trend in 

the industry of an increasing focus on sustainability of operations. Also, GSF states that there should 

be no contradictions between the company’s focus on the environment and fish health and its 

profitability (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 5). The company has put increased focus on sustainability in 

light of increasing biological issues in the industry. However, GSF measures its stakeholder value 

added by its own ROIC. This entails that GSF equates a high ROIC with increased stakeholder value 

added (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 13).   

Another stated goal is to reduce GSF’s cost level to the industry average, or lower. The company will 

also be aiming to increase production by 10% annually in the period 2018-2020 and finally to harvest 

100 000 tonnes in 2020. GSF has an ongoing focus on improving operating efficiency, and this 

involves both increasing production per plant and per license, as well as reducing costs per kilo. One 

of the key steps being taken is to release bigger smolt which will make it possible to shorten the 

production time at sea. GSF expects to increase average smolt size from less than 150 grams to 

nearly 600 grams (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 6). This is done to increase hardiness of the fish against 

diseases and to reduce exposure to lice. Reduced time at sea means less costs related to husbandry 

and minimized exposure to lice. Even though the smolt cost may be increasing due to increased size, 

the increased price should ideally be offset by decreased total costs.  An increase in the number of 

smolt is decisive to achieve growth. GSF is also focused on improving the survival rate and wellbeing 

of the fish. 

Whilst reducing costs, GSF wants to increase output. In their 2020 strategy, GSF have set an 

ambitious goal of harvesting 100 000 tonnes of salmon. The company plans on achieving this 

ambitious strategy by utilizing new technology and GSF wants to be first-mover when it comes to 

implementing new technology in operations. This digitalization-strategy has been called GSF 

Precision Farming and is aiming at digitalizing processes for increased decision making (Grieg 

Seafood, 2018, p. 12). 
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4.2 Internal Analysis – Grieg Seafood 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: What is GSF’s competitive advantages? 

To better gain a perspective at what resources are available internally at GSF, an internal analysis has 

been conducted. The internal analysis provides a better understanding of any competitive 

advantages that GSF possesses. The VRIO framework (Barney & Hesterly, 2006) is often frequently 

employed when conducting internal analysis. For this thesis, it is dismissed due to scope restraints 

and arguably its applicability for salmon-farming. It is argued that since salmon-farming is a 

commodities industry, there is limited strategic differentiation and a companies’ resources are 

seldom truly rare and hard to imitate in this industry. In light of this, the proprietary internal analysis 

is centered around GSF’s physical and human resources. Especially GSF’s physical resources give an 

indication of their current utilization and is used to analyze the potential for growth. GSF’s financial 

performance is analyzed and benchmarked in the financial analysis section.  

4.2.1 Human resources 
Like many of its peers in the industry, GSF is a family-controlled company. The Grieg family control 

GSF via two different holding companies, Grieg Holdings AS and Nye Ystholmen AS which collectively 

owns 52,59 % of the company’s shares (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 158). These companies are in return 

owned by the Grieg Group, which is also controlled by the Grieg family. The Grieg family is also 

involved in Shipping and logistics, investments and real estate. Close cooperation and technology 

transfers between the companies within the group is encouraged by the parent company (Grieg 

Maturitas, 2018, p. 5).  However, this has not yet manifested itself in giving GSF any definable 

competitive advantages or identifiable synergies over its peers in the fish farming industry.  

GSF’s board and management is characterized by individuals with long and relevant experience from 

the industry. Per Grieg Jr. have been serving as chairman of the board since its inception in 1992 and 

were also CEO during 1998-2008. Due to new internal guidelines on corporate governance specifying 

a division of executive management and the board, Morten Vike was appointed CEO in 2008, while 

Per Grieg Jr. kept his position as chairman of the board (Takla, 2014). The current CEO is Andreas 

Kvame, which was appointed in 2015. Mr. Kvame is among other things experienced in 

transformation management and post-merger integration of acquired targets from various positions 

in Marine Harvest. Besides the CEO, management structure is split into a CFO, CHRO and COO. All 

farming operations is organized as one business area under the responsibility of the COO, and the 

four regional managers report directly to him. In order for GSF to reach their ambitious goal of 

staying in the forefront of new technology implementation, they have also appointed a new manager 

for digitalization (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 16). Based on the current strategy, GSF’s management and 

board appear well-rounded and positive towards adaptability to changing market conditions and 
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technology. However, the long-term plan for growth towards 2020 has yet to be presented and is 

expected to be announced after the submission of this thesis.  

4.2.2 GSF’s physical resources 
GSF’s most relevant unique physical resources consists of its fish farms and their locations, as well as 

its distribution company. As there is a regulatory cap in production capacity, GSF’s production output 

is analyzed according to utilization grade to reveal excess capacity for the locations. GSFs operational 

performance measured by EBIT/kg is compared to the Norwegian industry benchmark in the period.  

4.2.2.1 GSF Rogaland (GSFR) 
Grieg Seafood Rogaland operates in the south-western part of Norway. The division has 102 

employees which operates in four areas of production: broodstock, hatcheries, grow-out and 

processing. GSFR currently has 20 grow-out licenses as well as 2 smolt licenses. GSF management 

estimated their production capacity at this locale to be 24,000 tonnes GWE which made the 2016 

production output underutilized by 23%, but on a definite improving trend. Moreover, GSF Rogaland 

managed to outperform the industry average in terms of EBIT/Kg in 2016. 

TABLE -3 GSF ROGALAND CAPACITY GRADE AND EBIT/KG 2014-2016 (SOURCE: GSF, KONTALI, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

GSF Rogaland 2016 2015 2014 2016 2015 2014   

Production Capacity 24000 24000 24000 24,40 % 5,50 % 6,10 % EBIT/kg 

Yearly harvest (tonnes GWE) 18367 15236 12778 20,86 % 9,62 % 10,16 % Ind. avg. 

Utilization grade (avg. 64 %) 77 % 63 % 53 % 3,54 % -4,12 % -4,06 % Deviation 

4.2.2.2 Grieg Seafood Shetland LTD 
Grieg Seafood Shetland (GSFSH) operates in the Scottish isles of Shetland as well as the Isle of Skye. 

The division had 166 employees involved in three areas of production: hatcheries, grow-out and 

processing. GSFSH built a new hatchery in 2015 which they estimate will increase future smolt 

coverage by 70-90 percent (Grieg Seafood, 2016, p. 6). GSF Management estimates their production 

capacity to be 20,000 tonnes GWE which makes the 2016 production output underutilized by 32% 

and on a slightly decreasing trend. High mortality rates and lower spot prices lead to a negative 

EBIT/kg in 2015. Achieved EBIT/kg levels in Shetland are comparatively lower than GSF’s other 

regions.  

TABLE- 4 GSF SHETLAND CAPACITY GRADE AND EBIT/KG 2014-2016 (SOURCE: GSF, KONTALI, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

GSF Shetland 2016 2015 2014 2016 2015 2014   

Production Capacity 20000 22000 23000 13,00 % -10,10 % 4,20 % EBIT/kg 

Yearly harvest (tonnes GWE) 13541 16370 19231 20,86 % 9,62 % 10,16 % Ind. avg. 

Utilization grade (avg. 75%) 68 % 74 % 84 % -7,86 % -19,72 % -5,96 % Deviation 
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4.2.2.3 Grieg Seafood Finnmark 
Grieg Seafood Finnmark (GSFF) operates in the northernmost part of Norway. GSF’s largest division 

has 162 employees involved in three areas of production: hatcheries, grow-out and processing. GSFF 

has two smolt licenses and 27 grow-out licenses, of which four licenses are green concessions (Grieg 

Seafood, 2017, p. 8). GSF estimates that the green licenses will be fully operational during 2018. The 

total production capacity at this locale is estimated by GSF to be 33,000 tonnes GWE which makes 

the 2016 production output underutilized by 33%. EBIT per kg. was only slightly lower than the 

industry average in 2016. 

TABLE -5 GSF FINNMARK CAPACITY GRADE AND EBIT/KG 2014-2016 (SOURCE: GSF, KONTALI, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

GSF Finnmark 2016 2015 2014 2016 2015 2014   

Production Capacity 33000 33000 33000 20,20 % 6,40 % 7,80 % EBIT/kg 

Yearly harvest (tonnes GWE) 22104 19481 26470 20,86 % 9,62 % 10,16 % Ind. avg. 

Utilization grade (avg. 69%) 67 % 59 % 80 % -0,66 % -3,22 % -2,36 % Deviation 

4.2.2.4 Grieg Seafood BC Ltd. 
Grieg Seafood BC (GSFBC) is the fourth and final regional division and operates in localities around 

the Vancouver inlet in British Columbia, Canada. GSFBC has 105 employees involved in grow-out and 

hatching operations. GSF does not have any processing facilities in this region. They currently have 22 

grow-out licenses. Total production capacity in 2016 was estimated to be 18,000 GWE which makes 

the 2016 production underutilized by 40%. BC has long been ridden by algae outbreaks and low 

oxygen levels, which have contributed to relatively low utilization grades in 2014 and 2016 and 

decreased quality of output. GSF has since invested in measures to manage algae levels (Grieg 

Seafood, 2018, pp. 27-30). GSF BC had negative EBIT/kg in 2014 due to biological issues and forced 

harvests but is generally on a positively developing trend. 

TABLE -6 GSF BC CAPACITY GRADE AND EBIT/KG 2014-2016 (SOURCE: GSF, KONTALI, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

GSF British Columbia 2016 2015 2014 2016 2015 2014   

Production Capacity 18000 20000 20000 7,50 % 0,90 % -7,60 % EBIT/kg 

Yearly harvest (tonnes GWE) 10715 14311 6257 20,86 % 9,62 % 10,16 % Ind. avg. 

Utilization grade (avg. 54%) 60 % 72 % 31 % -13,36 % -8,72 % -17,76 % Deviation 

4.2.2.5 Ocean Quality AS 
Ocean Quality was established in 2010 as a joint venture between GSF and Bremnes Fryseri6. The 

company handles the sales function for all GSF’s subdivisions. All income from the sales company is 

channeled back to the producing regions and presented as part of the respective regions EBIT. Ocean 

                                                           
6 GSF owns 60%, Bremnes Fryseri owns 40%. 
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Quality’s stated ambition is to sell salmon which meets or exceeds spot prices and this bold ambition 

includes contract sales and forward contracts (Grieg Seafood, 2018, p. 41).  

The company employed 46 people and shares the same location as GSF’s head office in Bergen (Grieg 

Seafood, 2017, p. 10).  

5.0 Value Chain analysis 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: How integrated is GSF and its peers in the value chain? 

The salmon-farming value chain consists of various activities besides salmon-farming. The degree of 

integration varies between the companies, but generally larger companies tend to strive for 

increasing vertical integration as a means to better control costs and facilitate long-term planning. All 

of GSF’s peers are involved in activities besides the core business of salmon-farming, and some are 

involved in support activities as well. This section both describes the different stages of the value 

chain and analyzes GSF’s and the peer groups level of integration in the value chain to provide a 

benchmark of the findings.  

5.1 Broodstock and 
fertilization 
The value chain starts off with 

the process of fertilizing eggs. 

This is done by harvesting eggs 

from adult females which is 

then fertilized by adding milt 

from viable adult males. The 

broodstock are selected based 

on certain characteristics such 

as growth, disease resistance, 

maturation and color (Marine 

Harvest, 2016). Many salmon-

farmers now maintain their 

own broodstock capabilities in-

house to provide eggs for raising smolt. However, specialized producers like Aquagen, solely focus on 

this stage and provide specially bred eggs for sale to salmon-farmers and smolt producers alike. As 

eggs derive from broodstock, having broodstock production within the company entails egg 

production. GSF has gradually developed broodstock capabilities at all their locations. In Rogaland, 

Core Business

Core Business

Supporting ActvitiesPrimary Activities

Fertilization

Smolt

Salmon Farming

Processing

Sales and Distribution

Broodstock

Eggs

Fish feed

Transportation

Source: Own 
contribution 
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GSF got their broodstock production in Rogaland through its subsidiary Erfjord Stamfisk, which it kept 

as a subsidiary until 2011, when the remaining shares were bought. Erfjord Stamfisk’ operations are 

thus now a fully integrated part of GSF Rogaland (Farberg, 2011). In Finnmark, broodstock was 

provided via a 34% stake in Salten Stamfisk AS, but these shares were sold off in January 2016 (Grieg 

Seafood, 2017). In Finnmark, GSF now manages their own broodstock production (Grieg Seafood – A, 

2017, p. 8). GSF also maintains broodstock production in Shetland and British Columbia (Grieg 

Seafood A, 2017, p. 7-9). 

Having broodstock capabilities in-house provide opportunities for testing and managing the 

broodstock to ensure maximum survival rates over time and maintaining high quality eggs. The effect 

of optimizing nutrition for the broodstock also ensure increased chances of survival for the offspring 

(Izquierdo, Fernandez-Palacios, & Tacon, 2001). Producers which solely depend on the market for 

broodstock and eggs thus lack this competitive advantage.  

For the peer group, Salmar has six broodstock facilities, and will after 2017 have a smolt-production 

capacity of up to 35 million tonnes (Salmar - A, 2017, p. 20). Lerøy currently has five broodstock 

licenses supporting two different locales and is planning to further expand this segment (Lerøy - A, 

2017, p. 120). MHG are fully self-sufficient with broodstock and eggs and maintain broodstock 

capabilities at all sites (Marine Harvest - B, 2017, p. 242). NRS is the only player in the peer group 

without their own broodstock capabilities in-house, however, they are currently in the process of 

developing their own broodstock facility, which they until now have purchased in the market 

(Norway Royal Salmon, 2017, p. 15). 

After the eggs are hatched, the next stage involves keeping the young fry in freshwater tanks on-

shore where they spend roughly around nine weeks. At first the fry feed off their yolksack, which 

they carry on their belly. When the yolksack is absorbed, the fish may start feeding on fish-feed 

(Marine Harvest, 2016). Maintaining right temperatures along the way is critical for ensuring optimal 

growth-levels. At this stage, the fry is fed a diet optimized for growth – similar to the feed used later 

in sea-pens. The feed composition can ideally lead to increased and more efficient growth in this 

stage, and having hatcheries in-house provide opportunities for optimizing lead-times and 

experimenting with feed composition inputs.  GSF has recently increased its hatching capabilities in 

Finnmark, with a special emphasis on producing viable and larger smolt.  

5.2 Smolt 
The grow-out cycle from fry to smolt lasts from six to 12 months depending on production-methods. 

The smolt is now usually around 100 grams, and is prepared for transportation into salt-water out at 

sea. To ensure that the fish can breathe in salt water, the fry goes through what is called a 
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smoltification process. This process involves gradually increasing salt-levels in the water tanks, for 

the smolt to survive the transfer to sea-pens. This is an imitation of the salmon’s natural transition 

from fresh water to salt water. At this stage, the smolt is also graded and vaccinated for several 

diseases, to ensure disease resistance and viability out at sea. Many independent hatcheries exist in 

Norway which offers both fry and smolt for sale to producers. However, the fish is quite vulnerable at 

this stage, and issues with e.g. transportation has led many salmon-farmers to have in-house 

capabilities for raising the smolt also at this stage.  

GSF has five smolt licenses in total and are currently self-sufficient with smolt (GSF – A, 2017, p. 3). 

As discussed in section 4.1.1., GSF’s long-term strategy includes releasing larger smolt of up to 600 

grams to better tackle biological issues. For the peer group, Salmar is working towards being fully 

self-sufficient with smolt. The company currently has six hatcheries in Norway, with one more under 

construction (Salmar, 2017 p. 20). Lerøy has 16 hatcheries in total, and 22 smolt licenses (Lerøy, 2017 

p. 48, p. 120). MHG - due to their scale – requires substantial quantities of smolt around the globe 

but are currently not self-sufficient with smolt in all regions. Most regions in Norway are although 

covered via subsidiaries or internally (Hosteland, 2016). NRS are secured sufficient smolt deliveries 

via subsidiaries and contracts with smolt suppliers (NRS, 2017, p. 18), as they currently do not have 

any substantial smolt operations of their own.  

Generally, there seems to be a tendency towards releasing larger smolt and all the companies within 

the peer group are stating this as a strategic goal for the future.  

5.3 Salmon-farming 
After having gone through the smoltification process, the salmon is now ready to be transported out 

to sea. The fish is transported out to sea by well-boats and released into the pens. The first days after 

transition into sea water is critical and the salmon is hand-fed a special high-quality diet several times 

per day while they adjust to their new saltwater environment (Marine Harvest, 2016). 

After this first adjustment period, and after the fish begin feeding normally, computerized feeding 

systems take over. These systems are monitored by fish health technicians and/or veterinarians by 

means of underwater cameras.  Moreover, to create optimal growing conditions for the fish, 

technology is also used to monitor such factors as temperature, oxygen, dissolved oxygen, and 

harmful plankton (Salmon from Chile, 2017). During the last years, temperature conditions has been 

favorable, but the sea lice situation has hampered biological growth, and has led to forced harvest. 

This stage in the value chain can be deemed the core business for salmon-farmers and is where the 

producers can differentiate based on farming techniques and know-how, ability to tackle diseases, 

geographical capacities, unfavorable/favorable currents, sea-temperatures and so on. Actual 
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quantities achieved at the end of the production cycle all depend on those varying factors. As such, 

large sums are being spent every year on optimizing operations, as well as researching alternatives to 

raising fish in sea pens. Currently, there are no cost-feasible alternatives to raising salmon in sea 

pens, but as discussed in section 3.2.4, land-based farming may prove to be a disruptive factor.  

All salmon-farmers are naturally involved in this stage, and some producers also maintain supporting 

activities such as maintenance and disease-mitigation themselves.  Supplying activities and 

maintenance are normally provided as a service by specialized external providers. 

5.4 Processing 
When the salmon reaches a harvestable and desirable size, the salmon is transported by a well-boat 

to a processing plant where the salmon is harvested and gutted. This is the first and primary 

processing step for salmon, and the fish is now de facto ready to be exported. The salmon may also 

undergo secondary processing and be apportioned into e.g. steaks and fillets. Many operators 

however have capacities beyond this, and offer value added products such as e.g. smoked and cured 

salmon, and other specialty products.  

GSF has processing facilities at all of its locations in Norway as well as internationally but does not 

currently have any processing capabilities beyond harvesting and gutting. In the peer group, MHG 

has processing capabilities at all locations, as well as a range of specialized and international brands. 

MHG owns several subsidiaries around the globe which provide consumer value added products. In 

2015, the consumer VAP segment made up 73% of total sales value (Marine Harvest, 2016, p. 52). 

Morpol, owned by Marine Harvest, is the single biggest purchaser of salmon in the world, and 

process gutted salmon into value added products from their various locations throughout mainly 

Europe (Berge, 2015). Lerøy has harvesting facilities at all their locales and has also made a strategic 

decision to focus on an expanding VAP segment. Lerøy now has VAP operations in Norway and 

Sweden as well as a 50,1% stake in Rode Behrer in Holland (Lerøy Seafood, 2017, p. 22). NRS does 

currently not have any in-house processing capabilities but has deals with associated processing 

companies which are able to handle their entire production output (Norway Royal Salmon, 2017, p. 

18). Salmar has one of Norway’s most advanced processing facilities but are currently not involved in 

any substantial VAP operations.  In 2015, Salmars VAP segment made up 21% of total harvest volume 

(Salmar, 2016, p. 6). 

As an interesting fact, EBIT per kg harvested volume has been notably higher for companies involved 

in the processing activity. Average EBIT/kg harvest quantity in the period 2008-2016 was 21% higher 

for companies involved with processing than those with no processing. Moreover, in 2016, average 

EBIT/kg harvest quantity was 2% higher for farming with processing compared to farming with no 
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processing activity. In the period 2008-2010, MAB utilization was remarkably higher for the farmers 

involved in processing compared to farmers with no processing. The average difference has been 12 

% in the period 2008-2016 (Kontali, 2017). The difference in performance within the group is 

complex, but it is believed that there are two major factors contributing to these results. First, it is 

believed that the processing activity gives the company more flexibility when it comes to planning, 

harvesting and sales of the fish, giving both better prices and increased MAB utilization as a result. In 

addition, improved MAB utilization should ceteris paribus give a better result in itself.  

Farmed salmon is for the most part a uniform product, and head-on-gutted salmon is nearly 

impossible to differentiate from producer to producer. Companies can further process the salmon 

with value-added processing operations to distinguish their company. The PESTLE analysis revealed 

that customers increasingly demand such products. This can also be used as an effort to increase 

brand awareness for consumers, since – more or less – the product inside the packaging is made 

from the same commodity. Among the peer group, Lerøy is the company with most VAP operations. 

5.5 Sales and distribution 
Increased demand for traceability and transparency has led many salmon-farmers to internalize the 

sales and distribution, whereas before these operations were handled by external wholesalers and 

large-scale exporters with little control of their origin. Most salmon producers have an in-house sales 

organization, either through a joint-venture – as is the case with GSF – or a subsidiary. The access to 

distribution channels from a head-on-gutted state, goes through these distribution companies. 

GSF has their own sales organization in Ocean Quality, a 60:40 joint venture with Bremnes Fryseri AS 

(GSF, 2017, p. 10). Ocean Quality handles the sales and distribution for all of GSF’s locales worldwide. 

Among the peers, LSG handles sales and distribution through its subsidiary Lerøy Seafood AS (Lerøy, 

2017, p. 23). For MHG, the Sales and Marketing division handles all of MHG’s sales and distribution 

(MHG, 2017, p. 242). NRS is operationally segmented into a farming unit and a sales unit, where the 

sales unit handles all of NRS and its subsidiaries’ sales, as well as some third-party sales (Norway 

Royal Salmon, 2017, p. 22). Salmar’s downstream sales activities are - for the most part – handled by 

its subsidiary Insula AS (Salmar, 2017, p. 20). 

5.6 Fish-feed 
Fish-feed is a critical input to production in both the preliminary stages of production as well as the 

ongrowing stage. As fish-feed suppliers are dependent upon inputs to production themselves, the 

price of fish-feed can often fluctuate throughout the year. Fish-feed are also specialized for the stage 

in the value chain they are being supplied for. 
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Fish-feed suppliers have similar to salmon-farmers experienced a wave of consolidation in the recent 

years, with the two largest players, Skretting and EWOS, being taken over by larger global agricultural 

groups. Cermaq, now a dominant fish farmer worldwide, maintained EWOS as a subsidiary until 2013 

when it was sold off to a group of investors led by Bain Capital and Altor (Halvorsen, 2013). It was 

later sold to Cargill in 2015 (EWOS, 2015).  

GSF and the peer group - apart from MHG - does not have any capacities on this stage and turns to 

the market for its supply of fish-feed. Marine Harvest has its own fish-feed plant in Bjugn, Norway 

which produced 280,000 tonnes in 2015 (Marine Harvest, 2017). They are also planning to build a 

second factory in Scotland in 2017 (Byrne, 2017).  

5.7 Transportation/Supply services 
The industry has many companies involved in these supporting roles, as well as providing a range of 

other services. Many smaller producers go through these channels in order to get their products to 

the market, and often turn to these companies for other supporting functions. Several of the bigger 

producers still outsource service functions such as cleaning of the pens, and often turn to specialized 

firms when dealing with sea-lice measures. Marine Harvest is currently looking into acquiring 

wellboats of their own (Marine Harvest, 2018), and Lerøy owns wellboats via a joint venture (Berge, 

2015).  

TABLE 7 - PEER GROUP VALUE CHAIN INTEGRATION BENCHMARK (SOURCE: ANNUAL REPORTS, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

  
Eggs Smolt  Fish 

farming 
Processing Sales & 

Distribution 
Fish-feed Support 

activities   1st degree Beyond 
GSF Integrated Integrated Core Integrated No Integrated No No 

LSG Integrated Integrated Core Integrated Integrated Integrated No 
Joint 

Venture 
MHG Integrated Somewhat Core Integrated Integrated Integrated Integrated Strategy 
NRS No Subsidiaries Core Associates No Integrated No No 

SAL Integrated Subsidiaries Core Integrated No Integrated No 
Small 
scale 

Primary activities Supporting activities 
 

Table 12 summarizes the value chain integration. GSF is integrated in the entire primary value chain. 

Compared to its peers, GSF can be said to follow a normally distributed value chain integration, but in 

lesser degree compared to MHG, which is present in all parts of the value chain. GSF is also involved 

in processing, but only through the 1st degree. LSG and MHG are both involved in processing beyond 

the 1st degree. Some peers are also moving into integration of support activities, and MHG also 

produces their own fish-feed.   
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6.0 SWOT Analysis 
TABLE 8 - SWOT ANALYSIS OF GSF (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

Internal factors 
Strengths Weaknesses 

Strong vertical integration of primary activities 
Family business – in it for the long-term 
Strong and experienced management 
Global presence  
Self-sufficient with smolt 
Strategic focus on reducing costs 
Strategic focus on new technology  
Strategic focus on sustainability of operations 
Strategic focus on producing larger smolt 
Increasingly ASC-certified locations 
 

Low MAB-utilization of its licenses 
Exposed to fluctuations in feed prices 
No processing capabilities beyond 1st degree 
Not as invested in R&D as some peers 
Only one application for development licenses 
Exposed to price, FOREX and currency risk 
High mortality rates in GSFSH 
Poor due diligence by Ocean Quality 
 
 
 
 

External factors 
Opportunities Threats 

Excess capacity in MAB, organic growth 
Enduring strong demand for salmon 
High spot prices 
Bargaining power of suppliers 
Bargaining power of customers 
Positive political attitudes towards the industry 
Implementation of Traffic light regime (GSFF) 
Population growth 
Incentive to collectively fix biological issues 
High barriers to entry in the industry 
Fixed price contracts when spot prices are low 
Social megatrends favouring health aspects 
Approval of “Blue farm” project 
Low carbon footprint 
Strong feed conversion rates 
 
 

Lice, diseases, and other biological issues 
Salmon escapees 
Implementation of Traffic light regime (GSFR) 
Algae levels in GSFBC  
Threat of substitutes 
Cyclical industry 
Changes in regulations 
Change of government 
Reduced access to key markets (China, Russia) 
Bargaining power of feed suppliers 
Exorbitant license valuations 
High intensity of rivalry 
Local aquaculture tax 
Weaker economic outlook in key markets 
Fixed price contracts when spot prices are high 
Social megatrends favouring convenience 
Public opinion towards the industry (GSFBC) 
Advent of land-based salmon-farming 
Changes in seawater temperatures 
 

Positive factors Negative factors 
 

The previous sections have identified critical cost and value drivers of the industry, identified key 

external factors which affects GSF currently and deemed to be most important in the future. The 

industry attractiveness has been analyzed using the Porter’s Five forces framework, which found a 

relatively high intensity of rivalry. The proprietary internal analysis revealed that GSF have substantial 

opportunities for increased MAB utilization and that GSF’s human resources are likely manageable to 

implement GSF’s ambitious future strategies. The value chain analysis revealed that GSF is a vertically 
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integrated salmon-farmer – on par with most of its peers. The summary of these findings is summed 

in a SWOT analysis, segmenting the findings into internal and external factors, as well as positive and 

negative factors. It is important that the strategic analysis leads to a better understanding of the key 

value drivers, which will affect the growth opportunities and ultimately the inputs for the forecast 

estimates used in the valuation of GSF (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 193). The SWOT analysis is 

summarized in table 8. 

7.0 Financial analysis 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: What is GSF’s Cost of Capital? 

7.1 Cost of capital 
Cost of capital, or the weighted average cost of capital is implemented in various valuation 

approaches and determines the minimum return that debt-holders and equity-holders require on 

their investment in the company. It is later used in the forecast section to discount the estimated 

cash flows from the forecast section. WACC is calculated as: 

WACC = 
NIBD

(NIBD + MVE)
 × 𝑟𝑟d × (1 − 𝑡𝑡) + 

MVE
(NIBD + MVE)

× 𝑟𝑟e 

The weighted average cost of capital (WACC) refers to respective weights of equity and debt in a 

company, and the returns that equity investors and debt providers require.  The ex-ante WACC is 

based on GSF’s current risk profile and characteristics, and it is thus assumed that GSF does not 

engage in any projects that may dramatically shift its risk profile in the forecast period. As the capital 

structure determines what weights equity and debt will have in the WACC, GSF’s ex ante capital 

structure is analyzed.  

7.1.1 Capital structure 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: What is GSFs current and target capital structure? 

The capital structure refers to the composition of debt and equity used to finance assets in a company 

and is an essential part of the WACC calculation. By estimating GSF’s cost of capital used for valuation 

purposes, a constant capital structure is estimated. To estimate a proxy for GSF’s target capital 

structure, a combination of different analyses has been implemented.  

- Analysis of GSF’s current and historical capital structure 

- Analysis of peer group capital structure and historical capital structure using the industry 

benchmark.  

- An analysis of GSF’s management strategy (or lack of strategy) towards capital structure, as 

well as the implication this entails for GSF’s target capital structure. 
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7.1.1.1 GSF’s current and historical capital structure. 
GRAPH 9 - GSF CAPITAL STRUCTURE (SOURCE: OWN DEVELOPMENT, GSF ANNUAL REPORTS). 

 

As WACC refers to the opportunity cost of investing in other assets with similar risk, WACC should be 

estimated using market values instead of book values (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 246). Market 

value of equity is calculated based on number of shares outstanding multiplied with year-end share 

prices. Neither GSF, nor the peer group, has observable market values of debt. Hence, NIBD is used 

as a proxy for market value of debt as this rarely entails a significant shift (Damodaran, 2012, p. 52). 

Historical capital structure for GSF and the peer group can be found in Appendix 03. GSF’s equity 

ratio is presented in graph 9 above. 

As mentioned earlier, the industry follows a cyclical development, and consequently the capital 

structure will fluctuate accordingly. The cyclical nature means that rebalancing every year to 

maintain a constant level of debt and equity is difficult. As seen in 3.1.1, the market capitalization 

correlates strongly with salmon spot prices. Thus, when employing market values of equity, the 

capital structure fluctuates to a greater extent than when using book values. This entails a cycle-

driven capital structure, with a higher equity ratio in good years, and vice versa.  

In the period analyzed, GSF’s equity ratio fluctuates between 28% and 84%, while the average equity 

ratio is 59%. In 2011, a lower market value of equity led to a lower equity ratio. Conversely, in 2016, 

GSF’s higher market capitalization led to an increased equity ratio. As of 31.12.2016 GSF’s equity 

ratio were 84%.  

7.1.1.2 Peer group capital structure 
To provide a sense of scope and comparison for GSF’s capital structure, the peer groups capital 

structure is presented in Graph 10.  

The graph shows that the companies’ capital structure development generally moves in tandem with 

both each other, as well as the industry cycle witnessed from the previous graphs. As can be seen, 

GSF’s equity ratio is consistently lower than the peer group throughout the period analyzed. Even 

though the discrepancy between GSF and its peers is diminishing towards the end of the period, GSF 
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is still considerably higher leveraged than the peer group. To illustrate, by including GSF, the peer 

group average is 75% equity. If GSF is excluded, the peer group average equity ratio rises to 80%.  

GRAPH 10 PEER GROUP CAPITAL STRUCTURE (SOURCE: OWN DEVELOPMENT, COMPANIES ANNUAL REPORTS). 

 

An alternative way of obtaining the ex-ante capital structure is to extend the sample size to include 

industry average (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 247). By employing Damodaran’s datasets, it is 

found that the MVE/(MVE+NIBD) for the Farming/agriculture industry in western Europe is 16,64% 

(Damodaran, 2018). As this number differs too greatly from the peer group ratios to seem plausible, 

this approach is dismissed.  

7.1.1.3 GSF’s approach towards Capital Structure 
It is rare that companies announce their target capital structure explicitly in their reporting or 

communications, and GSF does not have a set strategy towards their target capital structure, as 

indicated by GSF CFO Atle Sandtorv on direct enquiry.  

GSFs bank loans includes covenants which dictates the minimum required equity ratios as well as 

minimum NIBD/EBITDA ratios. These covenants require the NIBD/EBITDA ratio to be no less than 5.0 

if the book value of equity ratio is above 40%, and no less than 4.5 if the book value of equity ratio is 

between 35% and 40% (Grieg Seafood, 2016, p. 63). In 2015, GSF infringed on the covenants set by 

its debt providers by maintaining a NIBD/EBITDA relation above 6 and a book value of equity ratio at 

38% (Grieg Seafood ASA, 2016, p. 14).  

As the covenants focus on book values, GSF have no issues with infringing on its covenants when it 

comes to converting its book value of equity to market values in the period analyzed. However, 

repeated breach of covenants could have implications for debt providers’ required return in the 

future or even access to debt financing in its own right. Accordingly, it can be assumed that GSF is 

interested in avoiding another breach and are thus maintaining a sufficient equity ratio going 

forward.  
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When looking at the historical capital structure, it is evident that GSF’s equity ratio fluctuates around 

the range 28% - 84%. Compared to the peer group, GSF has consistently been relatively higher 

leveraged. As such, employing the peer group average as target capital structure could arguably be 

overstating GSF’s target capital structure. As such, the average peer group capital structure is 

dismissed as target capital structure. Rather, as a proxy for target capital structure, GSF historical 

average capital structure of 59% equity and 41% debt seems to be a more realistic estimate. 

7.1.2 Cost of Equity 
Determining the cost of equity is an essential step of calculating GSF’s cost of capital. One of the 

most widely used models of estimating the cost of equity is the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). 

The fundamental assumption made by the CAPM is that by holding a sufficiently broad portfolio of 

shares, investors will only pay for the risk that cannot be diversified away – i.e. the systematic risk 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 249).  

There are other models available, perhaps most notable is the Arbitrage Pricing Theory. This theory 

deemphasizes the focus on the underlying risk factors and assumes that each stock return is partly a 

function of persistent macroeconomic influences and partly on noise. The model does not explicitly 

determine which factors those are, and thus a description of noise factors and their influence must 

be identified each time (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2012, p. 228).  

Another widely used third model is the Three-Factor Model developed by Fama and French. This 

model also emphasizes a focus on macroeconomic factors that affect stock returns, but also includes 

an estimation of a stocks sensitivity to those factors. The model claims that equity returns are 

inversely related to the size of a company and positively related to the ratio of company’s book-to-

market factor (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2012, p. 230).  

Despite being sometimes criticized for its simplifying assumptions, the CAPM is still widely used by 

analysts and other stakeholders  (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2012, p. 224). As such, the alternative 

models are disregarded in this context. Investors required rate of return in the CAPM is calculated as: 

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 = 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 + 𝛽𝛽𝑒𝑒 × ( 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 − 𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓) 

The different components which make up the CAPM consists of the risk-free rate, the systematic risk 

on equity (the beta), and the market risk premium. The CAPM requires only one firm specific input – 

the beta – which can be estimated from publicly available information (Damodaran, 2012, p. 77). In 

the following sections, the different components of the CAPM will be discussed in further detail. 
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7.1.2.1 Estimation of the risk-free rate 
When defining the required return of equity, the risk-free rate is the rate at which there is no risk 

involved. Damodaran defines it as an asset for which the investor knows the expected return with 

certainty for the time horizon of the analysis (Damodaran, 2012, p. 68). Theoretically, this would best 

be measured by estimating the return on a zero-beta portfolio (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 249). 

In practice though, treasury bills and government bonds function as a proxy. Since these normally 

carry very little or no default risk, they are seen as risk-free. To adjust for issues such as inflation and 

different country development, it is important that the government bonds used are denominated in 

the same currency as the underlying cash flows (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 251). For GSF, cash 

flows and stock prices are reported in Norwegian Kroners. Hence, it makes sense to look at 

Norwegian government bonds as a proxy for the risk-free rate. The Norwegian government bonds 

are currently rated as AAA with stable outlook by four independent rating agencies; S&P, Moody’s, 

Fitch and DBRS  (Trading Economics, 2018). This entails very little to no risk of default.  

When it comes to the appropriate bond to use as proxy, theoretically, each projected cash flow 

should ideally be discounted using a government bond with similar duration. This implies that an 

expected short-term rate that is expected to apply in future period should be applied. This entails a 

recalculation of the cost of capital in each forecast year and would prove to be a difficult task in 

practice.  Most valuations are based on the two-stage present value approach – and with that, 

Gordons growth model - where all parameters in the terminal period are assumed to be constant. 

However, most yield rates are variable and not stable at any point in time. This entails an assumption 

to be made about which yield to apply in the terminal period. As such, many practitioners opt for 

using a single yield to maturity which best matches the cash flows being valued. A 10-year or 30-year 

bond is often used. While the 30-year bond may match the forecasted cash flows to infinity better 

than the 10 year bond, the 30 year bond can suffer from illiquidity which affects the yields (Petersen 

& Plenborg, 2012, pp. 249-251).   

Due to the reasons mentioned above, the Norwegian government 10-year bond is selected as a proxy 

for the risk-free rate. The annual average interest rate of the Norwegian 10-year Treasury bond in 

2017 was 1,64 % and is thus used as input in the CAPM (Norges Bank, 2018). 

7.1.2.2 Estimation of Beta 
In the CAPM, the beta of an individual security (𝛽𝛽𝑒𝑒) measures the systematic risk of levered beta. The 

estimation of the systematic risk of equity can be done in a variety of ways and may yield 

substantially different results. To derive at a usable estimate of the inherent systematic risk for input 

in the CAPM, it is necessary to overcome these measurement problems. As such, the different beta 
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estimates presented below will be averaged to tackle any measurement problems (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p. 254).  

7.1.2.3 Estimation of covariance/regression Beta 
Traditionally, the raw beta is typically calculated using the market sensitivity approach. In this 

approach the beta of a stock is calculated as: 

𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖 = 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 / 𝜎𝜎2𝑚𝑚  

where 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the covariance between the stock returns and the market returns and 𝜎𝜎2𝑖𝑖 is the 

variance of the returns on the market (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2012, p. 204).  

7.1.2.4 Estimation choices 
In the above equation, market returns should ideally be returns on portfolio consisting of every stock. 

In practice though, a stock exchange index is usually employed as a proxy. In this regard, the stock 

returns have been measured against returns on the Oslo Børs Hovedindeks (OSEBX).  

The salmon-farming industry was found to be following a cyclical pattern of approximately six years 

in section 8.0.  The estimation of systematic risk requires a long time-series of historical observations. 

The length of the estimation period has thus been set to seven years. This should provide sufficient 

data to capture the cyclical variances in stocks and market returns. There have not been substantial 

changes in either GSF nor the peer groups risk characteristics in the last seven years which would 

offset the rationale for selecting a longer period.  

GRAPH 11 - GSF BETA REGRESSION (SOURCE: OWN DEVELOPMENT, YAHOO! FINANCE) 

 

To provide a sufficient return interval, monthly data from the last seven years have been collected. 

Using monthly returns should reduce the non-trading bias significantly (Damodaran, 2012, p. 188). 

Furthermore, Brealey, Myers and Allen argue that estimates of beta may be distorted if there are 

extreme returns in one or two months. This is a potential problem in 2016 and 2011, which were 

periods characterized by a high degree of volatility. They argue that statisticians may prefer to give 
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less weight to the extreme observations or even to omit them entirely (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 

2012, p. 245). However, it is reasoned that volatility is an essential and characterizing factor for the 

industry and as such those observations have been included in the estimates.  

By either using the previously seen formula or by using a linear regression, similar beta estimates are 

achieved. The raw beta for GSF is 0,9015. This regression has an explanatory power of 70% and a 

standard error of only 12%. The standard error is thus in the lower end of the scale according to 

Damodaran (2012, p. 192).  

The regression yields a beta which is affected by GSFs historical capital structure during the 

regression analysis. In the estimation of WACC, GSF’s target capital structure - which were discussed 

previously - should be implemented (Damodaran, 2012, p. 196). As the historical average capital 

structure of 59,22% equity and 40,78% debt was chosen as a proxy for the target capital structure 

there are only miniscule changes needed to derive at the relevered beta. The marginal tax rate has 

been used in the unlevered and relevered beta calculations.  

TABLE -9 - GSF BETA UNLEVERED AND RELEVERED (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 

Raw Beta Historical D/E Beta unlevered Target D/E Beta relevered 
0,9015 40,91 % 0,6898 40,78% 0,9008 

7.1.2.5 Estimation of Beta from comparables 
Another way of estimating 𝛽𝛽𝑒𝑒 is to use beta estimates from comparable companies (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p. 254), or what Damodaran calls bottom-up betas (Damodaran, 2012, p. 197). As 

the peer group has already been established, they will serve as a proxy for companies in the salmon-

farming sector. The regression betas for the peer group have been calculated in the same manner as 

was done for GSF. These calculations are found in appendix 04. The betas have then been adjusted 

for their historical average debt-to-equity ratios in the period to derive at unlevered beta estimates. 

The average unlevered peer group beta is then relevered to match GSF’s target debt-to-equity ratio. 

This is presented in Table 10 below. 

TABLE 10 - PEER GROUP BETA ESTIMATION (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 

  Raw Beta Historical D/E Beta unlevered 
GSF 0,9015 40,78 % 0,6898 
Lerøy 0,7808 10,34 % 0,7246 
Marine Harvest 0,5324 22,05 % 0,4569 
NRS 0,7521 28,50 % 0,6197 
Salmar 0,6375 21,06 % 0,5505 
Averages 0,7209 24,55 % 0,6083 

  Beta relevered 0,7943   
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The sample can be extended beyond the peer group to look at industry betas. Companies within an 

industry often share the same operational risk, and they are likely to have similar operational betas. 

As each regression beta is estimated with standard error, the average across several regression betas 

has much lower standard error. Averaging across these individual regression betas results in an 

average that is far more precise than the individual firms that went into it (Damodaran, 2012, p. 198). 

Using Damodaran’s industry spreadsheets, the unlevered industry beta for the food processing 

sector is found to be 0,74 (Damodaran, 2018). It is important to emphasize that this is based on a 

selection of 150 European companies, of which not all are directly comparable to GSF. Relevering the 

industry beta to GSF’s target capital gives a levered beta of 0,7849. 

7.1.2.6 Service betas 
Using service betas is another way of getting quick and ready-made beta estimates. Among 

practitioners, this approach is more frequently used. According to Bruner et al. (1998), 52% of their 

respondents used a service beta, while only 30% estimated it themselves. However, these service 

betas may be estimated against different indexes and could thus provide less accurate betas 

(Damodaran, 2012, p. 199). Further, they do often not disclose the estimation choices that were used 

to calculate the beta estimates. The beta estimates below are thus dismissed, and serve more as 

sanity check, since the sites where they have been retrieved does not disclose whether the estimates 

are unlevered or levered betas. 

TABLE -11 - SERVICE BETAS (SOURCE: FT, YAHOO! FINANCE, REUTERS & INFRONT, OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

Service betas Financial Times Yahoo! Finance Reuters InFront 
GSF 0,77 0,74 0,77 0,95 

7.1.2.7 Estimation of Beta from fundamental factors 
The previous methods of estimating 𝛽𝛽𝑒𝑒 relies on quantifiable or external methods. A different 

approach is to estimate the beta building on the fundamental risk characteristics of GSF by 

conducting a comprehensive risk analysis. This alternative measure requires more in-depth 

knowledge of GSF than the previously mentioned methods. and focus on operating and financial risk. 

This estimation utilizes the knowledge gained through the strategic and financial analysis of GSF. The 

estimation can be found in Appendix 05. Using the framework provided by Petersen and Plenborg 

(2012, pp. 255-262), this estimation reveals a high operating risk and mediocre financial risk for GSF. 

This implies a beta between 1,15-1,40 and a high total risk.  

7.1.2.8 Summary of beta estimation 
The different estimation methods reveal the beta for GSF to be on the interval 0,79 – 1,40. To reduce 

the risk of estimation errors, the different estimates have been averaged. This provides a beta of 

0,9388. A summary is provided in Table 12.  
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TABLE 12 - SUMMARY BETA ESTIMATIONS FOR GSF (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION)  

Empirical evidence suggest that betas tend to move 

towards the average beta over time, which is 1. This is 

explained by the fact that firms get more diversified in 

the product mix and client base as they continue to 

grow. This approach is also applied by many service 

beta providers such as Bloomberg (Damodaran, 2012, p. 187). Damodaran finds this approach 

arbitrary, and in the case of the salmon-farming industry, there is little evidence to suggest that 

salmon-farmers get more diversified over time and that this approach would provide a more 

accurate beta estimate. As such, the average from the different beta estimates, 0,9388, is used going 

forward.  

7.1.2.9 Market risk premium 
In contrast to systematic risk, the market portfolio’s risk premium is the difference between market 

returns and returns from risk-free investments. According to Petersen and Plenborg (2012, p. 263), 

there are typically two ways in which the risk premium can be determined.  

- The ex-post approach 

- The ex-ante approach 

The ex-post approach assumes that one believes that mean-reversion will happen over time, so that 

a future risk premium can be measured by looking at historical market returns versus historical 

returns on risk-free investments.  

The ex-ante method tries to attach an implicit risk premium to the market portfolio. Both approaches 

involve assumptions, but the ex-post approach tends to be more popular in practice. To predict the 

future is always just a prediction, whereas historical returns at least have taken place for certain. 

Estimating a market premium is difficult since it requires an extreme number of observations, and it 

may also incorporate topics such as e.g. behavioral finance. Thus, analysts rarely estimate their own 

risk premium but instead convene on certain commonly accepted intervals. In the US, Brealey, Myers 

& Allen (2012, p. 191) deem the risk premium to be around 5-8 percent. Norway has a Aaa sovereign-

rating by Moody’s and should thus have a low risk premium. PWC together with the Norwegian 

Society of Financial Analysts have been publishing the annual risk premium in Norway for several 

years. They find the current risk premium to be five percent (PWC, 2017, p. 4). Damodaran also finds 

the risk premium for Norway to be 5,08 percent (Damodaran, 2018). Hence, a market risk premium 

of 5,08 percent is implemented in the CAPM. 

Beta estimations for GSF 
Regression beta 0,9008 
Bottom-up beta 0,7943 
Industry beta 0,7849 
Beta from fundamentals 1,2750 
Average 0,9388 
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7.1.2.10 CAPM and liquidity  
Some analysts argue that the CAPM understates the risk of smaller companies, and that the cost of 

equity based purely on CAPM beta will therefore yield a too low a number for smaller firms 

(Damodaran, 2012, p. 210). In the previously mentioned study conducted by PWC, 80 percent of the 

respondents were said to employ a small firm/liquidity premium for companies with market 

capitalization less than 5BNOK (PWC, 2017, p. 5). In the years leading up to 2016, this small firm 

premium would hence also apply to GSF. 

However, as of 31.12.2016, GSF had a market capitalization of more than 9BNOK. In 2016 GSF was 

also traded on every possible day open for trade at Oslo Stock exchange and had an annualized 

turnover velocity7 of 116,69%. This indicates a strong market liquidity for GSF’s equity. According to 

the forecast, there is no clear indication that GSF’s market value should drop below 5BNOK in the 

forecasted period, nor be traded at a lower frequency than it is today.  

In the PWC study, less than 20 percent of the respondents would add a small stock premium ranging 

from zero to one percent to companies with a market value of more than 5BNOK (PWC, 2017, p. 11). 

The prevalence of adding a liquidity premium to stocks with high market capitalization may indicate 

that investors are looking for more conservative estimates when computing the CAPM. A relatively 

low risk-free rate and low market risk premium contributes to an overall lower required return on 

equity. To provide a more conservative estimate rather than opportunistic, a small stock premium of 

one percent has been added to the CAPM.  

The parameters of the CAPM have now been established, which yields a return on equity of 7,41%. 

TABLE 13 - COST OF EQUITY (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 

 

7.1.3 Cost of debt 
The interest rate on debt is the creditors’ required rate of return which is charged to lend money to a 

company. The credit spread on debt is affected by both financial and operational risk. The after-tax 

cost of debt is calculated as: 

𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 = (𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓 + 𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠) × (1 − 𝑡𝑡) 

GSF have a tradition of publishing their annual average interest rate paid to creditors in their annual 

reports. In 2016, the average interest rate were 3,53 percent (Grieg Seafood, 2017, p. 62). This 

includes the interest on GSF’s loans including the revolving credit facility. There is no indication that 

                                                           
7 Average of annualized turnover per month divided by market value at the end of each month. 

1,64 % 0,9388 5,08 % 1 % 7,41 %
𝑟𝑟eβ𝑒𝑒 rmrf r𝐺𝑆𝐹
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GSF risk premium should deviate substantially from the disclosed interest rate. However, to provide 

perspective to the disclosed rate of interest, alternative ways of estimating cost of debt are 

presented below. 

7.1.3.1 Covenants 
All GSFs borrowings are at variable rates (Grieg Seafood, 2017, p. 43). Debt-interest rates in the 

salmon-farming industry are typically based on current-terms which imply 3-month NIBOR and a 

company-specific margin which fluctuate with ratios and requirements specified in the covenants. 

GSF’s specific margin range however is not disclosed. GSF’s covenants require the book equity ratio 

excluding Ocean Quality to be at least 35 percent, and a NIBD/EBITDA ratio no greater than 5,0 if the 

equity ratio is higher than 40 percent and 4,5 if the equity ratio is between 35 and 40 percent (Grieg 

Seafood, 2017, p. 60). GSF is currently meeting all covenants set by its debt-providers, as seen in 

Appendix 06.  

An often-used proxy for cost of debt is by dividing the average interest expenses over average net-

interest bearing debt. This method gives an average interest rate of 5,45 percent for GSF in the 

period analyzed. These calculations can be seen in Appendix 07. These averages do however tend to 

smooth interest payments due to the fluctuations in net interest-bearing debt throughout the year 

and may thus give a less precise proxy of actual interest paid. 

7.1.3.2 Synthetic rating 
Alternatively, the credit spread may be estimated by giving GSF a synthetic rating. By using 

Damodaran’s simplified ratings formula, GSF had an interest coverage ratio of 7,37 in 2016, which 

equals a rating of A2/A. This indicates a default spread of 0,99%, and an implied pre-tax cost of debt 

of 2,63%. This can be seen in Appendix 08. 

Conducting a different synthetic rating based on Petersen & Plenborg (2012, pp. 276-292) gives GSF a 

speculative grade in five out of seven years (Appendix 09). However, both in 2010 and in 2016, GSF 

achieves an A-rating, indicating a lower risk premium ranging from 0,8-3,6 percent above the risk-

free rate and a pre-tax cost of debt ranging from 2,44-5,24 percent. 

The methods discussed above, as well as the synthetic rating approach reveals no clear indication 

that GSF’s published interest rate is opportunistic. GSF is also well within the requirements set forth 

in the covenants, which should equal a lower relative interest rate. Hence, the published interest rate 

is employed as a proxy for creditors required return on debt. Using the marginal tax rate of 25 

percent, GSF’s cost of debt is estimated to be 2,64 percent. 
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7.1.4 Summary of Cost of Capital 
All the components of the WACC have now been established. The cost of capital for GSF is presented 

below. 

TABLE 14 - GSF WEIGHTED AVERAGE COST OF CAPITAL (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 

 

7.2 The analytical income statement and balance sheet 
To evaluate a company’s operations, the company’s financial statements need to be reformulated for 

analytical purposes. The rationale behind this reformulation is to identify and separate the true drivers 

of organizational value, which is found in operations, from financing activities. It is the company’s 

operations which makes the company unique, and ideally hard to imitate, whereas financial 

compositions are more easily replicated (Petersen & Plenborg, 2010, p. 68). Another important aspect 

is to consider whether the accounting item is a recurring item, or transitory in nature. When providing 

forecast estimates, it is important to be stringent, as by including items that are transitory in nature 

provide noise in the estimates going forward. Regulation for financial statements do not require such 

a distinction. Thus, it is up to the analyst and other stakeholders to reformulate the financial 

statements published by companies. This entails a subjective reformulation for analytical purposes, as 

well as looking at the notes to the financial statements for the companies own explanations. The 

analytical statements for GSF and the peer group are found in Appendix 10-14 and predominantly 

builds on the approach implemented by Petersen & Plenborg (2012, pp. 68-91). The next sections 

discuss the rationales behind the adjustments. 7.2.1 Adjustments to the Income Statements 

7.2.1 Share of Profit/Income from Associated companies and Joint Ventures 
The associated companies owned by GSF operates within the greater sphere of the fish farming 

operations and often operate as part of GSF’s value chain (Grieg Seafood ASA, 2016, p. 52). They 

have thus been considered as being part of core operations. For GSF these companies operate in 

broodstock and well boats. As of 2015, Ocean Quality – GSF’s sales organization – were consolidated 

as a subsidiary in the balance sheet. Accordingly, in the analytical balance sheet, investments in 

associates have also been included in Invested Capital.  

7.1.2 Impairment and reversals of PP&E, and intangible assets 
In Q3 2015, it was decided to sell a smokehouse and filleting production in Shetland. GSF, impaired 

the equipment belonging to this facility (Grieg Seafood ASA, 2016 p. 62).  

Impairments and write-downs are special items that are indirectly parts of the firm’s core business. 

As a result, the provisions are derived from a core activity and could therefore be included as an 

NIBD/V E/V WACC
41 % 2,64 % 59 % 7,41 % 5,45 %

𝑟𝑟𝑑𝑑 𝑟𝑟e
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operational item. However, a special item may be excluded from operational items if the item is 

differing from normal operations (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 76). Since the impairment loss was 

transitory and was later partly reversed in 2016, impairment losses are dismissed as operational 

items and recognized as a financial item for analytical purposes.  

7.2.3 Fair value adjustments on biological assets 
For companies applying IFRS, IAS 41 regulates the accounting treatment of live fish. GSF and the peer 

group all apply IFRS accounting standards. IAS 41 dictates that live assets shall be measured at fair 

value to reflect the changes in spot prices. In practice, this is done by combining current forward 

prices from Fish Pool for Norwegian fish stocks and expected prices at harvesting for foreign fish 

stocks (Grieg Seafood ASA, 2016, p. 53).  

Although part of normal operations in recurrence and prevalence for the companies in the peer 

group, the item is an accounting item, and thus not related to any cash inflow or outflow for the 

companies. The item fluctuates considerably, from MNOK -395 in 2011 to MNOK 515 in 2016 for GSF. 

For the rest of the peer group, the item fluctuates even greater. A forecast estimate of the item 

would be a source of noise, and consequently, has been considered part of financing activities. 

7.2.4 Other gains and losses 
GSF discloses that these items comprise activities not geared for production, such as insurance 

settlements, and internal transactions between subsidiary and parent company (Grieg Seafood ASA, 

2016, p. 52). This is not considered to be part of operations and have been classified as financing 

activities.  

7.2.5 Reversal of previous amortization of licenses 
This line item was a reversal of a previous impairment of licenses belonging to GSF Finnmark in 2010 

(Grieg Seafood ASA, 2011, p. 37). It is a transitory item, and therefore excluded from normal 

operations.   

7.2.6 Tax allocations 
To derive at a Net Operating Profit After Tax (NOPAT), tax on EBIT needs to be computed. Since 

accounting practice does not distinguish between tax on operations and tax on financial items, there 

is a need to divide income tax expenses into tax on operations and tax on financing to derive at the tax 

shield (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 76). The marginal tax rate in Norway has been implemented for 

tax calculations. The subsequent changes in the marginal tax rate in the period - from 28% to 25% - 

has also been adjusted for. The tax shield has been calculated by multiplying net financial expenses 

with the marginal tax rate. The tax allocation on transitory items has been calculated by multiplying 
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net transitory items with the marginal tax rate. Finally, tax on operations has been calculated as 

reported tax net of tax on transitory items and the tax shield.  

7.2.2 Adjustments to the balance sheet 
The rationale behind the analytical balance sheet is to match the accounting items from the income 

statement with the appropriate items in the balance sheet (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 73) Like the 

method used to reclassify the income statement, the balance sheet is also separated into operating 

and financial items. The most important reason for reorganizing the balance sheet, however, is to 

obtain the firms invested capital and net interest-bearing debt (NIBD). The invested capital represents 

the amount the firm has invested in its operations, or alternatively, how these investments have been 

financed. Both the invested capital and net-interest bearing debt are essential for DCF and EVA 

calculations.   

7.2.2.1 Investments in associated companies and Joint Ventures 
As investments in associated companies were argued to be closely related to core operations and its 

value chain in the income statement adjustments, it is recognized as operating assets in the balance 

sheet. 

7.2.2.2 Tax payable 
There is no imposed interest charge on tax payable in Norway (Deloitte, 2016, p. 8), and the tax 

payable is accordingly recognized as an operating liability.  

7.2.2.3 Deferred tax 
GSF recognises deferred tax in full at nominal values, using the liability method, on temporary 

differences arising between the value of assets and liabilities for tax and accounting purposes. 

Deferred tax is determined using tax rates and laws that have been enacted or substantially enacted 

by the balance sheet date and are expected to apply when the related deferred tax asset is realised, 

or the deferred income liability is settled (Grieg Seafood ASA, 2017, p. 39). Both the time of 

settlement and actual tax rate at an eventual settlement is surrounded with uncertainty (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p. 433). Although the accounting item is not necessarily related to any cash inflow or 

outflow – assuming continuing operations – the item is recognized as an operating activity for 

analytical purposes as it is unlikely to stem from financing activities alone.    

7.2.2.4 Cash and cash equivalents  
Cash and cash equivalents can be ideally further decomposed into operating cash (non-interest 

bearing) used for operations and excess cash – which does not affect core operations. Unfortunately, 

there is little information to be found in the notes to the financial statements concerning the division 

of types of cash. However, if the cash position remains stable across time it seems fair to treat cash 
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and equivalents as excess cash (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 77) Cash and cash equivalents does 

not fluctuate significantly relative to others in the period analysed and is thus considered a financial 

asset.   

7.2.2.5 Pension obligations 
There is nothing to be found in the notes to the financial statements which indicates that the pension 

obligations are not interest-bearing (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 79), and as such, they are 

recognised as a financial liability.  

7.2.2.6 Loans to associated companies 
It can be debatable whether loans to associated companies, which have previously been described as 

being closely related to core operations, are part of usual intercompany trading or not (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p. 76). However, the loans are interest-bearing, and is therefore considered a 

financial asset.  

8.0 Financial ratio analysis 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: What is the benchmarked historical profitability of GSF? 

The purpose of the financial ratio analysis is to provide insight into historical levels and trends of 

financial drivers for GSF and the peer group. GSF’s profitability and liquidity is analyzed next to the 

peer group to uncover GSF’s relative performance. For 2016, selected ratios have been compared to 

NOR average to provide further perspective.  By comparing and benchmarking GSF’s numbers against 

comparables with a similar risk profile, GSF’s relative performance can be uncovered. Both 

profitability and liquidity analysis are done in order to provide inputs for the forecast section.  A 

decomposition of both Return on Invested capital (ROIC) and Return on Equity (ROE) are also 

presented. Based on historical levels and trend, future performance may be forecasted (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p. 195).  

It is considered that both cash-flow and accrual-based performance measures are complementary. 

Generally, information content increases with a longer measurement period. Moreover, it is argued 

that the information content of cash flows is expected to decrease with the length of a firms 

operating cycle (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 53). As the production cycle in the industry spans 

several periods and takes anywhere from 24-40 months, relying solely on cash-flow measures would 

not measure underlying performance sufficiently. In the liquidity analysis, cash-flow based 

performance measures are also implemented. This is done to give a truer picture of both short-term 

liquidity risk as well as solvency.  
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For an assessment of the trends in the financial ratios, data from the last three to seven years is 

usually required (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 66).  To capture an entire business cycle, a period of 

7 years has been chosen as inputs for the financial ratios. This includes data from strong years such 

as 2010 and 2016 - and more difficult years such as 2011 and 2012. This should ensure that the 

financial ratios cover how GSF and the peer group handle both upturns and downturns and thus 

provide valuable input to the forecast section.  

GRAPH 12 - VALUE OF NORWEGIAN SALMON EXPORTS (SOURCE:  DIRECTORATE OF FISHERIES, OC)  

 

Using the reformulated income and balance sheets as foundation, the financial ratios can be 

calculated. For assessment of the level of returns, the peer groups’ returns are assessed next to GSF. 

8.1 Evaluation of the trend and level of ROIC 
Return on Invested Capital (ROIC) is arguably the overall key financial ratio for operations. ROIC is 

used by analysts, creditors and other stakeholders to monitor overall operational performance. 

Strong returns will have implication on valuation estimates as a high ROIC will lead - ceteris paribus –

to higher estimated value. Additionally, a firm with a strong ROIC should be able to gain cheaper 

financing (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 94). ROIC should ideally be compared with the cost of 

capital or benchmarked against comparable peers. After tax ROIC is calculated as: 

ROIC = 
Net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) 

Invested capital
∗ 100 

The after tax ROIC for GSF and the peer group is presented below. For invested capital, average 

numbers have been used. As can be seen, GSF is a low-tier performer in terms of operational 

profitability in the period analyzed. In 2012, GSF has a negative ROIC in 2012, where – albeit being a 

difficult year for the industry with generally low spot prices and strong supply-side growth - its peers 

managed to provide positive returns. 
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GRAPH 13 COMPARISON OF ROIC FOR GSF AND THE PEER GROUP (SOURCE: OWN CREATION BASED ON ANNUAL REPORTS) 

  

GSF never matches or outperforms the peer group average in the period analyzed, even though 

achieving a ROIC above both Lerøy and MHG in 2016. It is also evident that operational returns for 

the companies moves in tandem with both each other and with salmon prices.  Years characterized 

by high salmon prices such as 2010 and 2016, shows strong returns for the entire peer group, and 

years characterized by low prices such as 2012 subsequently provide weak returns.  

The general level of GSF in the period could indicate that GSF is worse at tackling cyclical downturns 

than its peers. On the other hand, Salmar consistently outperform the peer average from 2013 

onwards, which could indicate an industry best practice in terms of operational profitability. GSF has 

a positive – albeit modest - linear trend curve in the period, mainly driven by a high ROIC in 2016.  

GSF has a negative spread between ROIC and WACC in 2011, 2012, 2014 and 2015. Only in 2010, 

2013 and 2016 does GSF manage to create excess returns. When looking at pre-tax ROIC, GSF this 

period is extended to include 2011 and 2014. On an interesting note, when including the NOR 

average, the peer group top performers are reduced to mid-tier performers when comparing pre-tax 

ROIC in 2014, 2015 and 2016. The pre-tax ROIC can be found in Appendix 15.  

8.1.1 Decomposition of ROIC 
Even though ROIC is a measure of firm’s overall operating profitability, it does not explain whether 

the development in this profitability measure is caused by increased revenue, stringent cost control 

or more efficient use of invested capital (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 107). To evaluate the drivers 

of ROIC it can be useful to decompose it into profit margin and turnover rate of invested capital – 

otherwise known as the DuPont model (Brealey, Myers, & Allen, 2012, p. 743).  

As the revenue/expense relation is important for the profit margin, an in-depth look at the cost-side 

development thus seems justifiable. Operating costs are analyzed through a common-size analysis - 

although with another denominator than usual. Comparing operational profitability relative to 
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harvested weight is an industry-specific ratio often implemented by industry practitioners. Thus, the 

same rationale is implemented when looking at the cost development. This is also justifiable as the 

forecast will also feature forecasted harvest volumes. The traditional common size analysis as a 

percentage of revenue is included in Appendix 16. 

TABLE 15 - COMPARISON OF COST DEVELOPMENT FOR GSF AND THE PEER GROUP (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 

  Costs per kilo (GWT) - GSF 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

G
SF 

Cost of sales -14,68 -14,81 -17,18 -16,69 -35,43 -41,88 -50,78 -27,35 
Salaries & personell 
expenses -3,71 -3,97 -3,94 -5,21 -5,55 -6,26 -7,47 -5,16 
Other operating costs -9,23 -10,05 -9,18 -11,63 -15,89 -18,89 -23,05 -13,99 
Costs before EBITDA -27,62 -28,82 -30,30 -33,52 -56,87 -67,04 -81,30 -46,50 

  Costs per kilo (GWT) - Lerøy 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

LSG
 

Cost of sales -46,92 -45,28 -42,37 -48,62 -53,38 -58,84 -70,32 -52,25 
Salaries & personell 
expenses -6,66 -7,08 -6,73 -7,56 -8,03 -8,95 -11,89 -8,13 
Other operating costs -5,92 -6,28 -5,57 -6,93 -7,98 -9,18 -12,41 -7,75 
Costs before EBITDA -59,50 -58,64 -54,66 -63,11 -69,39 -76,96 -94,61 -68,13 

  Costs per kilo (GWT) - MHG 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

M
HG

 

Cost of sales -26,31 -24,44 -24,64 -29,08 -32,65 -37,74 -43,50 -31,20 
Salaries & personell 
expenses -7,45 -6,34 -6,17 -7,78 -7,93 -9,11 -10,74 -7,93 
Other operating costs -4,92 -6,00 -5,52 -7,51 -8,00 -9,45 -11,53 -7,56 
Costs before EBITDA -38,68 -36,78 -36,32 -44,37 -48,58 -56,30 -65,77 -46,69 

  Costs per kilo (GWT) - NRS 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

N
RS 

Cost of sales -29,02 -22,39 -19,54 -24,48 -26,70 -27,66 -34,51 -26,33 
Salaries & personell 
expenses -0,79 -0,88 -0,91 -0,98 -1,28 -1,16 -1,66 -1,09 
Other operating costs -0,86 -0,77 -0,91 -1,04 -1,48 -1,38 -1,46 -1,13 
Costs before EBITDA -30,66 -24,03 -21,35 -26,50 -29,46 -30,19 -37,62 -28,55 

  
Costs per kilo (GWT) - 
Salmar 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

SAL 

Cost of sales -24,19 -22,84 -23,37 -26,29 -21,56 -25,41 -33,54 -25,31 
Salaries & personell 
expenses -3,99 -3,77 -4,16 -4,85 -4,59 -5,11 -6,57 -4,72 
Other operating costs -6,59 -6,79 -7,62 -8,46 -7,38 -8,49 -10,51 -7,98 
Costs before EBITDA -34,77 -33,41 -35,15 -39,61 -33,53 -39,01 -50,62 -38,01 

 

Table 15 shows the cost development for GSF and the peer group. As discussed in section 3.1.2 costs 

in the industry are on an increasing trend for the companies in the peer group. This development 

accordingly affects the companies’ profit margins negatively.  

Grieg Seafood has a stated goal to reduce its production costs to be on level, or lower than the 

industry average. In the start of 2016, a purchasing project was implemented for GSF which aims to 

reduce costs of sales by 10%, excluding feed (Grieg Seafood ASA Q1 Report, 2016, p. 6-7). Compared 

to the peer group average in the period, GSF places third in both personnel expenses and costs of 
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sales, ahead of Lerøy and MHG. For 2016, the industry had an average cost of sales per kilo of 35,14 

NOK and average personnel costs per kilo of 5,48 NOK.  

The biggest cost development for GSF is to be found in Other operating costs, which is on an 

increasing trend. As explained in section 3.1.2, other operating costs are mostly linked with biological 

issues and lice-mitigation, either directly or indirectly. GSF have been struggling with resistant lice at 

their operations in Shetland, algae outbreaks and low oxygen levels in BC, as well as several costly 

lice treatments in both Finnmark and Rogaland (Grieg Seafood ASA Q2 Report, 2016, p. 4-7). These 

activities drive costs and makes GSF the worst performer in terms of other operating costs per kilo 

harvested in the peer group. In comparison, in 2016 the industry average for other operating costs 

per kilo was 7,96 NOK as opposed to 23,05 NOK for GSF.  

Overall, GSF is a mid-tier performer in terms of total costs before EBITDA, slightly ahead of MHG, and 

better than Lerøy which is the worst performer in the peer group. NRS’ apparently superior 

performance is skewed by including harvested amounts raised by associated companies but sold 

through NRS. When looking at the traditional common size analysis (Appendix 16), it is apparent that 

their cost performance is relatively less impressive. Thus, Salmar manifests itself as the most cost-

effective peer in the period.  

Accordingly, GSF has not yet been successful in their strategy of reducing costs to match its peers or 

the industry average, which in turn affects its profit margin negatively. 

8.1.1.1 Profit Margin 
GRAPH 14 – BENCHMARKED PROFIT MARGIN (SOURCE: OWN CREATION BASED ON ANNUAL REPORTS) 

 

The Profit margin expresses the relation between a firm’s revenue and costs. Hence, the portion of 

the companies’ revenue that is converted into profit can be identified through a profit margin 

analysis. Profit margin after tax is calculated as: 
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𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚 =  
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁)

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅
× 100 

GSF is on a decreasing linear profit margin trend in the period analyzed. This trend can be attributed 

to increases in other operating costs, mostly derived from biological issues as discussed in previous 

sections. In 2010, GSF had an above peer average profit margin, driven by record high salmon prices 

(GSF Annual Report, 2011, p. 4). In 2012, GSF had a negative profit margin, driven by lower global 

salmon prices and increasing costs (GSF Annual Report 2012, 2013, p.4). Again in 2016, increasing 

salmon prices helps GSF’s profit margin positively.  

For comparison against the industry average in 2016, profit margins for the peer group have been 

calculated before tax (EBIT). The results of this benchmarking interestingly indicate that none of the 

companies within the peer group managed to outperform the industry average in 2016 (Appendix 

17) 

Salmars cost-effective operations helps them achieve an above-average profit margin throughout the 

period. For less cost-effective producers, such as GSF, achieved profit margins are strongly affected 

by global salmon prices. This entails low profit margins in years with low salmon prices. The 

companies within the industry have rather limited direct impact on salmon prices. As salmon prices 

are characterized by rather substantial volatility, effective cost control and adaptability is important 

for the companies within the industry. Alternatively, the companies can focus on managing their 

invested capital more efficiently. 

8.1.1.2 Turnover rate of invested capital 
GRAPH 15 – BENCHMARKED TURNOVER RATE OF INVESTED CAPITAL  (SOURCE: OWN CREATION BASED ON ANNUAL REPORTS) 

 

Turnover rate of invested capital measures a firm’s ability to make use of its invested capital. The 

higher the ratio is, the more efficient is the invested capital utilized. Average invested capital has 

been employed when calculating the ratio. The ratio is calculated as: 
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𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 =  
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁

𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐
 

Graph 15 depicts the development of Turnover rate for GSF and the peer group. A turnover rate 

above 1 indicates that the companies have had revenues greater than their invested capital.  As can 

be seen, GSF is a low-tier performer in managing its invested capital, having the lowest turnover rate 

in the peer group in 2011, 2012 and 2013. However, GSF is on a positive linear trend. NRS’ 

remarkably high turnover rate is driven by having a consistently low invested capital relative to its 

peers. In 2016, GSF’s turnover ratio was higher due to increased revenues.  

As invested capital is the denominator in the turnover ratio, a closer look at the development have 

been included below in Graph 16. The invested capital has been indexed for GSF and the peer group 

using 2010 as base to determine the trend for the companies. As can be seen, invested capital 

fluctuates, but increases on average for all peers. For the peers, the drastic increases in invested 

capital is mainly due to purchases of licenses (Salmar ASA, 2012, p. 65), consolidations (Marine 

Harvest Group ASA, 2013, p. 39) and acquisitions (Lerøy Seafood ASA, 2017, p. 124) 

GRAPH 16 – BENCHMARKED INVESTED CAPITAL INDEXED (SOURCE: OWN DEVELOPMENT BASED ON ANNUAL REPORTS) 

 

For GSF the increase in invested capital is mainly derived from increasing fair value adjustments of 

biological assets which increased throughout the period. Moreover, investments in PP&E nearly 

doubled in the period. This increase is mostly related with maintenance of nets, cages and moorings, 

but also investments to initiate production of the green licenses in Finnmark (Grieg Seafood ASA, 

2017, p. 59). Compared to its peers however, GSF has only moderate increases in invested capital, 

and the index analysis reveals that it has marginally the smallest development in the period of all 

peers. This development is also evident in the trend for GSF’s increasing turnover rate of invested 

capital, a result of both generally increasing spot prices and only relatively moderate increases in 

invested capital. 
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8.1.2 Summary of ROIC decomposition 
Analysis of the profit margin and turnover rate of invested capital ratios reveals two different 

strategic approaches to attaining an attractive ROIC in the salmon-farming industry. Whereas Salmar 

focuses on the cost-effectiveness and the revenue/expense relation which yields a high profit 

margin, NRS focuses on increased utilization of its invested capital, achieving a high turnover rate.  

GSF on the other hand, has a declining profit margin development, and a growing turnover rate 

trend. Although GSF has stated that they are focusing on decreasing their operating costs, this is not 

yet reflected in their actual costs. Other operating costs driven by biological issues are also difficult to 

plan for, as they to a large degree occur unforeseen. Out of the companies within the peer group, 

NRS is the company which has the closest structural resemblance to GSF. This indicates that GSF may 

be better off by adopting NRS’ approach as industry best practice. As fluctuations in the spot price 

will affect both ratios, it could indicate that focusing on managing invested capital more efficiently 

will be more beneficial to achieving an attractive ROIC.  

8.2 Return on equity 
The return on equity (ROE) measures owners’ accounting return on their investments in a company 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 117). ROE is affected by ROIC, net borrowing costs as well as financial 

leverage.  Return on equity for GSF and the peer group is presented below.  

GRAPH 17 BENCHMARKED RETURN ON EQUITY (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION BASED ON ANNUAL REPORTS) 

 

The return on equity development shows a similar development as witnessed in the previous section 

on return on invested capital. As ROE is positively affected by financial leverage in the case of a 

positive interest margin – and vice versa, a decomposition of ROE for GSF and the peer group seems 

in place and is presented in Appendix 18. Return on Equity is calculated as: 

 𝑅𝑅OE =  ROIC +  (ROIC −  NBC) ×  
NIBD
BVE
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GSF have a negative interest margin in 2012 and 2015. This is due to net financial expenses exceeding 

operational profits. Concurrently, GSF has the highest average financial leverage in the peer group 

throughout the period. This situation entails that GSF’s high leverage contributes to an even lower 

ROE than its peers in 2012 and 2015. Thus, in years characterized by low operating earnings GSF 

struggles to meet its net financial expenses. This will be further analyzed in the liquidity analysis in 

the next section.  

A pre-tax ROE has also been calculated to benchmark peer group ROE against the NOR average in 

Appendix 19. For the industry average, numbers from 2014, 2015 and 2016 have been benchmarked. 

As no decomposition of ROE is available for the Norwegian industry average, it is of limited 

comparable value for analysis. Even so, it is evident that Norwegian companies has a distinctively 

higher ROE compared to companies in the peer group. Interestingly, GSF’s Norwegian operations in 

Rogaland achieves an above industry average ROE in 2016, which helps to drive ROE for the group in 

that year.   

9.0 Liquidity analysis 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: What is GSF’s benchmarked liquidity risk? 

It is important to consider short-term liquidity risk as well as long-term solvency for companies in the 

salmon-farming industry. The cyclical nature of the industry, as well as spot price fluctuations, have 

effects on the liquidity of the companies. In this section, both short-term and long-term liquidity risk 

is analyzed in the form of selected financial ratios. 2016 numbers are – where numbers are available 

– benchmarked against the Norwegian industry average. The numbers are based on ending balances 

instead of average numbers as advocated by Petersen & Plenborg (2012, p. 155).  

9.1 Short-term liquidity risk 
Short-term liquidity risk refers to the firm’s ability to generate sufficient cash to supply operating 

working capital needs and to service short-term portions of debt. A selection of financial ratios 

focusing on the short-term liquidity risk are presented next.  

9.1.1 Liquidity cycle 
𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿 𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁 =  

365
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿
 +  

365
𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁
 −  

365
𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅 𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁
 

The liquidity cycle measures the number of days it takes to convert working capital into cash 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 153). Generally, it is favorable to have a shorter liquidity cycle. In 

2016, the NOR benchmark had an average liquidity cycle of 272 days. As Graph 18 shows, GSF has 

the longest average liquidity cycle of the peer group with 407 days. GSF’s long average liquidity cycle 
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can be explained mainly by long days-inventory-on-hand cycles in 2010, 2011 and 2013. This means 

that GSF is the slowest in turning inventory into cash in the peer group. On a positive note, GSF has 

managed to shorten the cycle from 2014 onwards and slightly beats the industry benchmark in 2016.  

GRAPH 18 – BENCHMARKED LIQUIDITY CYCLE INCL. NOR AVG. (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

 

For the peers, NRS has the shortest average cycle in the period with 106 days, massively 

outperforming the peer group. This efficiency in converting net working capital into cash is also seen 

in 2016 when comparing against the NOR benchmark. 

9.1.2 Current ratio 
𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  

𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅
𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅

 

The current ratio is another measure for short-term liquidity risk. The ratio explains to what extent 

current assets can meet short-term obligations. What level is considered sufficient is dependent 

upon industry, but it is generally argued that a level above 2.0 is considered acceptable (Petersen & 

Plenborg, 2012, p. 156). To provide perspective, for 2016, the NOR benchmark had a current ratio of 

2,65. 

GRAPH 19 - BENCHMARKED CURRENT RATIO INCL. NOR AVG. (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 
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Graph 19 shows the net working capital ratios for the peer group. Yearly average current ratios for 

the peer group fluctuates between 2,1 and 2,7. Marine Harvest, Lerøy and Salmar has the highest 

average ratios in the period and never drop below 2,0 which indicates a low short-term liquidity risk. 

Lerøy and MHG even outperformed the industry benchmark in 2016.  

NRS and GSF which are both smaller in scale, both have current ratios below 2 in certain years which 

indicate a moderate liquidity risk. NRS had a current ratio below 1,0 in 2010 and 2011 which 

indicates a high short-term liquidity risk.  

9.1.3 CFO to short-term debt ratio 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑁𝑁 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃 𝑅𝑅ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  

𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅ℎ 𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑅𝑅
𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅

  

As opposed to the current ratio, the Cash Flow from Operations to current liabilities ratio is a cash-

flow measure and considers to what extent cash flows generated by operations covers short-term 

debt. CFO to current liabilities can serve as an indicator of the cash available to serve current 

liabilities on an ongoing basis (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 157).  

GRAPH 20 - BENCHMARKED CFO TO SHORT-TERM DEBT RATIO (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 
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9.2 Long-term liquidity risk 
The long-term liquidity risk can also affect the company’s cost of capital. If companies are highly 

leveraged, creditors might perceive the company as too risky and thus affect the company’s cost of 

capital.  

9.2.1 Financial leverage & Solvency ratio 
 

𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑁𝑁 =  
𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅

𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿
 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝐿𝐿 𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  

𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿
𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 +  𝑁𝑁𝐿𝐿𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝐿𝐿

 

Financial leverage and the solvency ratio both measure long-term liquidity risk. Financial leverage is 

also relevant when calculating the companies Cost of Capital. Typically, high financial leverage and 

low solvency ratios indicate high-long term liquidity risk (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 158).  Market 

values of equity are generally recommended as they are closer to realizable value, but for 

comparison with the industry benchmark in 2016, book values have also been included. Financial 

leverage and solvency ratio calculations based on BVE is found in Appendix 20. 

GRAPH 21 – PEER GROUP FINANCIAL LEVERAGE DEVELOPMENT 2010-2016 (BVE) (SOURCE: OWN CREATION) 
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10.0 Forecasting 
Sub-question to be answered in this section: How will the key value drivers develop in the 

forecasting period? 

As the previous sections have revealed what factors implement the profitability and earnings 

potential for GSF, the forecasting section attempts to forecast future performance and cash flows 

based on these findings. The forecasts are essential inputs to the valuation which succeeds this 

section. As all forecast assumptions possess a large degree of subjectivity, the forecasts assumptions 

will be tested in a sensitivity analysis following the valuation estimates. As the length of the explicit 

forecast period affects the aggregation of value drivers, the length of the forecast period is important 

to consider. The typical cycle in the industry have previously been found to last approximately 4-6 

years. To capture the entire cycle, a period of 7 years have been chosen. This is also done to maintain 

a tolerable level of accuracy of the estimates going forward. 

A sales driven forecasting method have been chosen, as this approach ensures that the different 

accounting items are affected by the level of activity (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 175). In an 

industry characterized by price volatility, this approach has though been altered accordingly. Instead 

of forecasting the accounting items as a percentage of revenue, it seems more fitting to forecast 

based on harvested volumes and salmon prices. Analysts following the salmon-farming industry have 

long favored a metric/kg approach, and this is widely used. By using this method, costs are not driven 

solely by spot price fluctuations. However, to derive at a meaningful valuation, it is thus essential 

that the estimates are realistic and done with care.   

In the terminal period the growth is set to mirror the long-term growth in the economy – a basic 

premise required in the Gordon’s Growth model (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 214) The Norwegian 

central banks’ long term inflation target of 2% is thus used as a proxy (Norges Bank, 2018). 

10.1 Forecasting the salmon price 
The strategic analysis revealed that salmon prices are the most important driver of value in the 

salmon-farming industry. This entails that the forecast estimates of salmon prices will profoundly 

affect firm value in the following valuation. As salmon prices were proven to be characterized by a 

large degree of volatility and unpredictability, special care has been taken to not over- or understate 

salmon price estimates, but rather to provide a conservative estimate. As was indicated in section 

3.1.1 the salmon price is affected by supply and demand. 

The salmon price has been growing alongside significant production growth. This indicates a 

considerable underlying demand growth as well. It has previously been established that global 
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market for salmon is integrated and that the law of one price holds for the salmon industry (Asche, 

2001). Asche and Bjørndal (2011) contributes the demand growth to rapid expansion of 

supermarkets in key regions and the introduction of more refined value-added products. DNB 

Markets supports the notion that demand are becoming more important when forecasting the 

salmon price. DNB also expect that the VAP segment will continue to drive further demand growth 

going forward, especially for US consumers (DNB Markets, 2018). Key factors affecting demand shifts 

are changes in market margins, logistics between farm and retail level, growth in supermarket 

concentration, increasing number of product varieties, health and food safety concerns among 

consumers, changes in trade conditions, changing demographics and probably several others.  

In a recent study on demand shifts - applied to the salmon-farming industry – Asche et al. (2018) 

focused on predicting demand shifts based on substitution effects, income effects and what they 

term unknown unknowns. Asche et al. found that more than half of demand shifts can be 

contributed to unknown factors. This thus entails demand estimates with a high degree of 

uncertainty. Whereas it is easy to obtain historical salmon supply, predicting future demand for 

salmon is far more difficult. Asche et al. calculated the average demand growth in the global market 

for salmon between 2002-2011 to be 10,73 percent. Implementing this estimate as a proxy for 

demand growth would most likely overstate salmon prices. Alas, Kontali found the annual growth in 

demand for salmon to be approximately 4%. This estimate is included as the closest possible proxy 

for demand growth going forward and is included in the price forecast to produce a multivariate 

regression function. Price shifts have thus been estimated based on a combination of inputs from 

Guttormsen (2014) and Asche (2018) and Kontali (2017) and can be found in Appendix 21. 

10.2 Regression estimates 
Kontali expects supply growth in the short-term to be 4% (Kontali, 2018). This entails a 4% increase in 

salmon price year-on-year from 2017-2018.  In-the medium term, implementation of the traffic-light 

regime and generally increasing fish-health are expected to increase supply incrementally and 

peaking in 2021. This leads to negative price growth in 2020E and 2021E respectively. In the steady-

state, both demand shifts and supply shifts are set to 2%. The regression estimates can at first sight 

appear to be overstated, taking the cyclical nature of the industry into consideration. As such, a 

benchmarking of analyst estimates are included for perspective. 

10.3 Salmon price estimates 
In the short-term, the price estimates used are averaged against analyst estimates and Fish pool 

forward prices. In the first half of the medium-term, this is also the case.  
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The cyclical nature of the industry has previously been discussed. The regression estimates would 

thus assume a total of 5 years of consecutive growth in spot prices, from 2012 to 2017 As this seems 

to follow the historical cycle length, the spot prices are expected to decrease in 2019-2022. Even so, 

the strong underlying market demand can indicate that the decrease should be less significant than 

earlier cycles. The historical spot-price average from 2010-2016 seems to undermine the strong 

underlying demand as well as the shift of social mega factors discussed in the PESTLE analysis. As 

such, the historical average is dismissed and instead the average of the first 4 years in the forecast is 

implemented for 2021 and 2022. In the terminal period, the price estimates are characterized by a 

large degree of uncertainty, due to its volatile historical development. PWC hypothesizes a similar 

price development as experienced by the oil industry in Norway (PwC, 2017, p. 18), although this 

outlook is not necessarily shared by the author.  Instead, the historical spot price average from 2014-

2016 is implemented as the long-term price estimate.  

TABLE 16 - SALMON PRICE ESTIMATES E2017-2023T (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

  Short-term Medium-term Long-term 

  2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 

Regression estimates 60,88 68,19 70,91 70,91 67,37 72,76 77,12 

DNB/analyst concensus 60,00 58,00 59,00 59,00     

Fishpool Fwd. Prices 54,50 64,00 62,10 57,00       

Price estimates 58,46 63,40 64,00 62,30 62,04 62,04 42,33 

 
10.4 Forecasting future harvest amounts 
Marine Harvest estimates the three most important indicators of future harvest quantities to be 

standing biomass, feed sales and smolt release (Industry Handbook, 2018, p. 88). For GSF this 

information is unfortunately not made publicly available. This entails that forecasted harvest 

estimates are relying on the findings provided in the internal analysis. The internal analysis revealed 

a sizable potential for organic growth at all of GSF’s locations. In the short term, GFS own guiding is 

benchmarked with global growth estimates by DNB.  However, GSF have historically overstated their 

harvest guiding estimates by 9,3%. As such, GSF guiding estimates are adjusted and averaged with 

global growth estimates for the first four years in the forecast period. In the latter half of the period, 

the average growth of the first parts of the forecast are used. This number in only slightly higher than 

GSF historical growth rate. This provides relatively conservative estimates and implies that GSF’s 

ambitious strategy of harvesting 100 000 tonnes is postponed three years, from 2020 to 2023. This 

seems like a plausible scenario for GSF taking their history of biological issues, overstating guiding 

estimates, and the implementation of traffic light regime in Norway into consideration.  
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TABLE 17 - ESTIMATED HARVEST QUANTITIES E2017-2023T (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

  Short-term Medium-term 
Long-
term 

  2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 

GSF Strategic goals 70 000 80 000 88 000 100 000       

Y-o-Y growth implied 7,5 % 12,5 % 9,1 % 12,0 %       

Adjusted estimates 63 523 72 597 79 857 90 746       

Y-o-Y growth implied -1,9 % 12,5 % 9,1 % 12,0 %       

Global Growth Estimates 6,7 % 4,5 % 6,7 % 5,6 %       

Harvest growth applied 2,4 % 8,5 % 7,9 % 8,8 % 6,9 % 6,9 % 6,9 % 

Harvest amounts applied 66 280 71 914 77 596 84 424 90 249 96 476 103 133 

 
10.5 Forecasting costs 
GSF plans to reduce their cost level to the industry average or lower. Meanwhile, GSF’s growth 

strategy requires investments in feed and other costs which is not likely to manifest itself in reduced 

cost levels. Nor in the forecast is it assumed that GSF manages to reduce their levels to match the 

industry. GSF’s costs are likely to fluctuate substantially in the forecast period, but it is argued that 

due to the fact that biological issues are hard to foresee, providing accurate forecast estimates is 

unrealistic. As such, these costs are aggregated at historical levels for the medium- and long-term. 

The analysis of costs drivers revealed feed costs and other operating costs as the most important cost 

drivers for GSF and the industry. As both feed costs and other operating costs have experienced an 

increasing trend in the period analyzed, using the historical average from 2010 would understate the 

estimate and also portray an outdated level of activity given GSF’s ambitions. Instead, the historical 

average from 2012-2016 is used for estimates in the medium term. In the short-term, both cost of 

sales and other operating costs are forecasted to similar levels experienced in the base year of 2016.  

Considering the length of the forecasting period, the remaining line items are forecasted based on 

historical averages. It is argued that these items are less crucial than harvested amounts and salmon 

price and attempting complex forecast of these items would not necessarily reduce the margin of 

error (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 186). All forecasting assumptions and estimates are found in 

Appendix 21. The forecast estimates have been evaluated based on historical levels of ROIC. The 

general forecasted ROIC is in line with GSF’s 2016 levels, and after a slight decrease in 2017, the 

estimates are growing until 2019, and decreasing until it reaches a steady state ROIC of 

approximately 20%. Taking external factors, GSF’s strategy and growth ambitions into consideration, 

a ROIC level fluctuating close to GSF’s 2016 levels seems plausible and realistic. However, it is 

important to keep in mind that the forecast estimates assume “smooth sailing” when it comes to 

biological issues - among other things. As it has been previously argued, these costs are hard to 
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forecast, and would undoubtedly include large margins of error. A major lice outbreak at any of GSF’s 

locations would entail large increases in costs, and thus a lower ROIC. The evaluation of historical and 

forecasted ROIC is found in Appendix 22. 

11.0 Valuation 

Sub-question to be answered in this section: How sensitive is the valuation to changes in key inputs? 

Based on the forecast assumptions from the previous section, a fundamental valuation of GSF is 

carried out using the present value approach. The model applied for fundamental valuation of GSF 

are two of the most commonly applied present value models; namely the Discounted Cash Flow and 

EVA valuation models. The present value models try to estimate the intrinsic value of a company 

based on a projection of its cash flows and the discount factor that reflects risk in the cash flow and 

the time value of money. The WACC estimated in section 7.1.4 is used as discount factor in the 

models.  

The application of both the DCF and EVA models are done in order to ensure that value estimates 

does contain any technical errors (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 209). GSF’s EVA valuation model is 

found in Appendix 23. 

11.1 Present value approach 
TABLE 18 - DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW VALUTION OF GSF (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

 Short-term Medium-term TV 

Discounted Cash Flow model 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 

FCFF 325077 657106 1205980 966319 954695 1020575 819149 
WACC 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 
Discount factor 0,95 0,90 0,85 0,81 0,77 0,73   
Present value of FCFF 308276 590939 1028491 781509 732204 742276   

          
Present value of FCFF in 
forecast period 4183694       
Present value of FCFF in 
terminal period 15030263       
Estimated EV 19213957       
NIBD Primo 1395729       
Estimated MV of Equity 17818228       
Number of shares 111662       
Value of share (31.12.2016) 159,57       

 

In the DCF model above, terminal value accounts for 78% of enterprise value. This entails that only 

22% of GSF’s value can be attributed to the explicit high-growth forecast period. Damodaran (2012, 
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p. 320) argues that the greater the growth potential in a business, the higher the proportion of the 

value should come from the terminal value. GSF was in the internal analysis found to have 

substantial potential for organic growth through better and increased MAB utilization. This scenario 

thus seems plausible as the industry is nearing its maturity and growth levels are stabilized at lower 

growth ratios when e.g. the regulatory ceilings are reached. This argument is backed up by the 

sensitivity analysis of WACC and growth rate below. 

TABLE 19 - SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF WACC AND GROWTH (SOURCE: OWN CONTRIBUTION) 

  Growth Pessimistic 
  

Realistic  Optimistic 

WACC   1,85 % 1,90 % 1,95 % 2,0 % 2,05 % 2,10 % 2,15 % 

Optimistic 5,30 % 163,38 163,38 163,38 163,38 163,38 163,38 163,38 

  5,35 % 162,09 162,09 162,09 162,09 162,09 162,09 162,09 

  5,40 % 160,82 160,82 160,82 160,82 160,82 160,82 160,82 

Realistic 5,45 % 159,57 159,57 159,57 159,7 159,57 159,57 159,57 

  5,50 % 158,35 158,35 158,35 158,35 158,35 158,35 158,35 

  5,55 % 157,15 157,15 157,15 157,15 157,15 157,15 157,15 

Pessimistic 5,60 % 155,97 155,97 155,97 155,97 155,97 155,97 155,97 
  

When looking at market prices compared to value estimates, the value of GSF’s stock on 30.12.2016 

was NOK 81,2. This implies that the DCF valuation assumes an upside potential of nearly 50%. For 

perspective, this has been compared with relevant trading multiples. As the present-value models 

only provide stand-alone valuation, GSF have also been valued with the use of relative valuation. 

When using multiples, it is important that the companies which are compared are truly comparable 

and share the same economic characteristics and outlook (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 227). As 

such, GSF is valued relative to the previously established peer group. Compared to the rest of the 

peer group, GSF has relatively lower multiples which can indicate that it is undervalued. As an 

example, it has the lowest P/E amongst its peers of 9,7, whereas – for perspective – Salmar trades at 

P/E 15,8. This might indicate that GSF have a larger upside potential than the rest of the peer group.  

Using multiples based on enterprise value includes a number of assumptions, e.g. such as expected 

tax rate remaining the same and that depreciation rates are identical across the companies which are 

being analyzed (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012, p. 229). Even though there are differences in global tax 

exposure and degrees of vertical integration for the companies in the peer group, EV/EBIT and 

EV/EBITDA have been included in the relative valuation. The same tendency is present when looking 

at enterprise value multiples. GSF has the lowest EV/EBIT and EV/EBITDA in the peer group. As the 

forecast estimates were based on expected harvest quantities, it seems appropriate to include the 

industry specific metrics EV/kg and EBIT/kg which is often used. Again, GSF have the lowest 
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multiples. Moreover, in June 2018, DNB Markets estimates an upside potential of roughly 33% for 

GSF’s stock which lends support to the notion that GSF is undervalued (Aukner & Bjørnstad, 2018). 

The multiples for GSF and the peer group are found in Appendix 24, and the averages are calculated 

as harmonic means.  

12.0 Conclusion 

This thesis has applied theoretical theories and models as a way to answer the problem formulation 

set forth in this empirical case study. The analysis of cost and value drivers revealed salmon prices to 

have a strong correlation with market capitalization for the companies and spot prices are thus the 

biggest value driver in the industry. The salmon farming industry is a commodity industry, where 

price is mostly set as a market equilibrium of supply and demand. Due to long periods of production, 

salmon farmers are price-takers in the short-run.  

The cost structure of the industry can be segmented into costs directly related with inputs to 

production, such as feed costs, and costs either directly or indirectly relating to fish health, biological 

issues and diseases. These costs are congregated as other operating costs.  The time-series analysis 

of the cost development in the industry revealed that other operating costs have grown 

exponentially in the period analyzed and is the second biggest cost component in the industry. The 

largest cost component is still feed costs, which makes up more than half of total costs for the 

industry.  

This thesis has also applied a framework of strategic and financial analysis with the ultimate goal of 

conducting a fair value estimate of the case company Grieg Seafood using the present value 

approach, and with the application of the DCF and EVA models. The build-up towards the fair-value 

estimates includes a thorough strategic analysis, implementing well-known models and frameworks. 

The external analysis was mainly analyzed using a PESTLE analysis and the Porter’s Five Forces 

framework. GSF’s internal capabilities were analyzed using a proprietary framework, focusing on 

GSF’s human and physical resources. GSF’s physical resources are important as they provide 

indications of growth potential going forward. The case company were benchmarked in a value chain 

analysis to uncover GSF’s relative performance in terms of vertical integration. The financial analysis 

focused on GSF’s operational profitability in time-series analysis, as well as benchmarked with the 

peer group. The liquidity analysis focused on analyzing GSF’s relative liquidity risk. The forecast 

implemented the findings of the strategic and financial analysis to come up with forecast estimates 

for GSF. The largest value driver, the salmon spot price, were estimated using a multivariate 

regression based on growth in supply and demand. Harvest quantities were based on GSF guiding 
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and benchmarked with analyst estimates for perspective. The valuation found GSF to be undervalued 

by approximately 50% compared to the market value. This was given further perspective using key 

multiples based on both enterprise value and industry-specific metrics.  

13.0 The thesis in perspective 

This thesis abridged an analysis into key cost and value drivers with a case study having the intent of 

valuing GSF using the present value method. While writing this thesis, numerous other methods to 

answering the problem formulation have also come to mind. This empirical case study only 

showcases one approach. 

Within the scope of the research question, an interesting task could have been to explicitly forecast 

all line items based on big-data or other metrics available. As larger bases of data become available, 

using this to extrapolate industry-wide factors could prove interesting.  

However, looking beyond the delimitation of the research question, there are also other interesting 

areas which could have been interesting to analyze in more detail in a similar situation. Problems 

with lice for salmon farmers globally can give incentives for salmon farmers to get creative with 

earnings smoothing or other “creative” ways of accounting for substantial costs and losses. While 

working with this thesis, some dubious cases have been uncovered.  

GSF and others are increasingly binding up more harvest volumes in fixed price sales contracts. It 

could prove interesting to try to estimate the gain/loss as well as the effect of contract-timing has on 

firm values. Quantifying the effect of having in-house processing capabilities could be another 

interesting angle.  

Another aspect could be to further map what drives growth in demand, as key specialized scholars 

and researchers focusing on the industry all highlight this as becoming an increasingly important 

factor for estimating salmon prices. The research literature is still lacking on practical analysis of this.  
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Appendix 1 – The NOR Avg. Benchmark 
 

      EBIT/kg 
No. Company Harvest quantity (GWE) 2016 2016 2015 2014 

1 Marine Harvest Norway AS 236 000 19,49 11,39 11,56 
2 Salmar ASA 115 700 26,67 10,59 12,75 
3 Cermaq Norway AS 57 900 22,41 17,64 10,65 
4 Lerøy Midt AS 52 200 14,11 6,34 9,58 
5 Nova Sea AS 37 100 26,07 13,42 11,71 
6 Nordlaks Holding AS 36 700 32,57 16,82 13,62 
7 Lerøy Vest AS 35 000 15,70 1,04 6,74 
8 Sjøtroll Havbruk AS 33 000 11,99 1,17 3,90 
9 Lerøy Aurora AS 30 000 23,53 15,03 10,25 

10 Sinkaberg-Hansen AS 28 300 15,31 7,98 7,59 
11 Alsaker AS 27 200 25,75 7,33 8,45 
12 Bremnes Fryseri AS 23 200 13,57 4,15 5,05 
13 Grieg Seafood Finnmark AS 22 100 19,19 5,47 7,47 
14 Grieg Seafood Rogaland AS 18 800 22,16 4,99 5,13 
15 Firda Seafood Group AS 16 500 20,74 7,86 10,44 
16 NRS Finnmark AS 15 100 28,09 8,97 10,23 
17 Eidsfjord Sjøfarm AS 13 500 28,64 17,00 16,54 
18 AS Bolaks 10 600 20,50 -0,27 -0,84 
19 Erko Seafood AS 10 500 19,76 2,24 10,66 
20 Rolv Haugarvoll AS 9 800 21,65 8,40 7,09 
21 Flakstadvåg laks AS 9 800 23,15 12,92 13,66 
22 Blom Fiskeoppdrett AS 9 700 9,13 0,06 3,75 
23 Midt Norsk Havbruk AS 8 900 13,65 9,09 8,13 
24 Ellingsen Seafood Holding AS 8 900 21,45 11,37 9,84 
25 Salmonor AS 8 200 24,46 12,46 12,91 
26 Fjordlaks Aqua AS 8 100 9,73 -2,51 9,81 
27 Kobbevik og Furuholmen Oppdrett AS 8 000 28,78 6,29 9,23 
28 Tombre Fiskeanleggg AS 8 000 11,88 6,38 6,68 
29 Salaks AS 7 800 28,71 9,19 14,50 
30 Bjørøya AS 7 500 20,58 6,83 5,22 
31 Steinvik Fiskefarm AS 7 500 24,17 5,88 9,09 
32 Eide Fjordbruk AS 7 200 30,85 4,19 1,24 
33 Måsøval Eiendom AS 6 800 2,81 9,63 10,78 
34 Osland Havbruk AS 6 500 20,84 6,08 10,74 
35 Emilsen Fisk AS 5 500 10,40 3,68 7,87 
36 Gildeskål Forskningsstasjon AS 5 200 25,46 11,38 13,84 
37 NRS Feøy AS 5 200 15,08 4,02 0,53 
38 Egil Kristoffersen & Sønner AS 5 000 9,05 7,52 0,86 
39 Sulefisk AS 4 800 19,92 8,24 2,17 

    967 800 20,86 9,62 10,16 
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Appendix 2 – GSF Key Transactions 
 

Year Target Company 
2001 Scandic Marine Ltd (BC) 
2003 Loden Laks 
2006 Hjaltland Seafarm (UK) 
2007 Target Marine (North America) 
2007 Volden Group 
2010 Northern Aquaculture (UK) 
2011 Erfjord Stamfisk 
2011 Skelda Salmon Farms Limited (UK) 
2011 Duncan Salmon Limited (UK) 

 

Appendix 3 – Peer Group Capital Structure 
 

NIBD/(NIBD+MVE) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
GSF 0,40 0,72 0,52 0,36 0,34 0,35 0,16 
Lerøy 0,10 0,15 0,13 0,13 0,09 0,07 0,06 
MHG 0,21 0,40 0,23 0,18 0,19 0,18 0,16 
NRS 0,33 0,63 0,45 0,24 0,16 0,14 0,04 
Salmar 0,17 0,42 0,35 0,21 0,12 0,12 0,08 

 

MVE/(NIBD+MVE) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

GSF 0,60 0,28 0,48 0,64 0,66 0,65 0,84 
Lerøy 0,90 0,85 0,87 0,87 0,91 0,93 0,94 
MHG 0,79 0,60 0,77 0,82 0,81 0,82 0,84 
NRS 0,67 0,37 0,55 0,76 0,84 0,86 0,96 
Salmar 0,83 0,58 0,65 0,79 0,88 0,88 0,92 
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Appendix 4 – Beta Regressions for the peer Group 1/2 
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Appendix 4 – Beta Regressions for the peer group 2/2 
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Appendix 05 – Beta from Fundamental factors 1/2 
 

Types of operating risk Risk level GSF's ability to manage risk 
External risk     

Salmon price High GSF is a price taker. Salmon prices are affected by supply & demand and set in the 
global salmon market. 

Market conditions High GSF is highly affected by the volatile and cyclical nature of the industry. 

Political regulations Moderate Operations and further growth are considerably regulated, although predictability 
and foreseeability in further regulations is now a focus for authorities. 

Biological factors High Comprehensive and costly lice and disease outbreaks remain largely unpredictable. 
Water temperatures are affected by changing climate conditions. 

Currency Moderate Currency fluctuations are partly managed by currency hedging and fixed contracts. 
Strategic risk     

Suppliers power Moderate Specialized suppliers are highly dependent on GSF and other large players to sell 
their products and services. GSF though dependant on e.g. external feed providers. 

Customers power Moderate GSF will need to be able to cater to changing customer preferences. 

Threat of subsitutes Moderate If assuming no direct substitutes for salmon, only Value Added Products provide 
differentiation. GSF have not yet explored this segment, certain peers have. 

Threat of new entrants Low Capital intensive industry, high barriers to entry, delayed return on investment. 

Rivalry among competitors High The salmon farming industry is characterized by skilled competitors, more or less 
offering similar products. 

Operating risk    

Capacity utilization High 
Capacity utilization affected by multitude of factors, GSF have traditionally 
underperformed compared to peers. 

Quality of management High The executive management all have extensive experience from the sector.  
Cost structure High A history of underachieving compared to its peers. Strategies focus on lowering this. 
Product innovation Moderate GSF not in the forefront of innovation in the industry. 

Asssesment of operational risk High   
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Appendix 05 – Beta from Fundamental factors 2/2 
 

Tyes of financial risk Risk level GSF's ability to manage risk 

Financial leverage Moderate 
GSF is the highest levered company in the peer group. Higher debt levels affect 
systematic risk. 

Credit risk Moderate Violation of debt covenants in Q4 2015 makes credit risk something to focus on. 

Loan Characteristics     
Interest rates Moderate GSF's syndicated loans are based on floating rates. 
Debt maturity Low Both the long-term syndicated loan and the credit facility expire in June 2019. 
Debt currency Low The net-interest bearing debt is denominated in Norwegian Kroners (NOK). 

Assesment of financial risk Moderate   
 

Appendix 06 – GSF Covenants 
 

GSF 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Book equity ratio 49 % 40,5 % 37 % 43 % 44 % 41 % 52 % 
NIBD/EBITDA ratio 1,55 3,97 -51,12 3,05 4,25 7,06 0,70 
Covenants met Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

        

Key events 

In 2012 and 2013, the loan terms were changed. The 
NIBD/EBITDA requirement were suspended for both 
years and replaced by a minimum amount of 
accumulated EBITDA throughout the period. In 
addition, the groups' minimum equity ratio could be 
reduced from 35% to 33% in any one quarter, provided 
that minimum level of 35% were re-established in the 
following quarter. In Q4, 2015 GSF were in violation of 
the NIBD/EBITDA ratio and was granted a waiver until 
Q1 2016. (Source: GSF Annual Reports 2011, p. 81, & 
2015, p. 14) 

 

Appendix 07 – Net financial expenses/NIBD 
 

GSF 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

Net financial expenses 51 882 61 963 111 520 106 437 107 521 131 357 155 213 103699 

NIBD - average numbers 1393675 1273716 1519864 1525166 1642929 1878477 1674477 1558329 

Implied cost of debt 3,72 % 4,86 % 7,34 % 6,98 % 6,54 % 6,99 % 9,27 % 5,45 % 
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Appendix 08 – Synthetic rating - Damodaran approach 
 

Synthetic rating 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
GSF rating AAA BB D BB B CCC A+ 
Implied cost of debt 3,87% 5,62% 22,10% 5,08% 6,52% 9,57% 2,03% 

 

Appendix 09 – Synthetic rating – Petersen & Plenborg approach 1/2 
 

GSF 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
EBIT Interest cover 11,10 3,72 -1,72 3,29 2,64 0,83 7,37 
EBIDTA Interest cover 13,40 5,98 -0,28 4,56 3,95 2,11 8,53 
ROIC 18,74 % 7,41 % -6,15 % 10,68 % 7,56 % 2,65 % 26,02 % 
Operating income/revenue 23,53 % 11,26 % -9,37 % 14,55 % 6,93 % 2,37 % 17,48 % 

Total debt/capital 51 % 59,5 % 63 % 57 % 58 % 62 % 53 % 
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Appendix 09 – Synthetic rating – Petersen & Plenborg approach 2/2 
 

2010 Total Rating = AA AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC 
EBIT Interest cover          
EBITDA Interest cover         
ROIC          
Operating income/revenue          
Total debt/capital               

2011 Total Rating = BB AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC 
EBIT Interest cover          
EBIDTA Interest cover          
ROIC          
Operating income/revenue         

Total debt/capital               

2012 Total Rating = B AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC 
EBIT Interest cover         
EBITDA Interest cover         
ROIC         
Operating income/revenue         
Total debt/capital               

2013 Total rating = BB AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC 
EBIT Interest cover          
EBITDA Interest cover          
ROIC          
Operating income/revenue          
Total debt/capital               

2014 Total rating = BB AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC 
EBIT Interest cover          
EBITDA Interest cover          
ROIC          
Operating income/revenue         
Total debt/capital               

2015 Total rating = B AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC 
EBIT Interest cover          
EBITDA Interest cover          
ROIC         
Operating income/revenue         
Total debt/capital               

2016 Total rating = A AAA AA A BBB BB B CCC 
EBIT Interest cover          
EBITDA Interest cover          
ROIC          
Operating income/revenue          

Total debt/capital               
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Appendix 10 Analytical financial statements – GSF 1/4 
 

Analytical Income Statement Grieg Seafood (NOK 1000) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Sales Revenue 
2 446 

490 
2 046 

991 2 050 065 
2 404 

215 4 099 543 4 608 667 6 545 187 

Other Income 10 161 16 568 28 217 20 041 2 819 44 921 41 019 

Share of profit from associated companies and JV's 12 337 38 869 11 831 7 889 3 576 6 994 569 

Cost of sales -942 530 -889 677 
-1 202 

314 -968 978 
-2 293 

279 
-2 738 

926 
-3 287 

159 

Salaries and personnel expenses -238 409 -238 382 -276 103 -302 223 -359 529 -409 432 -483 473 

Other operating expenses -592 752 -603 585 -642 374 -675 156 
-1 028 

434 
-1 235 

695 
-1 491 

867 

EBITDA 695 297 370 784 -30 678 485 788 424 696 276 529 1 324 276 

Depreciation -115 912 -136 984 -157 075 -133 468 -135 495 -162 211 -175 352 

Amortization of licenses and other intangible assets -3 662 -3 222 -4 270 -2 569 -5 222 -5163 -5036 

EBIT 575 723 230 578 -192 023 349 751 283 979 109 155 1 143 888 

Tax on EBIT -147 755 -47 160 52 276 -59 295 -53 827 -19 232 -237 289 

NOPAT 427 968 183 418 -139 747 290 456 230 152 89 923 906 599 

Financial income 54 675 31 141 3 173 33 381 57 245 38 056 20 479 

Financial expenses -51 882 -61 963 -111 520 -106 437 -107 521 -131 357 -155 213 

Net financial items 2 793 -30 822 -108 347 -73 056 -50 276 -93 301 -134 734 

Tax shield -782 8 630 30 337 20 456 13 575 25 191 33 684 

Net Income before Special/Transitory Items 429 979 161 226 -217 757 237 856 193 451 21 813 805 549 

          

Special/Transitory items         

Impairment and reversals of PP&E, and intangible assets 0 0 0 0 0 -46 195 6 472 

Reversal of previous amortisation of licenses 72 385 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fair value adjustment of biological assets 207 629 -395 180 98 063 267 450 -123 737 33 209 515 741 

Other gains and losses -763 201 -53 786 59 122 -15 218 17 386 

Net transitory items 279 251 -394 979 98 010 268 236 -64 615 -28 204 539 599 

Tax on transitory items -78 190 110 594 -27 443 -75 106 17 446 7 615 -134 900 

Net Income 631 040 -123 159 -147 190 430 986 146 282 1 224 1 210 248 

                

Tax allocation               

Effective tax rate -25,66 % -20,45 % -27,22 % -16,95 % -18,95 % -17,62 % -20,74 % 

Marginal Corporate tax rate (Norway) -28 % -28 % -28 % -28 % -27 % -27 % -25 % 

Reported tax -226 727 72 064 55 170 -113 945 -22 806 13 574 -338 505 

Tax on transitory items -78 190 110 594 -27 443 -75 106 17 446 7 615 -134 900 

Income tax expense - transitory items -148 537 -38 530 82 613 -38 839 -40 252 5 959 -203 605 

Tax shield -782 8 630 30 337 20 456 13 575 25 191 33 684 

Tax on operations -147 755 -47 160 52 276 -59 295 -53 827 -19 232 -237 289 
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Appendix 10 – Analytical financial statements – GSF 2/4 
 

Analytical Balance Sheet GSF (NOK 1000) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Non-current operating assets         

Goodwill 90 540 105 373 105 108 107 310 108 708 110 647 108 595 

Licenses 926 170 987 596 976 740 994 066 1 066 184 1 093 338 1 060 622 

Other intangible assets 3 160 4 618 3 800 4 545 11 517 16 993 17 598 

Property, plant & equipment 923 546 1 126 699 1 141 317 1 204 207 1 424 952 1 534 770 1 510 379 

Investments in associated companies and JV's 33 456 37 387 49 229 41 190 22 379 25 947 0 

Other non-current receivables 1 958 311 53 255 67 2 667 4 167 

Deferred tax assets 0 0 0 0 2 180 10 317 0 

Current operating assets         

Inventories 58 409 67 355 65 692 74 015 91 016 90 867 89 164 

Biological assets 1 564 041 1 404 934 1 310 142 1 766 332 1 844 097 1 929 115 2 459 625 

Accounts receivable 265 350 223 682 124 657 177 814 504 110 581 904 800 591 

Other current receivables 43 265 64 581 51 299 54 015 93 371 145767 163 246 

Total operating assets 3 909 895 4 022 536 3 828 037 4 423 749 5 168 581 5 542 332 6 213 987 

          

Operating liabilites         

Accounts payable 253 305 303 196 246 119 317 753 360 358 653 083 493 534 

Tax payable 1 144 0 0 1 471 56 975 24 545 172 057 

Deferred tax liabilites 531 498 486 702 426 781 557 350 560 320 539 040 674 684 

Accrued salary expense and public tax payable 23 960 22 514 19 720 21 731 14 232 12 134 48 819 

Other current liabilites 41 674 48 452 53 982 54 761 131 515 122 795 222 213 

Total operating liabilites 851 581 860 864 746 602 953 066 1 123 400 1 351 597 1 611 307 

                

Invested capital 3 058 314 3 161 672 3 081 435 3 470 683 4 045 181 4 190 735 4 602 680 
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Appendix 10 – Analytical financial statements – GSF 3/4 
 

Equity 1 982 405 1 690 150 1 513 230 1 988 558 2 241 451 2 237 511 3 206 951 

          

Financial liabilites         

Pension obligations 2 051 1 557 1 110 610 198 109 0 

Cash settlement 5 845 0 0 0 929 4 389 11 360 

Subordinated loans 14 581 0 0 0 27 999 0   

Borrowings 646 686 613 866 985 110 850 646 958 828 1 518 261 979 874 

Factoring liabilities 0 0 0 0 195 560 338 231 502 535 

Financial leasing liabilities 168 856 179 670 156 150 170 251 236 430 272 968 250 452 

Other non-current liabilites 3 292 0 0 24 056 23 640 21 425 15 963 

Short-term loan facilities 260 000 700 000 500 000 425 000 0 0   

Current-portion of long term borrowings 79 000 79 983 109 542 111 060 487 664 101 922 98 490 

Current-portion of financial leasing liabilities 41 726 44 662 44 730 46 149 53 231 61 011 67 117 

Derivatives and other financial instruments 1 605 7 887 13 805 11 631 27 932 27 104 23 990 

Cash-settled share options 0 0 0 9 567 2 334 1 250 0 

Total financial liablities 1 223 642 1 627 625 1 810 447 1 648 970 2 014 745 2 346 670 1 949 781 

          

Financial assets         

Loans to associated companies 3 449 996 1 020 1 020 67 0 0 

Available-for-sale financial assets 557 1 307 1 337 1 392 1 518 1 426 1 445 

Derivatives and other financial instruments 0 1 178 0 518 27 932 0 48 994 

Cash and cash equivalents 143 727 152 622 239 885 163 913 181 498 392020 503 613 

Total financial assets 147 733 156 103 242 242 166 843 211 015 393 446 554 052 

                

Net Interest-bearing debt (NIBD) 1 075 909 1 471 522 1 568 205 1 482 127 1 803 730 1 953 224 1 395 729 

                

Invested capital 3 058 314 3 161 672 3 081 435 3 470 685 4 045 181 4 190 735 4 602 680 
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Appendix 10 – Analytical financial statements – GSF 4/4 
 

Analytical Balance Sheet Grieg Seafood Cont'd (In NOK 1000)           

  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Equity 1 982 405 1 690 150 1 513 230 1 988 558 2 241 451 2 237 511 3 206 951 

          

Financial liabilites         

Pension obligations 2 051 1 557 1 110 610 198 109 0 

Cash settlement 5 845 0 0 0 929 4 389 11 360 

Subordinated loans 14 581 0 0 0 27 999 0   

Borrowings 646 686 613 866 985 110 850 646 958 828 1 518 261 979 874 

Factoring liabilities 0 0 0 0 195 560 338 231 502 535 

Financial leasing liabilities 168 856 179 670 156 150 170 251 236 430 272 968 250 452 

Other non-current liabilites 3 292 0 0 24 056 23 640 21 425 15 963 

Short-term loan facilities 260 000 700 000 500 000 425 000 0 0   

Current-portion of long term borrowings 79 000 79 983 109 542 111 060 487 664 101 922 98 490 

Current-portion of financial leasing liabilities 41 726 44 662 44 730 46 149 53 231 61 011 67 117 

Derivatives and other financial instruments 1 605 7 887 13 805 11 631 27 932 27 104 23 990 

Cash-settled share options 0 0 0 9 567 2 334 1 250 0 

Deferred tax liabilites 531 498 486 702 426 781 557 350 560 320 539 040 674 684 

Total financial liablities 1 755 140 2 114 327 2 237 228 2 206 320 2 575 065 2 885 710 2 624 465 

          

Financial assets         

Loans to associated companies 3 449 996 1 020 1 020 67 0 0 

Available-for-sale financial assets 557 1 307 1 337 1 392 1 518 1 426 1 445 

Derivatives and other financial instruments 0 1 178 0 518 27 932 0 48 994 

Deferred tax assets 0 0 0 0 2 180 10 317 0 

Cash and cash equivalents 143 727 152 622 239 885 163 913 181 498 392020 503 613 

Total financial assets 147 733 156 103 242 242 166 843 213 195 403 763 554 052 

                

Net Interest-bearing debt (NIBD) 1 607 407 1 958 224 1 994 986 2 039 477 2 361 870 2 481 947 2 070 413 

                

Invested capital 3 589 812 3 648 374 3 508 216 4 028 035 4 603 321 4 719 458 5 277 364 
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Appendix 11 – Analytical financial statements – Lerøy 1/2 
 

Analytical Income Statement Lerøy (NOK 1000) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Operating revenues 8 887 671 9 176 873 9 102 941 10 764 714 12 579 465 13 450 725 17 269 278 

Cost of materials -5 479 869 -6 184 793 -6 499 768 -7 039 813 -8 450 392 -9 278 374 -10 561 407 

Changes in inventories -132 291 318 613 57 449 258 380 447 053 -465 960 -296 387 

Salaries and other personell costs -777 845 -967 789 -1 031 872 -1 094 464 -1 270 880 -1 411 024 -1 785 537 

Other operating costs -691 791 -858 107 -853 884 -1 004 148 -1 262 518 -1 447 625 -1 864 088 

Income from associated companies 122 006 19 741 24 831 192 188 91 939 61 376 262 783 

Other gains 0 0 0 53 805 117 409 0 0 

EBITDA 1 927 881 1 504 538 799 697 2 130 662 2 252 076 909 118 3 024 642 

Depreciation -219 624 -271 899 -291 768 -307 175 -369 480 -433 916 -511 621 

Impairment loss 0 0 -33 000 -5 500 -1 982 0 0 

EBIT 1 708 257 1 232 639 474 929 1 817 987 1 880 614 475 202 2 513 021 

Tax on EBIT -445 918 -351 653 -126 866 -408 512 -449 684 -252 085 -591 924 

NOPAT 1 262 339 880 986 348 063 1 409 475 1 430 930 223 117 1 921 098 

Net financial items -66 272 -81 884 -95 153 -101 840 -119 790 -128 728 -131 491 

Tax shield 18 556 22 928 26 643 28 515 32 343 34 757 32 873 

Net Income before Special Items 1 214 624 822 029 279 553 1 336 150 1 343 483 129 145 1 822 479 

Special/Transitory items         

Adjustment of biomass to fair value 298 538 -615 767 294 735 764 229 -327 414 188 508 1 470 561 

Net transitory items 298 538 -615 767 294 735 764 229 -327 414 188 508 1 470 561 

Tax on transitory items -83 591 172 415 -82 526 -213 984 88 402 -50 897 -367 640 

Net Income 1 429 571 378 677 491 762 1 886 395 1 104 471 266 756 2 925 400 

                

Tax allocation 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Effective tax rate -26,10 % -28,53 % -26,71 % -22,47 % -23,91 % -53,05 % -23,55 % 

Marginal Corporate tax rate (Norway) -28 % -28 % -28 % -28 % -27 % -27 % -25 % 

Reported tax -510 952 -156 311 -182 749 -593 981 -328 939 -268 226 -926 691 

Tax on transitory items -83 591 172 415 -82 526 -213 984 88 402 -50 897 -367 640 

Income tax expense - transitory items -427 361 -328 726 -100 223 -379 997 -417 341 -217 329 -559 051 

Tax shield 18 556 22 928 26 643 28 515 32 343 34 757 32 873 

Tax on operations -445 918 -351 653 -126 866 -408 512 -449 684 -252 085 -591 924 
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Appendix 11 – Analytical financial statements – Lerøy 2/2 
 

Analytical Balance Sheet Lerøy (NOK 1000) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Operating assets         

Deferred tax asset 3 697 6 546 21 545 11 807 42 263 41 536 31 059 

Licenses, rights and goodwill 3 847 760 3 878 873 3 972 053 3 987 141 4 234 391 4 349 916 8 018 448 

Buildings, real estate, operating accessories 1 586 334 1 836 384 2 094 539 2 377 012 2 676 716 2 899 633 4 209 108 

Shares in associates 338 864 329 168 331 056 735 071 566 965 670 952 730 875 

Non-current receivables 8 129 8 453 8 607 26 171 32 263 17 246 76 679 

Biological assets 2 706 733 2 370 938 2 724 941 3 727 361 3 681 993 4 320 830 6 418 313 

Other inventories 290 379 328 045 326 225 358 482 524 947 552 065 721 803 

Trade receivables 1 013 932 934 443 995 289 1 486 428 1 427 796 1 568 820 2 209 281 

Other receivables 176 282 148 395 199 083 316 192 302 692 307 798 421 302 

Total operating assets 9 972 110 9 841 245 10 673 340 13 025 665 13 490 026 14 728 796 22 836 868 

          

Operating liabilities         

Trade payables 638 213 705 165 826 677 1 059 434 1 053 524 915 981 1 366 634 

Short-term loans 434 121 760 977 911 887 682 574 469 276 1 465 144 1 094 089 

Public duties payable 74 312 62 386 66 915 103 656 70 073 123 457 263 991 

Taxes payable 395 233 322 105 88 924 320 344 335 062 200 151 477 842 

Other current liabilites 323 976 285 410 230 400 305 074 413 595 439 383 929 880 

Deferred tax liabilities 1 260 028 1 083 693 1 230 458 1 486 972 1 531 262 1 567 973 2 802 271 

Other non-current liabilities 0 7 168 44 788 36 700 131 980 126 674 121 958 

Total operating liabilites 3 125 883 3 226 904 3 400 047 3 994 754 4 004 772 4 838 763 7 056 665 

                

Invested capital 6 846 227 6 614 341 7 273 293 9 030 911 9 485 254 9 890 033 15 780 203 

                

Equity 5 994 274 5 797 766 5 963 956 7 548 947 8 079 596 8 764 052 13 475 426 

Fianancial Liabilities         

Long-term interest-bearing debt 2 221 701 2 429 365 2 402 770 2 356 803 2 767 118 2 377 123 4 541 277 

Other long-term debt 1 312 0 0 0  0 0 

Pension liabilites 9 025 7 812 7 646 3 227 6 878 3 765 5 219 

Financial assets         

Shares available for sale 22 989 23 173 18 281 5 553 8 066 7 293 8 019 

Cash and cash equivalents 1 357 096 1 597 429 1 082 798 872 513 1 360 272 1 247 614 2 233 700 

Net Interest-bearing debt (NIBD) 851 953 816 575 1 309 337 1 481 964 1 405 658 1 125 981 2 304 777 

                

Invested capital 6 846 227 6 614 341 7 273 293 9 030 911 9 485 254 9 890 033 15 780 203 
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Appendix 12 – Analytical financial statements – MHG 1/3 
 

Analytical Income Statement MHG (NOK 
1000) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Sales Revenue 15281200 16132800 15463500 19199400 25300400 27710200 32540662 
Income/loss from associated companies 202000 -8500 88300 221800 149500 209700 581548 
Net Revenue 15483200 16124300 15551800 19421200 25449900 27919900 33122209 
Cost of materials -7780700 -8398600 -9666500 -9998500 -13677400 -15858400 -16556460 
Gross Profit 7702500 7725700 5885300 9422700 11772500 12061500 16565750 
Restructuring costs -4400 -21800 -800 -272800 -52900 -136300 -50165 
Salaries and personnel expenses -2202500 -2177800 -2418600 -2674300 -3320900 -3825500 -4087556 
Other operating expenses -1453800 -2063200 -2163600 -2581900 -3350000 -3969900 -4389478 
EBITDA 4041800 3462900 1302300 3893700 5048700 4129800 8038550 
Depreciation and amortization -653000 -666700 -677200 -762500 -966800 -1252000 -1323811 
EBIT 3388800 2796200 625100 3131200 4081900 2877800 6714740 
Tax on EBIT -902120 -657424 -330552 -909732 -1459913 -1039254 -1975265 
NOPAT 2486680 2138776 294548 2221468 2621987 1838546 4739475 
Provision for onerous contracts -14300 -5800 -6100 -124700 23700 -6600 -1009812 
Interest expenses -380300 -405800 -382800 -640200 -544600 -416500 -449631 
Net currency effects 366700 236400 523300 -311700 -388400 37700 249898 
Other financial items -195300 342900 -320000 -252400 -1213700 -473800 -1955524 
Net financial items -223200 167700 -185600 -1329000 -2123000 -859200 -3165069 
Tax shield 62496 -46956 51968 372120 573210 231984 791267 
Net Income before Special Items 2325976 2259520 160916 1264588 1072197 1211330 2365673 
Special/Transitory items         
Fair value adjustment of biological 
assets 1091700 -1514000 350200 1794600 -510800 90300 3587759 
Impairment losses -5000 -67000 -500 -65000 -24700 -60900 -164431 
Profit after tax from discontinued ops. 0 0 0 91900 204800 -2100 0 
Other non-operational items 0 0 0 -74400 -168200 21700 12077 
Net transitory items 1086700 -1581000 349700 1747100 -498900 49000 3435405 
Tax on transitory items -304276 442680 -97916 -489188 134703 -13230 -858851 
Net Income 3108400 1121200 412700 2522500 708000 1247100 4942226 
                
Tax allocation               
Effective tax rate -27 % -24 % -53 % -29 % -36 % -36 % -29 % 
Marginal Corporate tax rate (Norway) -28 % -28 % -28 % -28 % -27 % -27 % -25 % 
Reported tax -1143900 -261700 -376500 -1026800 -752000 -820500 -2042849 
Tax on transitory items -304276 442680 -97916 -489188 134703 -13230 -858851 
Income tax expense - transitory items -839624 -704380 -278584 -537612 -886703 -807270 -1183998 
Tax shield 62496 -46956 51968 372120 573210 231984 791267 
Tax on operations -902120 -657424 -330552 -909732 -1459913 -1039254 -1975265 
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Appendix 12 – Analytical financial statements – MHG 2/3 
 

Analytical Balance Sheet MHG (1000 NOK) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Non-current operating assets         

Licenses 5 442 500 5 577 500 5 435 400 6 036 100 6 514 900 7 163 800 7 100 271 

Goodwill 2 111 600 2 146 100 2 115 500 2 374 900 2 416 900 2 484 700 2 489 693 

Deferred tax assets 118 600 160 100 73 900 178 800 147 300 110 300 24 154 

Other intangible assets 132 900 123 200 114 200 188 400 166 500 265 000 300 993 

Property, plant and equipment 3 885 100 4 167 500 4 111 900 6 677 200 8 257 200 9 246 400 9 365 148 

Investments in associated companies 678 900 624 400 647 300 900 400 978 200 1 188 800 1 625 733 

Other non-current assets 2 600 25 800 73 200 8 800 14 500 20 500 46 450 

Asset held for sale 0 0 0 1 059 100 19 000 17 400 32 515 

Current operating assets         

Inventory 775 800 783 000 819 700 1 751 100 2 400 800 2 664 500 2 305 753 

Biological assets 7 278 100 6 285 200 6 207 900 9 536 600 10 014 000 10 939 600 14 620 445 

Trade receivables 1 844 900 1 914 900 1 782 000 3 191 400 3 360 200 3 926 200 4 626 370 

Other receivables 814 700 609 800 592 700 1 086 500 1 110 500 1 260 300 1 047 901 

Total operating assets 23 085 700 22 417 500 21 973 700 32 989 300 35 400 000 39 287 500 43 585 424 

Operating liabilites         

Current tax liabilities 49 700 86 600 26 200 252 600 525 200 696 300 1 324 740 

Deferred tax liabilites 2 237 900 2 351 900 2 543 700 3 365 000 3 568 900 3 759 300 4 212 970 

Trade payables 1 450 200 1 481 800 1 452 500 2 232 600 2 039 200 2 379 700 2 559 367 

Other current liabilites 1 112 200 1 180 300 1 475 400 1 967 700 3 112 300 1 450 900 1 670 324 

Liabilities held for sale 0 0 0 190 500 0 0 0 

Provisions 0 0 0 0 0 440 600 1 427 858 

Total operating liabilites 4 850 000 5 100 600 5 497 800 8 008 400 9 245 600 8 726 800 11 195 258 

                

Invested capital 18 235 700 17 316 900 16 475 900 24 980 900 26 154 400 30 560 700 32 390 165 
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Appendix 12 – Analytical financial statements – MHG 3/3 
 

Total equity 12 570 700 10 842 200 11 688 700 16 346 300 14 718 200 18 187 200 19 223 590 

          

Non-current Financial liabilites         

Non-current interest bearing debt 5 107 300 6 589 400 5 338 500 7 710 200 10 669 100 10 279 300 9 228 587 

Other non-current financial liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 083 840 

Other non-current liabilities 571 100 99 300 414 700 976 200 2 334 400 2 125 300 106 834 

Current financial liabilities         

Other current financial liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 940 300 849 097 

Current interest-bearing debt 429 700 157 000 377 800 686 700 7 000 1 500 929 

Total financial liabilities 6 108 100 6 845 700 6 131 000 9 373 100 13 010 500 13 346 400 14 269 287 

Non-current financial assets         

Other shares 124 200 92 100 1 008 600 132 300 166 100 4 000 3 716 

Current financial assets         

Other current financial assets 0 0 0 0 0 280 200 131 917 

Cash and cash equivalents 318 900 279 100 335 200 606 200 1 408 200 688 700 965 221 

Total financial assets 443 100 371 200 1 343 800 738 500 1 574 300 972 900 1 100 853 

                

Net Interest-bearing debt (NIBD) 5 665 000 6 474 500 4 787 200 8 634 600 11 436 200 12 373 500 13 168 433 

                

Invested capital 18 235 700 17 316 700 16 475 900 24 980 900 26 154 400 30 560 700 32 390 165 
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Appendix 13 – Analytical financial statements – NRS 1/2 
 

Analytical Income Statement NRS (NOK 1000) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Operating revenues 2 002 085 1 734 022 1 744 266 2 603 712 2 599 799 3 210 548 4 224 340 

Income from associates 19 772 -1 689 10 464 28 834 27 136 22 754 71 865 

Cost of goods sold -1 748 681 -1 549 263 -1 540 290 -2 137 934 -2 175 278 -2 707 071 -3 230 927 

Personell expenses -47 443 -60 595 -71 764 -85 627 -104 557 -113 268 -155 468 

Other operating expenses -51 765 -53 365 -71 428 -90 422 -120 488 -134 618 -136 269 

EBITDA 173 968 69 110 71 248 318 563 226 612 278 345 773 541 

Depreciation -31 406 -26 043 -30 449 -33 728 -41 412 -53 697 -61 063 

EBIT 142 562 43 067 40 799 284 835 185 200 224 648 712 478 

Tax on EBIT -28 954 -1 318 -9 144 -49 279 -17 835 -20 231 -49 497 

NOPAT 113 608 41 749 31 655 235 556 167 365 204 417 662 981 

Financial income 3 999 1 745 666 426 1 353 908 1 968 

Financial expenses -22 096 -32 960 -40 226 -33 191 -23 564 -27 295 -19 297 

Net financial items -18 097 -31 215 -39 560 -32 765 -22 211 -26 387 -17 329 

Tax shield 5 067 8 740 11 077 9 174 5 997 7 124 4 332 

Net Income before Special/Transitory Items 100 578 19 275 3 172 211 965 151 151 185 154 649 984 

          

Special/Transitory items         
Gain on realisation of associates and financial 
assets 19 772 41 608 0 49 497 100 262 47 404 313 121 

Fair value adjustment 26 339 -70 627 49 428 94 725 57 456 24 416 164 151 

Other non-recurring items 0 0 -9 919 0 0 0 12 896 

Net transitory items 46 111 -29 019 39 509 144 222 157 718 71 820 490 168 

Tax on transitory items -12 911 8 125 -11 063 -40 382 -42 584 -19 391 -122 542 

Net Income 133 778 -1 619 31 618 315 805 266 285 237 583 1 017 610 

                

Tax allocation               

Effective tax rate -20,31 % -3,06 % -22,41 % -17,30 % -9,63 % -9,01 % -6,95 % 

Marginal Corporate tax rate (Norway) -28 % -28 % -28 % -28 % -27 % -27 % -25 % 

Reported tax -36 798 15 548 -9 130 -80 487 -54 422 -32 498 -167 707 

Tax on transitory items -12 911 8 125 -11 063 -40 382 -42 584 -19 391 -122 542 

Income tax expense - transitory items -23 887 7 423 1 933 -40 105 -11 838 -13 107 -45 165 

Tax shield 5 067 8 740 11 077 9 174 5 997 7 124 4 332 

Tax on operations -28 954 -1 318 -9 144 -49 279 -17 835 -20 231 -49 497 
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Appendix 13 – Analytical financial statements – NRS 2/2 
 

Analytical Balance Sheet NRS (1000 NOK) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Non-current operating assets         

Licenses 498 287 502 887 502 887 502 887 648 887 648 887 648 887 

Land, building and other property 3 392 4 021 4 103 5 474 12 746 12 866 19 579 

Machinery and equipment 56 154 89 013 95 457 115 370 164 139 175 233 182 110 

Boats and floating assets 48 708 76 089 72 486 84 475 105 299 157 106 197 285 

Inventories, office equipment, etc. 5 683 8 187 6 853 5 235 6 868 12 742 18 521 

Investments in associates 114 136 96 087 110 860 132 758 150 155 169 991 531 504 

Current operating assets         

Inventory 15 219 18 851 20 816 27 038 40 270 40 630 101 635 

Biological assets 385 975 387 880 525 739 639 238 808 674 829 928 1 205 399 

Trade receivables 253 912 227 901 286 918 412 148 421 691 500 689 478 214 

Other short-term receivables 40 811 43 021 31 545 68 735 174 344 100 438 244 596 

Total operating assets 1 422 277 1 453 937 1 657 664 1 993 358 2 533 073 2 648 510 3 627 730 

          

Non-current operating liabilities         

Deferred Tax liabilities 173 610 153 784 161 981 231 640 272 742 303 485 394 786 

Current operating liabilites         

Trade payables 254 338 219 868 292 655 382 944 426 331 530 430 646 515 

Tax payable 1 136 0 780 8 313 2 031 3 180 79 350 

Other current liabilites 17 499 14 560 27 371 41 792 164 842 134 271 182 916 

Total operating liabilites 446 583 388 212 482 787 664 689 865 946 971 366 1 303 567 

                

Invested capital 975 694 1 065 725 1 174 877 1 328 669 1 667 127 1 677 144 2 324 163 

                

Total equity 579 796 532 662 607 769 868 989 1 013 904 1 186 519 2 047 017 

Non-current Financial liabilites         

Pension obligations 7 719 8 481 9 041 10 320 18 733 12 480 11 383 

Non-current interest-bearing debt 282 481 320 884 328 292 323 084 518 788 653 360 303 780 

Current financial liabilities         

Current interest-bearing liabilities 148 259 217 054 247 637 184 530 182 089 46 519 47 635 

Non-current financial assets         

Investments in shares & shareholdings 34 053 3 385 3 335 1 395 1 895 395 395 

Other long-term receivables 3 760 3 766 4 673 3 127 3 000 20 000 16 000 

Current financial assets         

Cash & cash equivalents 4 748 6 205 9 854 53 732 61 494 201 339 69 257 

Net Interest-bearing debt (NIBD) 395 898 533 063 567 108 459 680 653 221 490 625 277 146 

                

Invested capital 975 694 1 065 725 1 174 877 1 328 669 1 667 125 1 677 144 2 324 163 
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Appendix 14 – Analytical financial statements – Salmar 1/2 
 

Analytical Income Statement Salmar (In NOK 
1000) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Sales Revenue 3 399 868 3 800 204 4 180 414 6 228 305 7 160 010 7 303 506 8 963 239 

Other operating revenues 29 564 33 299 24 377 17 555 25 877 22 696 66 575 

Revenues from investments in associates 147 365 97 999 93 909 157 980 96 136 40 242 286 844 

Total operating revenue 3 576 797 3 931 502 4 298 700 6 403 840 7 282 023 7 366 444 9 316 658 

Changes in inventories 401 629 395 900 390 297 324 914 162 119 246 712 395 871 

Cost of sales -1 898 698 -2 373 168 -2 715 056 -3 376 109 -3 337 411 -3 809 523 -4 396 689 

Payroll costs -313 290 -391 745 -483 215 -623 053 -710 430 -765 881 -861 534 

Other operating expenses -517 067 -705 891 -885 983 -1 086 299 -1 142 953 -1 272 186 -1 377 795 

EBITDA 1 249 371 856 598 604 743 1 643 293 2 253 348 1 765 566 3 076 511 

Depreciation of PP&E and intangible assets -93 962 -132 000 -169 621 -220 820 -275 765 -307 280 -358 020 

Write-downs of PP&E -1 668 -543 -547 -5 000 -2 399 -14 169 0 

EBIT 1 153 741 724 055 434 575 1 417 473 1 975 184 1 444 117 2 718 491 

Tax on EBIT -272 695 -170 908 -78 362 -165 408 -506 877 -271 207 -535 193 

NOPAT 881 046 553 147 356 213 1 252 065 1 468 307 1 172 910 2 183 299 

Financial income 24 134 8 050 53 133 384 315 11 101 4 162 83 156 

Financial expenses -64 528 -123 201 -177 397 -169 649 -125 095 -104 524 -113 521 

Net financial items -40 394 -115 151 -124 264 214 666 -113 994 -100 362 -30 365 

Tax shield 11 310 32 242 34 794 -60 106 30 778 27 098 7 591 

Net Income before Special Items 851 962 470 238 266 743 1 406 625 1 385 092 1 099 646 2 160 525 

Special/Transitory items         

Excess value of inventory from acquisitions -33 587 -20 259 0 0 0 0 0 

Non-recurring gains on acquisitions 0 0 62 390 161 755 0 0 0 

Onerous contracts -3 635 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Exceptional biological items 0 -60 070 -54 614 0 0 0 0 

Fair value adjustment of the biomass 184 658 -368 098 290 417 528 176 -232 349 39 932 653 955 

Net transitory items 147 436 -448 427 298 193 689 931 -232 349 39 932 653 955 

Tax on transitory items -41 282 125 560 -83 494 -193 181 62 734 -10 782 -163 489 

Net Income 958 116 147 371 481 442 1 903 375 1 215 477 1 128 796 2 650 991 

                

Tax allocation 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Effective tax rate -23,64 % -23,60 % -18,03 % -11,67 % -25,66 % -18,78 % -19,69 % 

Marginal Corporate tax rate (Norway) -28 % -28 % -28 % -28 % -27 % -27 % -25 % 

Income tax -302 667 -13 106 -127 062 -418 695 -413 364 -254 891 -691 090 

Tax on transitory items -41 282 125 560 -83 494 -193 181 62 734 -10 782 -163 489 

Income tax expense - transitory items -261 385 -138 666 -43 568 -225 514 -476 098 -244 109 -527 601 

Tax shield 11 310 32 242 34 794 -60 106 30 778 27 098 7 591 

Tax on operations -272 695 -170 908 -78 362 -165 408 -506 877 -271 207 -535 193 
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Appendix 14 – Analytical financial statements – Salmar 2/2 
 

Analytical Balance Sheet Salmar (1000 NOK) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Non-current operating assets         

Goodwill 372 710 433 348 433 348 433 348 447 372 447 372 446 465 

Licenses, patents, etc. 1 315 218 1 483 752 1 702 152 2 030 710 2 451 271 2 466 171 2 464 332 

Land, building and other property 179 364 206 409 233 732 473 408 489 496 617 182 882 066 

Plant, equipment & operating consumables 636 720 845 581 947 824 1 248 820 1 336 126 1 554 914 1 981 840 

Vessels, vehicles, etc. 55 951 74 455 87 247 137 096 191 953 239 863 273 616 

Investments in associates 866 809 918 868 948 575 402 338 523 711 627 681 908 400 

Other receivables 12 276 4 609 4 029 5 225 13 403 6 840 49 949 

Current operating assets         

Biological assets 1 580 934 1 420 788 1 986 213 3 077 150 3 114 684 3 306 052 4 997 001 

Other inventory 128 973 227 935 303 682 171 539 206 454 328 216 224 783 

Other current assets 545 973 650 273 906 445 879 733 1 180 863 1 073 828 897 852 

Total operating assets 5 694 928 6 266 018 7 553 247 8 859 367 9 955 333 10 668 119 13 126 304 

          

Non-current operating liabilities         

Deferred Tax 761 633 738 475 872 398 1 199 557 1 262 594 1 230 815 1 495 301 

Current operating liabilites         

Trade payables 351 042 412 802 762 765 515 856 409 485 649 274 1 199 402 

Tax payable 148 088 66 399 7 008 25 843 321 839 292 320 423 223 

Public charges payable 48 023 52 980 43 192 93 532 143 757 153 262 189 136 

Other current liabilites 106 845 126 195 153 515 192 556 381 226 488 996 775 622 

Total operating liabilites 1 415 631 1 396 851 1 838 878 2 027 344 2 518 901 2 814 667 4 082 684 

                

Invested capital 4 279 297 4 869 167 5 714 369 6 832 023 7 436 432 7 853 452 9 043 620 

                

Total equity 2 469 367 2 214 611 2 967 713 5 060 784 5 137 277 5 227 040 6 680 832 

          

Non-current Financial liabilites         

Pension obligations 1 714 1 213 528 0 0 0 0 

Debt to credit institutions 1 760 567 2 028 537 2 098 240 1 974 521 1 780 174 2 371 338 2 079 001 

Leasing liabilites and other non-current liabilities 108 606 173 460 125 188 471 716 411 388 390 035 360 556 

Current financial liabilities         

Debt to credit institutions 51 431 501 754 596 288 397 186 276 667 140 421 198 613 

Non-current financial assets         

Investments in shares & other securities 1 426 762 15 760 384 519 289 289 

Pension fund assets 3 901 2 023 2 492 802 1 592 1 397 1 397 

Current financial assets         

Bank deposits, cash & cash equivalents 107 062 47 621 55 336 1 070 998 166 963 273 696 273 715 

                

Net Interest-bearing debt (NIBD) 1 809 929 2 654 558 2 746 656 1 771 239 2 299 155 2 626 412 2 362 769 

                

Invested capital 4 279 296 4 869 167 5 714 369 6 832 023 7 436 432 7 853 452 9 043 620 
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Appendix 15 – Pre-tax benchmarked ROIC incl. NOR avg. 
 

 

 

ROIC (before tax) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
GSF 18,74 % 7,41 % -6,15 % 10,68 % 7,56 % 2,65 % 26,02 % 
Lerøy 26,75 % 18,31 % 6,84 % 22,30 % 20,31 % 4,91 % 19,58 % 
MHG 18,93 % 15,73 % 3,70 % 15,11 % 15,97 % 10,15 % 21,33 % 
NRS 16,43 % 4,22 % 3,64 % 22,75 % 12,36 % 13,43 % 35,61 % 
Salmar 34,12 % 15,83 % 8,21 % 22,60 % 27,69 % 18,89 % 32,18 % 
Avg. 23 % 12 % 3 % 19 % 17 % 10 % 27 % 
NOR Avg.         21,90 % 18,60 % 34,10 % 
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Appendix 16 – Common-size analysis of Costs 
 

  Costs as % of revenue 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

G
SF 

Cost of sales 39 % 43 % 59 % 40 % 56 % 59 % 50 % 50 % 
Salaries & personell expenses 10 % 12 % 13 % 13 % 9 % 9 % 7 % 10 % 
Other operating costs 24 % 29 % 31 % 28 % 25 % 27 % 23 % 27 % 
Costs before EBITDA 72 % 85 % 103 % 81 % 90 % 95 % 80 % 87 % 

  Costs as % of revenue 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

LSG
 

Cost of sales 62 % 67 % 71 % 65 % 67 % 69 % 61 % 66 % 
Salaries & personell expenses 9 % 11 % 11 % 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 % 10 % 
Other operating costs 8 % 9 % 9 % 9 % 10 % 11 % 11 % 10 % 
Costs before EBITDA 78 % 87 % 92 % 85 % 87 % 90 % 82 % 86 % 

  Costs as % of revenue 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

M
HG

 

Cost of sales 50 % 52 % 62 % 51 % 54 % 57 % 50 % 54 % 
Salaries & personell expenses 14 % 14 % 16 % 14 % 13 % 14 % 12 % 14 % 
Other operating costs 9 % 13 % 14 % 13 % 13 % 14 % 13 % 13 % 
Costs before EBITDA 74 % 78 % 92 % 79 % 80 % 85 % 76 % 80 % 

  Costs as % of revenue 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

N
RS 

Cost of sales 87 % 89 % 88 % 82 % 84 % 84 % 76 % 85 % 
Salaries & personell expenses 2 % 3 % 4 % 3 % 4 % 4 % 4 % 3 % 
Other operating costs 3 % 3 % 4 % 3 % 5 % 4 % 3 % 4 % 
Costs before EBITDA 92 % 96 % 97 % 89 % 92 % 92 % 83 % 92 % 

  Costs as % of revenue 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 

SAL 

Cost of sales 53 % 60 % 63 % 53 % 46 % 52 % 47 % 53 % 
Salaries & personell expenses 9 % 10 % 11 % 10 % 10 % 10 % 9 % 10 % 
Other operating costs 14 % 18 % 21 % 17 % 16 % 17 % 15 % 17 % 
Costs before EBITDA 76 % 88 % 95 % 79 % 71 % 79 % 71 % 80 % 

 

Appendix 17 – Pre-tax profit margin incl. NOR avg. 
 

Profit Margin 2016 
GSF 17 % 
Lerøy 15 % 
MHG 20 % 
NRS 17 % 
Salmar 29 % 
Industry avg. 36 % 
NOR avg. 20 % 
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Appendix 18 – Decomposition of ROE 
 

ROIC (before tax) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 
GSF 18,74 % 7,41 % -6,15 % 10,68 % 7,56 % 2,65 % 26,02 % 10 % 
Lerøy 26,75 % 18,31 % 6,84 % 22,30 % 20,31 % 4,91 % 19,58 % 17 % 

MHG 18,93 % 15,73 % 3,70 % 15,11 % 15,97 % 10,15 % 21,33 % 14 % 
NRS 16,43 % 4,22 % 3,64 % 22,75 % 12,36 % 13,43 % 35,61 % 15 % 

Salmar 34,12 % 15,83 % 8,21 % 22,60 % 27,69 % 18,89 % 32,18 % 23 % 

Spread (ROIC-NBC) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 
GSF 18,94 % 4,99 % -13,28 % 5,89 % 4,50 % -2,32 % 17,97 % 4 % 
Lerøy 21,40 % 8,50 % -2,11 % 15,00 % 12,02 % -5,26 % 11,91 % 8 % 

MHG 15,14 % 18,49 % 0,40 % -4,70 % -5,19 % 2,93 % -3,45 % 3 % 

NRS 11,64 % -2,50 % -3,55 % 16,37 % 8,37 % 8,82 % 31,10 % 10 % 

Salmar 31,01 % 10,67 % 3,61 % 32,10 % 22,08 % 14,81 % 30,96 % 17 % 

Financial leverage (BVE) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 
GSF 0,70 0,75 1,00 0,77 0,73 0,84 0,52 0,89 
Lerøy 0,21 0,14 0,18 0,18 0,18 0,14 0,13 0,12 
MHG 0,47 0,56 0,48 0,41 0,68 0,65 0,66 0,30 
NRS 0,65 0,87 0,91 0,59 0,55 0,48 0,19 0,53 

Salmar 0,53 1,01 0,91 0,45 0,40 0,47 0,37 0,30 

ROE 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Avg. 
GSF 32,06 % 11,18 % -19,49 % 15,19 % 10,85 % 0,71 % 35,40 % 12,3 % 
Lerøy 31,17 % 19,54 % 6,46 % 25,07 % 22,46 % 4,14 % 21,10 % 18,6 % 
MHG 26,02 % 26,08 % 3,89 % 13,18 % 12,43 % 12,07 % 19,04 % 16,1 % 
NRS 24,01 % 2,04 % 0,43 % 32,43 % 16,96 % 17,69 % 41,44 % 19,3 % 

Salmar 50,40 % 26,58 % 11,50 % 36,92 % 36,44 % 25,87 % 43,74 % 33,1 % 

NOR. avg.     45,50 % 33,80 % 72,83 %  
Avg. 32,73 % 17,08 % 0,56 % 24,56 % 24,11 % 15,71 % 38,92 %  
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Appendix 19 – Benchmarked pre-tax ROE incl. NOR Avg. 
 

 

 

Appendix 20 – Benchmarked Leverage and Solvency ratios 1/3 
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Appendix 20 – Benchmarked Leverage and Solvency ratios 2/3 
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Appendix 20 – Benchmarked Leverage and Solvency ratios 3/3 
 

    2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 Average 

G
SF 

Financial leverage (MVE) 0,79 3,69 1,43 0,74 0,69 0,70 0,25 1,18 

Financial leverage (BVE) 0,84 1,05 1,31 1,01 0,98 1,08 0,71 1,00 

Interest coverage ratio N/A 10,4 -2,5 6,6 7,7 1,6 11,3   

Interest coverage ratio (cash) N/A 9,7 2,6 6,0 4,3 5,4 9,4   

CFO to debt ratio 0,36 0,12 0,10 0,16 0,07 0,15 0,42 0,20 

Capital expenditure ratio (reinvest) 5,1 1,6 1,3 2,4 1,2 2,3 5,4 2,7 

Lerøy 

Financial leverage (MVE) 0,17 0,44 0,31 0,29 0,20 0,16 0,14 0,24 

Financial leverage (BVE) 0,31 0,35 0,37 0,36 0,37 0,32 0,29 0,34 

Interest coverage ratio 35,8 20,9 6,9 24,8 21,5 5,1 25,5   

Interest coverage ratio (cash) 31,6 14,8 6,5 17,2 16,2 8,2 28,1   

CFO to debt ratio 0,81 0,44 0,20 0,46 0,48 0,27 0,71 0,48 

Capital expenditure ratio (reinvest) 6,9 3,2 1,5 4,1 3,8 1,8 5,4 3,8 

M
HG

 

Financial leverage (MVE) 0,32 0,90 0,42 0,32 0,32 0,29 0,24 0,40 

Financial leverage (BVE) 0,56 0,77 0,69 0,59 0,92 0,86 0,87 0,75 

Interest coverage ratio 21,1 N/A 4,7 3,3 2,6 4,6 2,8   

Interest coverage ratio (cash) 16,0 N/A 11,6 2,1 2,5 3,3 2,7   

CFO to debt ratio 0,37 0,33 0,19 0,21 0,29 0,13 0,38 0,27 

Capital expenditure ratio (reinvest) 3,9 4,2 2,3 2,7 4,1 1,7 4,9 3,4 

N
RS 

Financial leverage (MVE) 0,49 1,67 0,82 0,32 0,20 0,16 0,04 0,53 

Financial leverage (BVE) 0,65 0,87 0,91 0,59 0,55 0,48 0,19 0,61 

Interest coverage ratio 10,9 1,9 1,4 12,1 11,4 11,7 54,8   

Interest coverage ratio (cash) 6,3 -1,1 -0,1 9,0 5,9 17,7 48,3   

CFO to debt ratio 0,22 -0,06 -0,01 0,41 0,17 0,59 1,64 0,42 

Capital expenditure ratio (reinvest) 2,6 -1,0 -0,1 6,3 2,3 6,3 10,3 3,8 
Salm

ar 

Financial leverage (MVE) 0,20 0,72 0,53 0,27 0,14 0,14 0,09 0,30 

Financial leverage (BVE) 0,53 1,01 0,91 0,45 0,40 0,47 0,37 0,59 

Interest coverage ratio 39,7 8,7 4,9 N/A 23,7 19,7 119,4   

Interest coverage ratio (cash) 18,3 3,6 2,1 N/A 19,8 22,1 119,6   

CFO to debt ratio 0,41 0,13 0,07 0,49 0,81 0,66 1,09 0,52 

Capital expenditure ratio (reinvest) 5,7 2,2 1,1 5,0 6,0 5,3 7,6 4,7 
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Appendix 21 – Multivariate regression on price shifts 1/2 
 

Summary output  
  

Regression statistics 
Multippel R 0,83 
R-square 0,69 
Adjusted R-kvadrat 0,64 
Standard error 0,13 
Observartions 15,00 

 

  
Probabilities  
  

Percentile Price shifts 
3,33 -0,21 

10,00 -0,17 
16,67 -0,11 
23,33 -0,10 
30,00 -0,05 
36,67 -0,04 
43,33 -0,03 
50,00 0,01 
56,67 0,07 
63,33 0,12 
70,00 0,23 
76,67 0,23 
83,33 0,35 
90,00 0,42 
96,67 0,46 

 
r2 = 0,69 Parameter P-value 

Y intercept  0,08 43 % 
Supply shifts -2,07 1 % 
Demand shifts 1,14 10 % 
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Appendix 21 – Multivariate regression on price shifts 2/2 
 

Year Supply shifts Demand shifts Price shifts 
2002 8 % 0 % -3 % 
2003 7 % 12 % -11 % 
2004 6 % 9 % 7 % 
2005 5 % 17 % 23 % 
2006 1 % 22 % 23 % 
2007 10 % 2 % -21 % 
2008 5 % 4 % 1 % 
2009 3 % 10 % 12 % 
2010 -4 % 20 % 35 % 
2011 12 % 7 % -17 % 
2012 22 % 9 % -10 % 
2013 2 % 15 % 42 % 
2014 8 % 11 % -5 % 
2015 5 % 11 % -4 % 
2016 -4 % 11 % 46 % 

    

Year Supply Shifts 
Demand 

Shifts Price Shifts 
2017E 4 % 4,00 % 4 % 
2018E 4 % 4,00 % 4 % 
2019E 8 % 4,00 % -4 % 
2020E 10 % 4,00 % -8 % 
2021E 12 % 4,00 % -12 % 
2022E 6 % 4,00 % 0 % 
2023T 2 % 2 % 6 % 
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Appendix 21 – GSF Forecast 1/4 
 

 

 

Historical values
Short-term

Medium-term
Long-term

Forecast assumptions
2010

2011
2012

2013
2014

2015
2016

Average
2017E

2018E
2019E

2020E
2021E

2022E
2023T

Sales revenue
2446490

2046991
2050065

2404215
4099543

4608667
6545187

3457308
6152476

7005209
7426222

7649751
6919200

7396625
7544557

Growth in sales
-19,52 %

0,15 %
14,73 %

41,35 %
11,05 %

29,59 %
12,89 %

-5,59 %
13,86 %

6,01 %
3,01 %

-9,55 %
6,90 %

2,00 %

Harvest volumes
64214

60082
70000

58061
64736

65398
64727

63888
66280

71914
77596

84424
90249

96476
103133

Growth in volumes
-6,88 %

14,17 %
-20,56 %

10,31 %
1,01 %

-1,04 %
-0,50 %

2,40 %
8,50 %

7,90 %
8,80 %

6,90 %
6,90 %

6,90 %

Salmon Spot Price
37,26

31,99
26,58

39,59
40,3

42,09
63,13

40,13
58,46

61,77
60,63

57,31
49,21

49,21
52,16

Other Income pr kg
0,16

0,28
0,40

0,35
0,04

0,69
0,63

0,36
0,36

0,36
0,36

0,36
0,36

0,36
0,36

Income from associates
0,19

0,65
0,17

0,14
0,06

0,11
0,01

0,19
0,19

0,19
0,19

0,19
0,19

0,19
0,19

Cost of sales
-14,68

-14,81
-17,18

-16,69
-35,43

-41,88
-50,78

-27
-50

-50
-40

-40
-32

-32
-32

Salaries
-4

-4
-4

-5
-6

-6
-7

-5
-6

-6
-6

-6
-6

-6
-6

Other operating expenses
-9

-10
-9

-12
-16

-19
-23

-14
-20

-20
-20

-20
-16

-16
-16

NWC
1 592 821

1 344 323
1 200 390

1 645 647
1 947 350

1 826 008
2 633 633

1 741 453

NWC pr. kilo
24,80

22,37
17,15

28,34
30,08

27,92
40,69

27,34
36,11

36,11
36,11

36,11
36,11

36,11
36,11

CAPEX
352 216

425 007
175 866

211 161
423 139

315 329
95 887

285 515

CAPEX pr. kilo
5,49

7,07
2,51

3,64
6,54

4,82
1,48

4,51
4,51

4,51
4,51

4,51
4,51

4,51
4,51

Net borrowing rate
3,72 %

4,86 %
7,34 %

6,98 %
6,54 %

6,99 %
9,27 %

6,53 %
2,64 %

2,64 %
2,64 %

2,64 %
2,64 %

2,64 %
2,64 %

Depreciation
-2

-2
-2

-2
-2

-3
-3

-2,34
-2,34 %

-2,34 %
-2,34 %

-2,34 %
-2,34 %

-2,34 %
-2,34 %

NIBD
17

24
22

26
28

30
22

24,07
1595169

1730763
1867512

2031843
2172034

2321900
2482114

NIBD as % of I.C.
35 %

47 %
51 %

43 %
45 %

47 %
30 %

0,42
41 %

41 %
41 %

41 %
41 %

41 %
41 %
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Appendix 21 – GSF Forecast 2/4 
 

GSF Forecast Short-term Medium-term 
Long-
term 

Income Statement 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 

Sales revenue 6 152 476 7 005 209 7 426 222 7 649 751 6 919 200 7 396 625 7 544 557 
Other income 23 861 25 889 27 935 30 393 32 490 34 731 37 128 
Income from associates 12 593 13 664 14 743 16 041 17 147 18 330 19 595 

Cost of sales 
-3 314 

000 
-3 595 

700 
-3 103 

840 
-3 376 

960 
-2 887 

968 
-3 087 

232 
-3 300 

256 
Salaries -397 680 -431 484 -465 576 -506 544 -541 494 -578 856 -618 798 
Other operating 
expenses 

-1 325 
600 

-1 438 
280 

-1 551 
920 

-1 688 
480 

-1 443 
984 

-1 543 
616 

-1 650 
128 

EBITDA 1 151 650 1 579 298 2 347 564 2 124 200 2 095 391 2 239 983 2 032 098 

Depreciation -1 551 -1 683 -1 816 -1 976 -2 112 -2 258 -2 413 

EBIT 1 150 099 1 577 615 2 345 748 2 122 225 2 093 279 2 237 725 2 029 685 

Tax on EBIT 287 525 394 404 586 437 530 556 523 320 559 431 507 421 

NOPAT 862 574 1 183 211 1 759 311 1 591 669 1 569 959 1 678 294 1 522 264 

Net financial expenses -37 327 -40 500 -43 700 -47 545 -50 826 -54 332 -58 081 
Tax shield 9 332 10 125 10 925 11 886 12 706 13 583 14 520 
Net financal expenses 
a.t. -27 995 -30 375 -32 775 -35 659 -38 119 -40 749 -43 561 

Net Income 890 569 1 213 586 1 792 086 1 627 328 1 608 079 1 719 043 1 565 825 

Appendix 21 – GSF Forecast 3/4 
 

GSF Forecast Short-term Medium-term Long-term 

Balance Sheet 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 
Intangible & tangible assets 2 523 603 2 738 117 2 954 458 3 214 433 3 436 220 3 673 312 3 926 776 

Net Working Capital 2 393 507 2 596 963 2 802 152 3 048 725 3 259 077 3 483 947 3 724 345 

Invested Capital 4 917 110 5 335 080 5 756 610 6 263 158 6 695 297 7 157 259 7 651 122 

Equity ultimo 2 901 095 3 147 697 3 396 400 3 695 263 3 950 225 4 222 783 4 514 162 

NIBD 2 016 015 2 187 383 2 360 210 2 567 895 2 745 072 2 934 476 3 136 960 

Invested Capital 4 917 110 5 335 080 5 756 610 6 263 158 6 695 297 7 157 259 7 651 122 
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Appendix 21 – GSF Forecast 4/4 
 

GSF Forecast Short-term Medium-term Long-term 

Cash Flow Statement 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 

NOPAT 862 574 1 183 211 1 759 311 1 591 669 1 569 959 1 678 294 1 522 264 
Depreciation 1 551 1 683 1 816 1 976 2 112 2 258 2 413 
Δ NWC -240 126 -203 455 -205 189 -246 573 -210 353 -224 870 -240 398 

CAPEX -298 923 -324 332 -349 958 -380 752 -407 023 -435 107 -465 130 

FCFF 325 077 657 106 1 205 980 966 319 954 695 1 020 575 819 149 

Δ NIBD 620 286 171 367 172 827 207 685 177 177 189 404 202 484 
Net financal expenses a.t. -27 995 -30 375 -32 775 -35 659 -38 119 -40 749 -43 561 

FCFE 917 368 798 099 1 346 033 1 138 345 1 093 753 1 169 230 978 072 

Dividends 917 368 798 099 1 346 033 1 138 345 1 093 753 1 169 230 978 072 
Cash surplus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Appendix 22 – Forecast evaluation based on ROIC 
 

Historic ROIC 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Profit Margin 17 % 9 % -7 % 12 % 6 % 2 % 14 % 

Turnover rate 0,80 0,66 0,66 0,73 1,09 1,12 1,49 

ROIC 13,93 % 5,90 % -4,48 % 8,87 % 6,12 % 2,18 % 20,62 % 

        
Forecasted ROIC 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 
Profit Margin 14 % 17 % 24 % 21 % 23 % 23 % 20 % 

Turnover rate 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,2 1,0 1,0 1,0 

ROIC 18 % 22 % 31 % 25 % 23 % 23 % 20 % 
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Appendix 23 – GSF valuation - Economic value-added model 
 

  Short-term Medium-term 
Long-
term 

EVA Model 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023T 

NOPAT 862574 
118321

1 
175931

1 
159166

9 
156995

9 
167829

4 1522264 

Invested capital, primo 4602680 
491711

0 
533508

0 
575661

0 
626315

8 
669529

7 7157259 
WACC 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 5,45 % 
Cost of capital 250846 267983 290762 313735 341342 364894 390071 

EVA 611728 915229 
146854

9 
127793

3 
122861

7 
131340

0 1132193 
Discount factor 0,95 0,90 0,85 0,81 0,77 0,73   

Present value of EVA 580112 823069 
125241

6 
103352

7 942288 955251   

Invested capital, primo 4602680       
Present value of EVA in forecast 
period 5586664       
Present value of EVA in terminal 
period 9024613       

Estimated EV 
1921395

7       
NIBD Primo 1395729       

Estimated MV of Equity 
1781822

8       
Number of shares (000's) 111662       
Value of share (31.12.2016) 159,57       

 

Appendix 24 – Relative valuation – selected multiples 
 

2017E GSF LSG MHG NRS SAL Avg. 
P/E 9,7 10,7 11,3 11,7 15,8 11,53 
EV/EBIT 7,7 8,8 10,7 10,6 12,9 9,83 
EV/EBITDA 6,6 7,6 9,1 9,7 11,1 8,53 
EV/Kg. 125 168 190 213 187 170,89 
EBIT/Kg. 18 19 19 29 25 21,25 
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